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åöùIMUI

the period surrounding the birth of a child often involves profound

phyeical changee and peychological adjustment for the mother. These

changee may precipitate affective disturbances which range from the

'maternity blues' to psychosis. Postpartum depression, conceptualized as

the mid-range of affective disturbances, has been reported in 10 - 30* of

women who have just had a child (cf. o'Hara & Zekoski, 1988). The

etiological and maintenance factors associated with postpartum depression

are poorly understood. WhiIe the empirical Iiterature has consistently

reported associations between postpartum depression and three psychosocial

factore, cognitive etyle (e.g., Cutrona, 1983)r infant temPerament (e.9.,

whiffen & Kimball, 1985), and marital support (e.9.' Kumar & Robson,

1984), much of the work hae been retrospective, based on small sample

sizes, and has not incorporated these variables within a theoretical

framework. As a consequence, the relative impact of these variables and

the nature of the relationships afnong them (e.9., additive versus

interactive) is unknown. In the current study, the aforementioned

peychosocial factors were incorporated into a diathesis-stress model in

order to predict postparLum depression slrmptoms. One hundred and eeventy

primiparous t{omen, recruited from prenatal classes, completed a

guestionnaire package eight rireeks prenatally and four months postnatally.

The package included measures of depressogenic personality style

sociotropy and autonomy (e.g., Beck et al.r 1983), infant temperament, and

partner eupport and adjustment. Based on an interactional diathesis-

stress model, the atress associated with caring for a difficult infant was

predicted to be associated with higher levels of depressive slrmptoms among

women with high levels of depressogenic cognitive style. Specifically' it

r^ras predicted that this interaction between sociotropy/autonomy and

difficult infant temperament would be buffered by partner support.



Regression anaJ-yses supported the diathesis-stress model with the

sociotropy but not the autonomy subtype. Further, while marital support

and adjustment were related to the lower postpartum depression level, the

former variable did not buffer the interaction between sociotropy and

infant temperament. As expected, prenatal depression l^¡as the strongest

predictor of postpartum depression level. Howeverr contrary to

expectationr more women vrere depressed during Pregnancy than in the

postpartum. Finally. a most interesting result was that women's

sati6faction ratings of time away from the baby contributed significantly

to 1ower levels of postpartum depression. The present results generally

support the cognitive diathesis-stress model of dePression, although the

conceptual and measurement problems a€isociated with the model are noÈed.

The presenÈ findings also suggest that the focus on postpartum depression

should be broadened to include the entire childbearing period, and that

the prevention and treatment of depression in the postPartum will requlre

a better underetanding of those factore which can contribute to increasing

the woman'e eatisfaction with time Epent away from the baby.

II
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TNTRODUClION

The period surrounding the birth of a first child often involves

profound peychological and somatic changes. Leung (1985) describes this

time ae a development,a] crisis, in which the woman must mobilize her

individual aeeets and extra resourcee to adjuet to her new role as

mother and cope with the peychological and physical changes. The

ability of the new mother to adjuet impacts not only on her, but aleo on

the infant" Several researchers have found negative effects of

poetpartum dieturbance on mother-infant interactione, and later infant

development (e.9., Broussard & Hartner, I97O¡ CogiII, Caplan, Alexandra'

Robeon, & Kumar, 1986; Digdon & Gotlib, 1985; Field et al' 1985;

F1eming, Ruble, flett, & Shau}, 1986; Gotlib & Lee, 1990; Searle, 1987¡

t{hiffen & Gottib, 1989a; Wrate, Rooney, Thomas' & cox' 1985). ResPonses

following childbirth have been found to range from a temPorary

'maternity blues' to severe psychoeie. Postpartum depression (PPD),

conceptualized in the mid-range of responeee in terms of eeverity, ie

present in 10 - 3OB of women who have just had a child (e.9. ' Pitt, ,

1968; Gordon & cordon, 1959). Deepite ite relatively common occurrence,

and the poÈentially eerious consequences, postpartum disturbances have

only recently been the focue of renewed empirical attention (Hopkins'

Marcus, & campbell, L984). In the paet decade, etudies have begun to

assecs the type and severity of postpartum responses, prevalence rates,

and etiological variables. Three psychosocial factors have been

relatively consistently identified as contributing to the development

and maintenance of poetpartum depreeeion: cognitive etyle (e.9.,

attributionE, perceived maternal competencei Cutrona' 1983), infant-

related stress (actual difficulty of infant care, discrepancy between

expectations and actual difficulty of baby; Graff, Dyck, & Schallow'

1989; glhiffen & Kimball, 1985), and quality of the partner relationship



(e.9., Kumar & Robson, 1984). the particular aspects of these factors
that are important, and the way in which they interact to impact on PPD

are, as yet, uncJ-ear.

It appears that a diathesis-stress mode] can incorporate and

integrate the cognitive, environmental stressor, and interpersonal

factore that have been empirically identified as impacting on

poetpartum depression, in order to clarify their refative contribution

to PPD. Further, the reeearch in the recent general depression

literature, ehowing interactions between depreeeogenic personality

factors and theme congruent stressors (e.9.' Hammens, Mark, Mayol' &

deMayo, 1985; Robins, 1990), can be fruitfully applied to PoatPartum

research to further our underetanding of PPD. The following literature

review is organized into three major sectione. The firet secÈion

elaboratee on poetpartum depreeeion, differentiating it from the bluee

and peychosie, and includee a deÈailed deecription of s}¡mptoms, on6et,

duration, prevalence, and the status of epidemiologicaì- variables

associated with PPD. Secondly, etiological factors for postpartum

depression, broadly categorized as biochemical and psychosocial' are

examined. In addition, this section describes major methodologicaÌ and

conceptual- issues in PPD research. Finally, the diathesis-st,ress model

is deecribed in terms of ite application to postpartum depression.

Further, the relevance of the general depreseion vulnerability-gtress

reeearch to PPD research ie detailed.

Poetpartum Dieturbancee

Three typee of poetpartum responses have been identified:

maternity blues, nonpsychotic postpartum depression, and postpartum

psychoeis. They differ to some extent in symptomatology' as well as

severity, duration, and prevalence parameters. The blues and psycboeie

wilt be described first to provide a context for the mid-range



dieturbance known as postpartum depression.

Maternitv Bluee

The maternity bluee, known variouely ae baby bluee, transitory

syndrome, or third, fifth or tenth day bluee is the most cornmon and

Ieaet severe of the three types of poetpartum dieturbances. It is a

traneient, eelf-remitting mood alteration that typically occurs within

the firet ten daye poetpartum (Harrier 1981; Yalom, Lunde, Moos, &

Hamburg, 1968). The blues tend to last one or two days, with the peak

onset thought to be on the third or fifth day after childbirth (Kendell,

Mackenzie, Weet, McGuire, & Cox, 1984; Pitt, L973¡ Thirkettle & Knight,

1985). there may be a short-term impact on daily functioning (Àffonso &

Domino, 1984). Frequent and/or prolonged tearfulneee ie most

characterietic of the bluee (cutrona, J-982¡ Yalom et al., 1968). other

symptoms include increaeed lability of mood, a heightened eenee of

anxiety, aome cognitive confueion, and irritability (Kraue & Redman,

1986; Nott, Franklin, Armitage, & Gelder, 1976¡ Pitt, 1973¡ Thirkettle &

Knight, 1985) " The blues phenomenon is quite common, with prevalence

eet.imatee ranging from 50 - 8Ot (e.9., Harrie, 1981; Morsbach & Gordon,

1984¡ Pitt, L973¡ Yal-om et aI., 1968). Given that the majority of women

apparently experience itr it seems reasonable to consider maternity

bluee ae a normal aepect of postpartum adjustment, rather than ae

evidence of maladjustment or disorder (Leung, 1985). Some studies have

documented the changes during pregnancy and the early postpartum period

(e.9., Lips, 1985; Robin, L962). While there is general agreement on

the nature of the changes, the regearch is malnly descriptive' and

l-ittle is known about baseline rates to dietinguish abnormal from normal

reactione (Hopkine, Marcus, & Campbell, 1984).

Biochemical explanations have been moet commonly tested t,o account

for the occurence of the baby blues. Nott et aI. (1976) investigated

the relationship between the sudden drop in progesterone and estrogen
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levele in the firet few daye poetpartum and maternity bluee, in one of
the only studies that directly measured hormone levels. They did not

find strong evidence for such a relationship. However, they suggested

that "if hormonal influences predominated at any stage it would be

likely to be immediately after delivery, when hormone levels have

changed so dramatically" (p. 383). Metz et aI. (1983) assessed the

influence of platelet a2-adrenocept,ore in the development of the blues.

The number of a2-adrenoceptore fell aft,er childbirt,h, but at a slower

rate than the fall in eetrogen and progeeterone, corresponding more

closely to the onset of the blues. In addition, women who experienced

maternity blues had a higher platelet a2-adrenoceptor capacity than

those who did not report bluee s]¡mptoms, suggest.ing a relat.ionship,

although not necesearily a caueal one. Harrie (1980) inveetigated the

role of L-tryptophan in maternity blues, by administering it after

delivery to determine if eymptome were reduced. He failed to eupport

the hypothesis that low levels of tryptophan cause the blues. Finally,

Wileon (1985) carried out etudies aEE¡eEEing pJ-atelet MÀo activity, 6erum

prolactln, and B-endorphin/B-Iipotrophin. He found close correlatione

between the specific mood variables of depression, irritability,

anxiety, and tearfulnees, and the biochemical variables that he tested,

concluding that biochemical mediatore r4rere j-rnportant in early post,partum

disturbances. thus, as can be seen, findings regarding the role of

biochemical factors suggest that these may be important, although their

mechaniam of action is as yet unspecified.

In summary, maternity bluee ie a transient and self-remitting

affective response that occurs within a few days of childbirth to a

majority of new mothers. The evidence supports a heavy biochemical

influence in the etiology of the bluee.

Postpartum Psvchosis

Postpartum psychosis is much rarer than than the blues, and it
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involvee more severe and long-Iasting symptoms. Prevalence estimaLes

euggest that it occurs at a rate of 2 per 1000 cases of childbirth
(Dalton, 1980; Herzog & Detre, ]-976). Onset is typically within two to
three daye postpartum (Mertzer & Kumar, 1985), although some cases may

develop in the period up to six weeks post-delivery (Herzog & DeÈre,

L976¡ Protheroe, 1969). The psychosis is characterized by a thought

disorder (Dalton, 1980), most commonly with depresslve and manic

featuree, and infrequently with echizophrenic eymptoms (Muller, 1985).

Reeearchers have generally concluded that poetpartum psychosie is
not demonstrably different from nonpuerperal psychoses (Dean & KendaII,

1981; Herzog & Detre, L976). MuIIer (1985) reviewed studies of
psychoeie aeeociated with chiJ-dbirth, and found that 65t of poetpartum

peychosis patients experienced eubeequent epieodes unrelated to the

puerperium. Approximately 20t of the women who had a postpartum

psychotic epieode had a previous history of nonpuerperaJ- peychoeie

(ProÈheroe, 1969). Descriptions of symptome for peychoses following
childbirth were similar to symptoms of psychoseË independent of the

puerperium (e.9., Dean & Kendall, 1981). One exception was noted by

Herzog and Detre (1976), who reported gualitative differences in the

delueional content of the depression (i.e., cornmon themes reflected
issues associated with childbirth). FinalIy, there is strong evidence

that genetic factors and family history play a role in t,he occurrence of
poetpartum psychoeee, eimilar to that of nonpuerperal psychoees

(Protheroe, 1969; Thuwe, 19741.

In sum, poetpartum peychosis is not unigue in symptomatology to
the postpartum, except in its timing. The similarity to nonpuerperal

psychoeis in prevalence, eymptoms, and genetic factors suggests that
chiLdbirth may be a precipitating stressor for those already vulnerable

to the development of a psychosis (Cut.rona, 1982).
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Postpartum DeÞression

Poetpartum depression (PPD) is generalJ-y conceptual!zed in the

mid-range of postpartum affective dieturbance, both in terms of eeverity

and longevity. At this point, however, there is no conclusive evidence

for a continuum of postpartum disorders per se. In particular, the

relationehip between the bluee and postpartum depreseion ie eguivocal.

Although Bome reeearchers have euggeeted that the difference ie eimply

one of eeverity (e.9., Affonso & Domino, 1984), the evidence for euch a

postition is not Etrong. Pitt (1968) found a elightly higher rate of

bluee experienced by thoee who were depreseed poetpartum than in the

non-PPD group. Paykel, Emms, Fletcher, and Raeeaby (1980) aleo reported

an association between the occurrence of the blues and the development

of postpartum depresetion. However, Èhree additional studiee did not find

the blueg to be predictive of PPD (Gard, Handley, Parsons, & Waldron,

1986; Kumar & Robson, L9A4¡ Meares, Grimwade, & Wood, 19761. In

addition, the high baee rate for the blues (i.e., 50-80*) and the lower

rate of postpartum depreeeion (i.e., approximately 10-30t) euggeet that

any relationship between the two might be capitalizing on chance. Thue,

it ie unclear whether postpartum depreesion represents a failure to

recover from the blues, or whether the two are distinct phenomena

(Cutrona, 19821.

Svmptomg. Depreeeion in the puerperium is not eimply a dyephoric

or depreeeed mood. Women have reported feeling disabled by the

s1¡mptoms, not juet sad or 'down' (Handford, 1985). Although

definitional criteria vary, PPD appears to be characterized by many of

the elrmpt,oms found in claeeical depreeeion, including fatigue, weight,

loee, anorexia, irritability, anxiety, depressed mood, mood changee,

sleep disturbances, crying, and feelings of loss and guilt (e.9.,

Kerfoot & Buckwalter, 1981; Kumar & Robson, 1978; Nixon, 1985; Zare-

Parei & Hoffman, l-989). Some of the symptoms are more likely to refl-ect
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normal changes in the postpartum, such as weight loss, and sleep and

appetite disturbances. In addition, while there has not been a direct
empirical comparieon of poetpartum and nonpoetpartum depreeeive

eymptoms, researchere have euggeeted there are some qualitative

differences. Pitt (1968), in a descriptive study of 305 women, found

that depreesion fol-lowing childbirth was characterized by unusually

strong anxiety and irritability, did not typically involve early morning

awakening or euicidal ideation, and rarely involved expreseion of

hopeleeenese and deepair. Guilt and feelinge of inadequacy and

inability to cope with the baby were common. Vandenbergh (1980) also

noted thematic differencee from nonpoetpartum depreeeion, in terme of

content of depressive thoughts. He reported that PPD women frequently

experienced self-derogatory feelings focused on a sense of incapacity to

Iove enough, and often felt ambivalence toward the child. Searle (1987)

reported that PPD eymptoms vary in inteneity from day to day, and that

PPD tende to be reactive to circumÊtances. Postpartum depression is

lees vieible than either the bluee or psychosie, eince it ie frequently

not reported by the woman (KendaII, 1985; Pitt, 1968; Vandenbergh'

1980). Perhapa new mothers feel preseured by expectations of others

that this is a joyous event and happy period of life, and are therefore

reluctant to seek help or draw attention to any adjustment difficulties.

onset/Duration. Information regarding the time of onset and

durat,ion of poetpartum depreeeion ie inconeietent, and eomewhat limited,

perhape due to the different operational definitione and meaeurement

periode ueed by researchere. Whil-e the majority of PPD studies aeaess

depression between six and twelve weeks following childbirth, there is

no conaensua regarding the limits for onset, and assessment has varied

from a few days postpartum to one year. O'Hara and Zekoski (1988)

suggeeted that most researchers tend to assess PPD at the earliest time

they believe women will become depressed, for pragmatic reasons.

O'Hara, Neunaber, and Zekoski (1984) found onset to occur within the
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firet week following delivery for 5OB of their depressive eubjecte, and

up to eix weeks poetpartum for eome episodee. Others have euggeeted

onset ie more conìmon during or after the third week following childbirth
(e.9., Brandon, t982; Vandenbergh, 1980; Welburn, 1980). Bridge,

Little, Hayworth, Dewhuret, and Priest (1985) reported that, half of the

depressed cases in their study did not become depressed unt,il after the

six week mark, and caut,ioned that a substantial number of women whose

depressive slrmptoms develop later would be ignored by assessing PPD too

early. Kumar and Robeon (1984) concJ-uded from their proepective etudy

that the period of one to three monthe poetpartum wae the moet likely

time for symptoms to be manifegted. They interviewed 119 primiparou€t

mothers repeatedly during pregnancy and up to one year poetpartum, with

a follow up at four yeare. Fourteen of the 15 mothers who becarne

depreeeed reported that Bymptome began between four and six weeks after

delivery. Their etudy provided ueeful data for duration of PPD as

weII. Kumar and Robson reported that depreesion pereisted for half of

their depreeeed casee until eix monthe, and three women were et,ill

depreeeed one year later. Pitt (1968) reported elrmptoms pereieting for

40t of hie sample, and Bridge et al. (1985) found one-third of their

eubjects were still depreeeed at the one year mark. o'Hara et al.

(1984) found a mean postpartum duration of three weeks. Hopkine, Marcus

and Campbell (1984) euggeeted that the average duration of PPD may be

six to eight weeks, although they acknowledged that symptoms can persist

for much longer.

With the application of a prospective design to PPD research, some

etudiee have reported eubjects with an oneet of depression during

pregnancy that may continue through to the postpartum (e.9., Atkinson &

Rickel, 1984; Elliot, watson, & Brough, 1985; Gotlib, Whiffen, Mount,

Milne, & Cordy, 1989; O'Hara, 1985). However, other studies have

reported littl-e overlap between those depressed in the ante- vereus

postpartum (e.9., Kumar & Robson, 1984; O'Hara, Rehm, & Campbell, 1983).
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There hae been little done to assea€¡ possible differences between those

who become depressed prepartum and those whose onset is not until

postpartum. Preliminary research suggests there are differences in

demographic correlates, and thus there may be etiological differences as

well (Beueching, Glaeeer, & Frate, 1986; cutrona, 1983; Gotlib et aI.,

1989). At this point, it is not clear what the relationship is between

depreeeion beginning in pregnancy versus depression with a post-delivery

onset.

Prevalence. The reported prevalence of postpartum depression has

ranged from 7t (Dalton, L971) to 30t (Gordon & Gordon, l-959). The

dieparity in rates !n part reflects the variety of diagnostic criteria

used, with the label depreseion being applied rather loosely (o'Hara'

l-984). Dalton, for example, defined as depressed those who sought

treatment (rate ='72r, whereas Gordon and Gordon operationalized PPD in

te¡me of a eingle rating by a phyeician of "degree of emotional

dieturbance with which the patient reacted to the maternity experience"

(rate = 30ti p. 1075). In more recent reeearch, either etandard eelf-

report depreesion measures (e.9., Beck Depression Inventory - BDI) to

assese symptoms or diagnostic criteria (Ê.Ç. r RDc or DSM-IIIR) to assess

syndrome have been moet co¡nmonly used (o'Hara' 1984). Not surprisingly,

there tends to be a higher rate of PPD reported when the standard self-

report questionnaire measures versus the diagnostic interview strategies

are ueed. Pitt'B (1968) reported rate of 10.8t, based on self-report

gueetionnaire, was revised in a reanalysis of the data t,o 19.7t

(Neugebauer, 1983). Paykel et aI. (1980) found 208 of their subjects

met the cutoff criteria on the Raskin Three Àrea Depression Scale,

Halrworth et aI. (1980) reported a 22È rate of depression when using the

Zung SeIf-Rating Scale, and the Beck Depression Inventory yielded

estimates betvreen 20-308 (Atkinson & Rickel, 1984; Gotlib et aI., 1989).

Based on this research, one could conclude that postpartum depression

occurs for almost one-quarter of the women who give birth (Atkinson &
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Rickel, 1983), yet this is clearly on overestimation of the prevalence

of diagnoeable (DSM-IIIR) depression.

Diagnostic criteria using standardized interview schedules such as

the SADS (Schedute for Affective Dieorders and Schizophrenia) are

eomewhat more rigoroue than the eymptom meaaures, requiring that

multiple affective, cognitive' and somatic eymptoms be Present over a

two week period (Hopkine, Marcue' & Campbell' 1984). On the basis of

theee criteria, PPD ratee were estimated ae half those indicated by the

symptom measurec. Cutrona (1983) reported that 8.2s of her eubjecte

were diagnosed as depreeeed following childbirth, o'Hara et aI. (1984)

found t2È of their sample experienced a depresslve eyndrome, and Gotlib

et aI. (L989) diagnosed 6.8t as depressed postpartum' with only 3.48 of

those as new-onset cases (i.e., nondepressed in pregnancy). Thue, a

syndrome of depreseion appears to affect approxlmately 108 of women in

the puerperium. While the rate ie not ae high as that indicated by

symptom meaeures, the occurrence of PPD in even 10t of new mothers

suggeste that a eubetantial number of women are experiencing some

functional impairment and digtrees in the puerperal period.

Epidemioloqy. Numeroue demographic variables have been assessed

for their relationahip to poetparturn depreeeion. In particular, age of

the mother, eocioeconomic etatus, parity, obstetrical complications, and

previous psychiatric hist,ory have been extensively investigated. Despite

the empirical focus, however, results have either failed to support

epidemiological patterns or have been inconsistent. with regard to the

relation between depreseion and age, most studies have found no

aseociation (e.g., Braverman & Roux, 1978; Nott et aI. ' 1976¡ Pitt,

L968), although one reported that older women were more likely to become

depreesed (cordon & Gordon, 1959), and two studies found that depressed

eubjecte were eignificantly younger than the nondepreesed eubjecte

(Hayworth et al., 1980; Paykel et aI., 1980). Socioeconomlc status has

also not been shown to have any significant relationship with postpartum
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depreseion (e.9., Handley, Dunn, Waldron, & Baker, 1980; Hayworth et

âI., 1980; Nott et aI., 1976¡ Pitt, 1968). In fact, only two studies of

13 reviewed by o'Hara and Zekoski (1988) ehowed any evidence for an

association between the two variables. Support for a relationship

between number of children and risk of postpartum depression is also

contradictory. llost studies have reported no relationship between

parity and PPD (e.9., Braverman & Roux I l-978; Elliot, watson' & Brough'

L985; cennaro, 1988; Handley et aI.' 1980; Halrworth et aI., 1980). As

exceptione, Kendell, Rennie, C1arke, and Dean (1981) found a significant

correlation for postpartum depression in primiparous mothera, and lod

(1964) found an association between PPD and multiparity. However, the

Iatter reeult may eimply reflect Lhe high recurrence rate of PPD

(Melges, 1968). Studies assesging the contribution of obstetrical

complications and labor/delivery stress to riek of PPD have generally

failed to eupport any relationship (Bradley, Ross, & Warnycka, 1983;

Elliot, Anderson, Brough, wat6on, Rugg, I9A4¡ o'Hara' Rehmr & Campbell,

1983; Paykel et aÌ., 1980; Pitt, 1968; Yalom et aI., l-968).

FinalIy, regults regarding previous peychiatric history as a rlsk

factor have been mixed. Braverman and Roux (1978) reported that past

history of depreseion or other psychiatric problems was not predictive

of postpartum depreeeion. Their conclusion was eupported by several

other researchers (e.9., Bridge et al., 1985; Dalton' L97I; Handford'

1985; Handley et aI., 1980; Kumar & Robson, 1984¡ Pitt' 1968; Yalom et

ô1., 1968). However, other etudies have found a strong association

between paat history of depression and current postpartum depression

(e.9., Beusching, Glasser, & Frate, 1986; Paykel et al., 1980; Tod'

1964). O'Hara, Neunaber, and Zekoeki (1984) reported that depression

hietory wae a eignificant predictor of depreesive eyndrome but not

depressive slrmptoms. It may be that previous psychiatric history

increases the risk of more severe depression postpartum, but evidence

does not yet support any contention that this variable is either
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necessary or sufficient for PPD to occur.

In eummary, postpartum depression is characterized by a range of

symptoms, some of which are eimilar to nonpostpartum depression. PPD

may persist for s,everal months to a year. and wil] occur at a rate of

approximately 1Ot or 258, depending on whether depressive symptoms or

syndrome are assessed. Epidemiological factors, including age' parity,

and peychiatric hietory have not been consistently Linked to postpartum

depreesion.

Etiol-ogy of Postpartum Depression

Over the yeare, there has been eome ehifting in the thinking about

etiology of postpartum depreseion" Early studies focused on

phyeiological factors particular to the puerperlum, and portrayed the

depreeeed mother as neurotic and vulnerable to a pre-existing mental

illnees that was eimply triggered by childbirth (Kerfoot & Buckwalter,

1981). More recent etudies have considered a range of variablee that

can be categorized broadly as biochemical or psychosocial, and in the

eections that follow, the major findings in these areas will be

summarized. As will be seen, much of this research is characterized by

contradictory results and tentative conclusions. ÀIso, most of the work

is not theoreticalJ-y driven, and uses primarily associational

methodology. Prospective research has become more commonr however, and

may compensate for some of the drawbacks of associational analyees.

Biochemical Factore

Biological variables have been hypothesized t,o impact on

poetparÈum depreseed women through some imbalance or dysfunction

(Cutrona, 1982). Hormonal factors have been the most commonly asse€tsed

variables, since endocrine }evels fl-uctuate widely in the puerperium.

Specifical-ty, the large drop of progesterone and estrogen foJ-Iowing
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childbirth was postulated to be linked to PPD (e.9.. Dalton, 1980; Yalom

et al., 1968). However, while many etudiee have investigated hormonal

expLanations for the maternity blues (as noted in an earlier section),

few studies have agsessed the association between hormonal factors and

PPD. It has been argued that indirect evidence for an endocrine-

depreseion relationehip ie provided by etudiee reporting an aesociation

between mood alterations and periode in the life cycle in which there

are hormonal fluctuations (i.e., menstruation, menopause,

pre/poetpartumi Nixon, l-985). Other indirect support was suggested by

Al-der and Cox (1983), who found that mothers who continued to

exclusively breaet-feed or who were using oral contraceptivee had a

higher raÈe of postpartum depressive symptoms. While they did not

meaEure prolactin and estrogen levele directly, they argued that mothers

ueing the pitl or breast-feeding were leet€t likely to have normal

hormonal levele. Hoh¡ever, othere have found no rel-ationehip between

breast-feeding and slrmptoms of depreseion (e.9., Kumar & Robson, 1978).

In addition, a study by Van der Meer, Loendersloot, and Van Loenen

(1984) found that progesterone treatmente did not improve postpartum

depreseion eymptoms. Still other etudiee have found that adoptive

mothers also report a PPD experience (Handford, 1985; Kraus & Redman,

1986). The only study that directly measured level of hormones and

relation between changes and depressive s1¡mptoms (up to six weeks

postpartum) could find no clear pattern of significant differences

between depression and level of prolactin, estrogen, or progesterone

(Nott et al., 1976). Overall, while the influence of hormonal variables

should not be entirely discounted, there does not apPear to be

coneistent evidence for a caueal role in postPartum depreesion. More

studies are needed that directly measure hormonal levels and changes to

assess the correspondence with standard measures of depressive s]¡mptoms

and syndrome.

Other chemical- variables that have been investigated in relation
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to PPD include tryptophan, which ie a precursor to the neurotransmit.ter,

5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT; Handley et aI., 1980) and non-esterified

fatty acids (Gard, Handley, Parsons, & Waldron, l-986). A lack of

tryptophan ha6 been implicated in clinical depression (Hopkins et aI.,

1984). Handley et aI. (1980) measured levels of tryptophan from the

ante-natal period to eix weeks postpartum, and assessed depressive

symptome at the eame time, plue at a eix month follow up. Tryptophan

level wae low near the end of pregnancy, rose quickly in the firet two

daye poet-delivery, and elowly returned to normal levele by the fourth

or fifth day. Abeence of the peaking in the first days was

significantly related to reports of maternity blues and to complaints of

depreeeion in the following eix months. However, it is unclear why a

variable that returned to normal levels within the fireL week following

childbirth wouÌd be related to depresÊrion occurring over the eubeequent

mont.he. Gard et al. (1986) compared depreeeed and nondepree6ed grouper

on a number of biological variables, and found the only significant

group difference was for non-esterified fatty acids, which did not

decrease as rapidly in subjects who were later depressed. Halbriech and

Endicott (1981) argued that a decreased level of endorphins may be

involved in poetpartum depreseion, since higher levels were related to

euphoria, and reeearch in other areas had egtablished a link between

endorphin action and development of dysphoric symptoms. They did not,

however, provide any empirical evidence for guch a relationehip.

To conclude, the present etatus of biological factors in the

etiology for postpartum depreseion is equivocal. There is currently

Iit,tle support for any substantial contribution of biochemical factors

to the development of postpartum depression. Most research in the area

hag assegsed maternity bluee, rather than PPD, and for the latter, only

symptoms and not syndrome have been measured. ft would be premature to

entire)-y rule out a biological contribution though, since there ie a

Iack of research directly investigating the relationship between PPD and
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biochemical factors rather than clear evidence of no relationship.

Psvchosocial Factors

Peychological variables (e.9. r p€rsonality, cognitive style), and

social/environmental variablee, euch as etress and social support have

al-l been examined in etiol-ogical reeearch on postpartum depression.

Moet of the etudieÊt aÊaessed depreseion baeed on nonstandard or standard

symptom meaaures. A few studies also included diagnostlc evaluations of

depression, and findings for the latter definition of depression wilÌ
aleo be highlighted.

Pevcholoqical VariabÌes. The personality characterist,ice of
anxiety, hoetility, and externa.l- locue of control measured during

Pregnancy were aII found to predict depression at six weeks postpartum

(Bridge et aI., 1985; Dalton, L97l¡ Hayworth et aI., 1980; Little et
âI.' 1982). Hoetil-ity level in the firet trimester of pregnancy wae the

st,rongest overall predictor of PPD. the role of optimism and pessimism

ae moderating the development of PPD was inveetigated by Carver and

Gainee (1987). They meaeured depression during pregnancy and in the

third week postpartum, using the BDI. Optimism was found to be inversely
correlat,ed with depression following childbirth. That is, the more

optimietic a dieposition, the leee likely one would become depreseed.

They euggested that opt,imism may help provide resistance againet the

development of depression.

Raphael-Leff (1985) conceptualized two mothering'personal-ities'

or orientations: facilitators and regulators. Facilitators adapt

themeelveÊ to the baby's needs. and see mothering ae promoting self-

actualization, whereas regulators view mothering in terms of socializing
Èhe infant, and Eee the role as interchangeable with other individualE.
She hypothesized that depression following childbirth was not related to
childbirth per se, but to issues around becoming a mother. She

suggested that self-esteem was regulated by different factors for the
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two types of mothers, and thus postpartum depression would occur at

different times and for different reasons, depending on the mothering

orientation. In her study of 27 mothers categorized as facilitators or

regulators, she found that the two types of mothers were differentially
vulnerable to depression at different timee in a two year period (e.g.,
first eix weeks and after one year for regulators; deveJ-opmental

milestones Iike weaning for facilitators). In addition, factors such as

employment were differentiatly related to depression, as hypothesized.

Her etudy repreeente one of the few attempts to move from a general to a

more context-specific measurement of relevant variables. [.lhile her

approach could provide some clarity for the contradictory findings in
the area of poetpartum depreesion (e.9., inconeistencieÊ for demographic

variables, contradictions regarding on6et and duration), the etudy was

retroepective, and was based on t,oo small a sarnple to draw any firm

concluEions.

Dyefunctional attributional etyle and the role of caueal

attribution€t have aleo been investigated, based on the general

depreseion theory of learned helplessness. Attribut.ional style refers

to the characterietic way that individuaj-s perceive causes of events.

When applied in the poetpartum context, results were mixed. Cutrona

(1983) and O'Hara, Rehm, and Campbell (L982) assessed depressive

symptoms both ant,e- and poetnatally, using 85 and J-70 subjects,

respectively. In Cutrona's study, attributional style measured in the

prepartum period (using the Àttributional Styles Questionnaire)

predicted postpartum depression for those whose onset, was exclusively

following childbirth. For subjects who were depressed during pregnancy

and the postpartum, a dysfunctional att,ribut,ionaÌ style was not

predictive. O'Hara, Rehm, and Campbell (1982) aleo found that

attributional style e¡as a significant predictor of PPD. However,

O'Hara, Neunaber, and Zekoski (1984), who measured both symptoms of

depression (BDI) and syndrome of depression (SADS) at several periods
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during pregnancy and the postpartum did not find a significant
relationship between scores on the Attributional StyJ-es Questionnaire
and either definition of depression. Thus, it is unclear how much

impact general attribution of cause has on the development of postpartum

depression. While there is some indication that dysfunctional

at.t,ributions may contribute to PPD, more sensitive and specific measures

of cognitive st,yle may be needed to adeguately test the influence of
thie variable.

SociaI /Environmental Variables. Streeeful events are, by

definition, conceptualized ae challenges to adjustment, and eoclal

support ie viewed as buffering the effecte of stressors (Cobb, L9'161.

While pregnancy and childbirth have typically been viewed as streeeful

events in and of themselves. PPD researchers have considered that

additional stressors during the pre- and post.natal periods cont,ribute to

adjuetment difficultiee. As a reeult, the impact of both general life
events and stress more specifically related to the infant have been

inveetigated. Studiee aseeesing the influence of Iife events on

depreseive syndrome have had somewhat contradictory results. O' Hara,

Rehm, and Campbell (1983), O'Hara, Neunaber, and Zekoski (1984) and

O'Hara (1986) all reported that a higher frequency of negative life

events was significantly related to depression for new mothers.

Hopkins, Campbell, and Marcue (1987) found no relationship between

frequency and degree of distres€r from negative life events and PPD. The

primary difference between the etudies was the use of a prospective

deeign by the O'Hara researchere, and a retrospective design by Hopkine

et aI. The argument that retrospective studies may be contaminatd by

depressive distortion (i.e., that reports of negative life events are

inflated) does not appear to be supported by these results. Depressive

symptom studies have been in agreement regarding the relationship with

stressful life events. Paykel et aI. (1980) and O'Hara, Rehm, and

Campbelì- ( 1982 ) found that more st,ressful life events were experienced
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Êince the beginning of pregnancy and since derivery by postpartum

depressed women than by women in the nondepressed group. Atkinson and

Rickel- (1984) found a lack of positive life events since birth to be

related to poetpartum depression in firet-time parents. They concluded

that the lack of enjoyable events was due to disrupt,ion from the new

baby, suggesting indirect support for the influence of infant-related
stressors on PPD.

More direct evidence for the impact of infant stressors was

provided by etudiee aeeeseing the effecte of infant temperament and

chirdcare Etressors (e.9., poor hearth of infant, probJ-ems with feeding

and sleep schedules). It has been noted through clinical observation

that mot,here with more temperamentally difficult infante ehow eigne of
depreeeion and feelings of inadequacy (Oberklaid, 1979). Thomas and

Chess (1977 ), who have done extensive work assessing infant temperament,,

defined it in terms of the way in which an individuar behaves. They

conceptualized temperament as behavioral etyle, dietinct from ability or

motivation. They found, in their rongitudinar etudies, that a child'e
specific tempermental t,raite can affect the parente, functloning and

reeponses to the chil-d. In the postpartum literature, Cutrona and

Troutman (L986), in a path analytic study of 55 women, found that
difficult infant. t,emperament, (measured by observation, crying records,

and parent rating) was strongly related to maternal depressive s)¡mptoms,

but, the impact was mediated by the mot.her'6 view of hersel_f as

competent. Hopkins et aI. (1987) reported t,hat depressed mothers

(meeting RDC criteria) rated their infants' temperaments ae more

difficult, more unadaptable, and more unpredictable. It is not clear
whether a more difficult infant temperament contributed to maternal

depreeeion, or whether depressed mothere viewed their infante as more

cranky and fussy. Whiffen and KimbalI (1985) simiJ-arly report,ed that
depreesed mothers rated their infants as more difficutt. However, their
measures addressed the question of depressive distortion. Almost, hatf
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(45t) of the depressed subjects' babies were independently diagnosed as

colicky by a physician, compared to only 15* of nondepressed women,s

infante. A colicky baby ie likely to be perceived as more difficult
temperamentally, suggeeting that the direction of effect may be from

infant streseor to depreesion. Stressors related to childcare were al-so

found to impact on post.partum depression. O'Hara (1986), O'Hara et aI.
(1984)' and Cutrona (1983) all reported that more stressful childcare

eventÊ, were exPerienced by women with a po6t,part,um depressive syndrome

than women not depreeeed in the postpartum.

The number and nature of relationehipe with others have been

hypotheeized to moderate the impact of etreseor variablee in the social
support literature (Hopkins et al., 1984). The quality of the marital
relationship and the support provided by the husband have been found to
be particularly important in the development of postpartum depreseion

(e.9., Braverman & Roux, 1978; Kumar & Robson, L984¡ O'Hara et al.,
1983; Tietjen & Bradley, 1985). O'Hara (1985) found that the husband,s

satiefaction with the marriage vras correlated with the wife'e
eatiefaction with the eupport from her hueband, euggesting that men who

were eatisfied with the state of their relat,ionshlp were more Iikely to
provide the needed support to their Epousea. Leung (l-985) acknowledged

that spousal support waa important, but also found that social support.

from extended family impacted on maternal depression. In his etudy of

Asian families, he found that support from other family members was

associated with lower depression levele in new mothers. In a

prospective study of married women, Cutrona and Troutman (L986) found

that women who reported high levele of eupport. from spouse and ot,hers

during the prenatal period reported greater self-confidence as a parent

and less depression at three months postpartum. In addition, Cutrona

(1984) found that overall sociaj- support predicted depressive slrmptoms

in the later weeks of the postpartum period (i.e., I weeks) but not in
the first, two weeke following childbirth. Braverman and Roux (1978) and
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Kumar and Robson (1984) both found that women who reported maritar
probLems during pregnancy were more at risk for depression in the

poetpart,um. Finally, Paykel et al. (1980) reported an interaction of
social support and life events. such that. a lack of marital support only

affected depression in the presence of stressful Iife events, thereby

acting ae a vulnerability factor.

These gtudies were primarily based on correlational data, and thus

it ie difficult to eetablieh whether depreseed women perceived less

support from epouses and othere, or if lower levels of support resulted

in greater postpartum depression (cf. Gotlib & Hooley, 1988).

Proepective etudiee euch ae Cutrona and Troutman,e (1986) tend to
support, a buffering interpretation of eupport on depression.

General Research Issues for Postpartum Depression

The equivocal findings presented in the previous sections reflect,
to some extent, methodological problems in the area of postpartum

depresaion research. While etudy quality has improved in the past five
to ten years, there are stiLl a number of issues that must be taken into
accounÈ when planning an investigation of poetpartum depression in
vromen, or considered vrhen evaluat,ing the research. Limitations in
eample size and selection, etudy deeign, operationaLization of
depression, and use of theory may all contribute to the inconclusive

resul-ts in many aepects of PPD research (i.e., rate, onset, etiology,
etc. ). Although not aII studies contain all of these methodological

problems. most have problems in at least one of the areas.

Sample Size and Selection. With an eetimated Lot of postpartum

mothers meeting criteria for a depressive syndrome, or even 20-25?

experiencing depressive sl¡mpt,oms, sma)-Ier samples will only include a

few of the subjects in which one is particularly interest.ed. For

example, with a sample size of 50 pregnant women, only 5 would likely be
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depressed, which is very few on which to base conclusions regarding

poetpartum dieturbances. The contradictory findings for epidemiological

variables may well be related to eampling error due to the small num.ber

of women who are actually depressed. Since the population ie somewhat

Iess accessible than undergraduate college students, studles in this

area tend to have samples of lees than 100 (e.9., Cutrona & Troutman,

1986; O'Hara, 1985; Tietjen & Bradley, 1985), although there are

exceptions (e.9., Kumar & Robson, 7984, n=119; Pitt, 1968, n=305). Even

for group comparison etudies, in whlch nondepressed and depressed

postpartum women are selected, the sample size is stiII relatively small

(e.9., Hopkine et al., L987, n=24 per groupi O'Hara et aI., 1.983, n=11

depreeeed, n=19 nondepreseed). Small samplee aleo put limite on the

statietics one can employ, particularly in correlationaÌ deeigne, which

in turn Iimite the eophietication of the reeearch question.

Another potential problem with regard to sarnpling is

representativenese. True random eampling of pregnant women (i.e., for

proepective reÊrearch) is difficult to achieve, since there are probleme

obtaining acceas to the population. Reseachere often have to rely on

samplee of convenience, most corTunonly by recruiting through prenatal

classes or antenatal clinics (e.9., Atkinson & Rickel, 1984; Braverman &

Roux, 1978). While there may not be as much of a selection factor for

first-time mothers, since they are typically encouraged by their

physicians to attend prenaÈa} instruction, differences between those who

do and do not utilize prenatal courses or clinics have not been

inveetigated empirically. Thus, it ie unclear how representative the

sample is when obtaining eubjecte through those avenues. However, as in

other types of research, careful description of the sample provides

direction for generalizability of findings.

Study Desiqn. Postpartum depression researchers have the unique

opportunity of being able to anticipate when the presumed etressor event

occurs and assess changes by measuring key variables both before and
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ofafter childbirth. However, too many studies have not taken advantage

the opportunity for prospective research and rely on a retrospective
design instead (e.9., Paykel et al-., 1980). It is difficult to apply

experimental manipulations in this area. thus, to obtain stronger

suPport for caueal conclusione, more prospective longitudinal studies

are needed, rather than ueing a quick crosa-6ectiona] restrospective

approach. The proepective approach, which would include assessment

during pregnancy and in the postpartum, ie especially important to

aaaeaa whether depreseion ie related more to the mothering role
(Chalmers & chalmers, L986; Raphael-Leff, 1985) than just to childbirth

and childcare. In the past five year€r, it appears that more researchers

have begun to use a proepective deeign (e.9., Cutrona & Troutman, 1986;

Graff, Dyck, & SchaÌlow, L991; Kumar & Robeon, L984; O'Hara, 1986;

Tiet,jen & Bradley, 1985).

Operationalization of PPD. one problem that continuee to be

highlighted by reviewere (e.9., cutrona, L982; Hopkins et al., 1984;

O'Hara & Zekoeki, 1988) ie t,he lack of a etandard assessment strategy

for poetpartum depreseion, both in terme of measures used to define it,

and time periods in which to aesess it. Reeearchers have used slrmptom

checkliets (e.9., Little, et aI., 1980), opinion (e.9., Gordon & Gordon,

1959), etandard self-report of s]¡mptom (e.9., BDI - Atkinson & Rickel,

1984) and structured interview (e.9., SADS - O'Hara et al., 1984). In

addition, assessment times have included eingle and multipoint

measurement in the postpartum only or in pre- and postpartum periods

(e.9., O'Hara et al., 1983; Paykel et aI., 1980), and different time

periode, including anywhere from two weeks (e.9., Cutrona, 1983) to two

yeare¡ postpartum (e.9., Raphael-Leff, 1985) and varioue times during

pregnancy. The range of aeeegement instrumenta and meagurement periods

makes it difficult to compare results across gtudies. o' Hara (1984)

noted that more recent studies are primarily defining PPD in terms of

slrmptoms (standard self-report scale) or syndrome (st,ructured
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interview), but even with more uniform definitions, researchers must

clearly specify their focus. The terms postpartum disturbance,

postPartum adjustment, and postpartum depression have aI1 been used to
describe maternity blues, psychosis, and postpartum depression. Thus,

st.udies often must be read carefully to determine how depression has

been operationalized and when it wae measured to distinguish among theee

types of poetpartum dieturbances. Few studies to date have used a

syndrome definition of depreseion (e.9., O'Hara et al., 1984), but those

that have directly compared symptom and syndrome epidemiological and

etiological factore have euggested there may be differencee between the

two definitions of depression (ê.g., Gotlib et aI., 1989; O'Hara et aI.,

1984). The way PPD is operationalized may have a significant impact on

the reeults of a etudy. O'Hara and Zekoski (1988) have euggeeted

incorporating measures that are sensitive and specific to depression and

adjustment in the puerperium.

Use of Theory. Most, of the etudies in the postpartum area have

been descriptive and/or exploratory, investigating several posslble

variables that have been implicated by previous studies to be aseociated

with PPD. While exploratory etudies contribute useful information,

integrating findinge and determining direction for future research

should be guided by theory, which has been lacking in the postpartum

depression research (Hopkins et aI., 1984). A few recent studies have

begun looking to theoretical models to organize the inclusion of
particular variables, rather than relying solely on empirical arguments

(Cutrona, 1983; O'Hara, Neunaber, & Zekoski, L984; Tietjen & Bradley,

198s ) .

overall, while none of these methodological Iimitationa are

insurmountable, many etudies do not at,tempt to address the problems. In

particular, the lack of theory-driven research and the need for a

greater specificity and sensitivity of measures may be the most crucial

problems to deal with in order t.o improve research quality and
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confidence in Etudy results.

A Diathesis-stress Model of Postpartum Depression

In general terms, a diathesis-stress model proposes that two types

of variablee, vulnerability (risk) factors and etressors, interact to
produce a phenomenon. The vulnerability factore are hyothesized to be

rel-atively stable, and may be, for example, geneÈic, biological, or

peychological in nature. The stressora may be experienced ae acute or

chronic. In the psychosocial application of this model to general

depreeeion reeearch, theorists have euggeeted that the risk factor€r are

cognitive in nature, and streseors are defined aa negative life evente.

For exanple, Àbramson, Seligman, & Teaedale (1978), in their
reformulated model of depreeeion, deecribed certain attributional etylee

that act in conjunction with particular life evente to produce

depreeeion. More Bpecifically, they argued that the etyle to attribute

negative events to internal, stable, and global causes predispoeee the

individual to depressive reactions to thoee eventE. support for t.his

interactive model invoi-ving attributions has been found ueing both

clinical (Persons & Rao, 1985 ) and nonclinical (l.fetaleky, Halberetadt, &

Abramson, 1987) samples.

The cognitive model of general depression described by Beck (1983;

Beck, Rush, Shaw & Emery, L9791 is similarly based on a diathesie-stress

model, in which vulnerability to depression has a cognitive basis. He

proposed that vulnerable individuals (characterized by dysfunctional

att,itudes or schema) are at risk for depreseion when stressful

environmental evente occur to which one ie cognitively aeneitive

(Barnett & eotlib, 1988). Depreseion resulte when etreeeore activate

Iatent echemata. Beck described these schemata as relatively stable

cognitive patterns or styles, which influence interpretations of

situations and guide data coll-ection and evaluation from everyday
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experiencing' thereby influencing behavior" Schemata are conceptualized

as enduring Etructures "by which information is attended to,
interpreted, stored and retrieved" (Hammen, Marks, Mayol, & deMayo,

1985, p. 3OB).

Sociotropic and Autonomoue Self-Schema

fwo eelf-echemata or modee of peychological functioning relevant
to depreesion have been identified through clinical and empi-rical data

in reeearch by Beck (e.9., 1983; Beck, Epetein, Harrieon, & Emery, 1983)

and, eimilarly, by Blatt and hie colleagues (Blat,t, D,Afflitti &

Quinlan, J-976¡ Blatt, Quinlan, Chevron, McDonald, & Zuroff, 7982r.

Theee two typee have been variouely referred to as dependent and eelf-
critical (e.9., Klein, Harding, Taylor, & Dickstein, 1988), Eociotropic
and autonomous (e.9., Beck et aI., 1983), and anaclitic and introjective
pereonalitiee (e.9., Blatt, L974r. Individuals with a dependent. or

eociotropic schema are deÊrcribed ae baeing their eelf-worth and well-
being on poeitive interpersonal interactione, including intimacy,
underetanding, support and connection with othere (Beck et al, 1983;

Hammen et aI, 1985; Robine, 1990). The eocially dependent individual
needa reaaeurance frequently, is devaetated by rejection or perceived

rejection, places importance on a gtable relationehip, and needs people

for grat,ification (Beck, L983). Autonomous or eelf-critical individuale
are thoee who predominantly derive their Eense of self-worÈh from

preserving and increasing their own independence and attaining
meaningful goals (Harunen et al ., 1985,. Robins, 1990). They tend t,o
dislike asking for help, are generally self-confident, have their o$rn

int,ernalized etandarde and goale, and judge their self-worth by eucceee

in fulfilJ-ing specific role expectations (e.9., 'good' parent or Epoueei

Beck, 1983).
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The Congruency or Vulnerabilitv Model of Depression

Beck's (1983; Beck et al., 1983) vulnerability model of depression

is an interactive one. He suggests that the dependent and self-critical
personality styles function as vulnerability factors leading to
depreeeion when streseful life events are experienced that are relevant
to thoee particular domains (e.9., interperEonal and achievement,

respectively). In other words, an individual whoee evaluation of eelf-
worth ie related to interpersonal interactions and mes6ages will be

vulnerable to depression when experiencing streeeors perceived to be of

an interpersonal nature. On the other hand, an individual whose

evaluation of self-worth is linked to meeting goals and achieving

standards will- be more vulnerable to depreeeion when experiencing

streesors that are perceived in terme of failure, blocking goalÊ,, or

lack of control over the environment (Robine & Jacobson, l-987). Thue,

Beck's model propoeed that congruence between eelf-schema and type of
streseful event can lead to depreesion.

Thie congruency model hae been Èested in a number of recent

studiee, using both clinical and nonclinical samples. Hanmen, EIlicott,
and Gitlin (1989) followed 27 unipolar depreeEed patienÈe for up to tvro

yearE, periodicalJ-y measuring life events and depreeeive eymptoms. The

eubjects had been claseified a priori ae dependent or 6eIf-critical.

They found that the period in which depressive sympt,oms were the worst

r^tas related to the experience of life event stress that was congruent

with depressive subtype. In other words, depression in dependent

eubjects was associated with the experience of more interpersonal

stress, and depression in self-critical subjects vras associated with the

experience of more achievement,/autonomy-related stress. In addition,
they aleo found that eeverity of depreeeive symptoms was related to the

magnit,ude of the vulnerability-congruent strese interaction, for
autonomous but not sociotropic subjects. Segal, Shaw, and VeIIa (L989)

reported partial support for the congruency model, using a clinical
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sampre of 26 remitted depressed patients. They folrowed patients, who

had been previouely assegeed as sociotropic or autonomous, for six
months, asseesing the occurrence of congruent Iife events and level of
depression. Results indicated that eociotropic subjects reÌapsed more

often and were more likery to report depression after experiencing

events categorized ae interpereonal than achievement. However, for
autonmoue eubjecte who became depresaed, the same congruency with Iife
event content was not found to be significant. The researchers suggested

that the eelf-critical echema is not as well elaborated or measured as

the dependent schema, and thus the lack of results may be related to
measuremenÈ problems rather than a failure of the model. Robins (1990)

reported similar findings to those of Segal and his colleagues. In his

study of 8O depressed patients, Robins found that highly sociotropic
subjecte reported significantly more recent negative interpereonal than

negative autonomy-rel-ated evente, whereae highly autonomous eubjecte did

not report significantly more personality congruent events.

Studiee using nonclinical samples also provided some support for
the congruency model. Robine (1990) found that dysphoric university
students reported greater frequency and impact of events congruent to
their personality type than noncongruent events, although the

differences were not significant. Nondepressed subjects did not show

any trend to match personality type and reported life event Etress.

Zuroff and Mongrain (1987) used an experimental design to assess whether

congruence between an event and self-schema would result in depression.

Dependent, self-critical, and control- (those who scored low on both

scales) university students Iistened to audiotaped portrayals of

rejection and failure. In reeponse to the rejection episode, dependent

subjects reported more depression Lhan the other two groups. In response

to the failure episode, seLf-critical subjects reported more depression

than did dependent subjecte, although the difference was not

statist,icaJ-ly significant. Hanmen, Marks, Hayol, and delÁayo (1985) also
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teeted the vulnerability or congruence model using university studente"

fn their proepective study of 46 dependent and 32 self-critical
subjects. they measured stressful life events and depression over a four

month period. For both the dependent and eelf-critical eubjects,

depreeeion waÊ, more strongly aseociated wlth schema-congruent negatlve

event€¡ than with schema-incongruent negat,ive events. Hovrever, for the

latter group, the relationehip wae not etatistically eignificant acroer€t

alI meaeuree.

To eummarize, the vulnerability or congruency model of depression

proposres that depression is more likely to result for individuals who

experience Iife event stressors that are congruent with their self-

schema of sociotropy or autonomy, than for thoee who experience 6chema-

incongruent events. Studiea using both clinical and nonclinical samplee

have generally reported strong support for the relationship among

depreeeion, dependent self-schema, and t,he experience of events in the

interpersonal domain. Less support has been found for the relationship

among depreeeion, self-critical echema, and the experience of events in

the achievement domain. Many of the researchers have explained the

weaker findings for the autonomous subtype in terms of construct

operationalization problems. However, an additional possibility for the

weaker support may be related to the way in which the events are

categorized. In most of the etudies cited above, the reported life

evente were objectively categorized as having consequences that are

eocially-related or achievement-related. The eubjective meaning to the

individual wae not taken into account. For example, the break-up of a

relationship might. objectively be categorized as an event in the

interpersonal realm, and be expected to only impinge on the sociotropic

individuals. However, autonomous individuale might conetrue that same

event as a personal failure, in which they did not succeed in the role

of spouse or girlfriend, and thus react to the event with depression.
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The Present Study: Application to Postpartum Depression

In the present study, it is proposed that the diathesis-stress
model, which has been tested in the general depression Iiterature, is
applicable to the area of postpartum depreseion in order to clarify the

role of the key empirically-identified variables: that is, cognitive
vulnerability, infant-related stress, and partner support. Although the

previous PPD review concluded that cognitive factors do play a role in

the development of poetpartum depression, the results are contradictory

regarding the specific nature of this diathesis variable. It is proposed

here that cognitive vulnerability to depression, assessed through the

conceptÊ¡ of sociotropic and autonomous self-schemata, may provide a more

sensitive and relevant description of the cognitive component related to
postpartum depreeeion. The diatheeis-strese model would euggest thaÈ

euch depreeeogenic eelf-echemata are activated when the new mother

experiences stress, resulting in depression. It is further proposed

that, in the postpartum situation, some degree of stress is experienced

due to the daily responsibility of caring for infants with varying

l-evels of temperamental difficulty. The congruency research from the

general depression Iiterature, discussed in an earlier section, may

further clarify the occurrence of postpartum depression following a

self-schema/stress interaction. The primary stressor in the poetpartum

situation (difficult infant temperament) could be perceived to fall in

both t,he interpereonal and achievement domains. That is, a more

temperamentally difficult infant, characterized by less responsivenese

and more negative affect, can challenge the sociotropic individual's

sense of eelf-worth by perceived rejection and/or feelings of lack of

connection with the infant. As weLÌ, autonomous individuals' sense of

self-worth or competence can be diminiehed by the same situation, since

a 'difficult' infant can challenge their feelings of competence and

success as a 'good' parent. FinaIIy, it is proposed that partner
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support be construed as a protective resource or buffer against the
infant-related stress. Beck et ar. (i-g7g) have argued that stabre
interpersonar rerationships act as a buffer against the occurrence of
fulr-brown depression , since strong support gives evidence of respect
and acceptance. Partner supporL would likely be particularly important
for those with a sociotropic eerf-schema. since understanding,
connection, and reassurance are strong needs for these individuals
(Beck, 1983).

The Research Hvpotheses

rn the current study, the empiricar riterature as werl as the
apprication of the diathesis-stress moder to the area of postpartum
depression suggested several test,able hypotheses, which are described as
follows:

correrational anaryses r^rere expected to revear that:
1. The guality of the couple relationship during

pregnancy wourd be positively rerated to the quarity of
the coupJ-e relationship in t.he postpartum.

2. The quarity of the relationship and satisfaction with
the relationship would be posit,ively relat,ed.

3- Postpartum depressive symptome wourd be inversely rerated to
sat.isfaction with partner support in t.he postpart,um.

4. Postpartum depressive symptoms would be positivery rerated to
dependency and sel_f-criticism.

5. Post.partum depressive symptoms would be positively rerat.ed to
difficult infant temperanent.

The main hypotheses, related to the diathesis-stress moder, were
agsessed using hierarchical regression anaryses to determine the
individual and interactive contribution of t,he independent variabres Èo

the prediction of postpartum depression such that:
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6. Infant-related stress, cognitive vulnerability, and

partner support would aIl contribuLe significantly to the

prediction of postpartum depressive e)¡mptoms.

7. the interaction of cognitive vulnerability and infant-
related stress would also significantly contribute to the

prediction of PPD. More epecifically, for new motherÊ with

higher autonomous or sociotropic self-schemata, those who had

more temperamentally difficult infants would be more Iikely to
become depressed than those with less difficult ínfants.

FinaIly,

8. The interaction of dependency, infant-related atresa, and

partner support would contribute significantly to the prediction

of postpartum depressive symptoms. More specifically,
for new mothers with a more sociot,ropic self-schema,

those who aLso had more temperamentally difficult
infants, and who were experiencing tittle support from

their partnere, would be more likely to become depressed

than thoee wiÈh less difficult infante.
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METHOD

Overview of Desiqn

Two hundred and one primiparoue women vrere recruited through

prenatal claeees to take part in thie longitudinal prospective study.

They completed a questionnaire approximatel-y eight weeks before their

babies were due, and again four months postpartum. The queetionnaire

package included demographic queetione, and measures asseseing

depreeeive eymptoms, cognitive vulnerability, partner support, and

infant temperament. The main hypotheses were tested using correlat,ional

analyees and hierarchical regreeeion analyees.

Subiects

Two hundred and one women in their Èhird trimester of pregnancy

were recruited from twenty prenatal classee offered through hospita)-e,

clinics, and privately in the city. women who were 18 yeare and older,

in a etable relationship with a male partner (i.e., married or

cohabitating), and primiparous were invited to take part. A criticiem

of past etudiee has focused on the uee of "mixed" eamples (multi- and

primiparous vromen), which in iteelf may be a confound. In addition,

Eeveral studies have found that first-time mothers are more at riek for

poor postnatal adjustment (e.9., Kendell, Rennie, Clark & Dean, 198L;

Protheroe, 1969). The large eample size was selected for two reasons.

Firet, eince PPD occure in approximately 10-20* women. a Iarge earnple ie

needed in order to "net" or include a eubstantial number of depressed

women. Second, regreseion analyees require a large sample to provide

eufficient power for aeseeeing etatistical analyses. Tabachnick and

Fidell (1983) recoÍunend 2O eubjecte per variable. There is potential

for selection bias by drawing the sample from childbirth education

classes. However, the possibility of a nonrepresentative sample is

balanced against the Iack of accessibility to this group through
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individual physicians or hospitals.
Two hundred and forty nine women initially volunteered to take

part in the etudy, out of 26r women who were approached. Two hundred

and four subjects returned their queetionnairea. of the 45 people (1Bg)

who did not complete the queetionnaire, only one woman stated that she

did not want t.o take part in the eLudy. The remaininq women said that
(a) they had comp)-eted and mailed the questionnaire, but we had not

received it, or (b) they had given birth to their babiee earlier than

expected, and as a result were not able to complete the guestionnaire
prenatally, or (c) they realized they vrere not eligible to participate
after re-reading the criteria (i.e., in etable rel-ationehip; 1et-Èime

motheri over 18 years of age). Three of the 204 women were not eligible
to take part in the postnatal phase because of incomplete data (2) or no

partner (1), eo 201 subjecte were involved !n the postnatal data

collection.

In the postnatal aEseeEment phaee, which qras approximately six
mont,hs after the prenatal data collection, 171 of the prenatal eubjecte

returned their questionnaires, yielding an 858 return rate. One eubject

was not included in the final study because she had twins. Thusr the

final sarnple coneiet.ed of 170 women who had completed both prenatal and

postnatal data.

Procedure

Subjects were contacted five times in total. Initially, prenatal-

clasees offered throughout the city of Winnipeg were visited. The study

wae introduced as a two-phaee investigation of factors influencing
poetpartum adjustment. Those interested in taking part were asked to
eign a consent form (see Appendix A), which included their naaes, phone

numbere, addresses and due dates. They were given a questionnaire

package (described in the next eection) at that, time, aeked to complete

it approximately eight weeks before the baby was due, and then mail it
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reminder phone calr during the week that they were to compJ-ete the
gueetionnaire. They were aleo given a birth announcement and aeked to
complete it and mait it once the baby was born.

Twelve weeks following the due date (or birth date if it wae

known), eubjects \¡rere phoned to determine when the baby was born, and to
request participation in the poetnatal data collection phaee. A

gueetionnaire packet $tae mailed to the participante shortly after the

phone call-, and they were ae¡ked to complete it on the baby,e four month

birthdate, and return it within the week, in the stamped envelope

provided. A foll-ow-up poetcard wae mailed to remind eubjecte to return
the queetionnaire. If neceeeary, an additional reminder phone call wae

made.

In many other etudies, timing for measurement in the postpartum

period has ranged from a few days following childbirth, to a year

poetpartumr with the majority of researchers assessing depression eix to
twelve weeks postnat,ally. O'Hara and Zekoski (1988), in their review of
the PPD literature, concluded that the time frame for the onset of PPD

was in the three to eix month range, and thus measurement of depreeeion

during that time frame would help eneure that late-oneet caaea were not

missed" The four month meaeurement period was choeen as the time that
would best balance t,he need for a later asÊressment point wit.h t,he need

to maintain subject involvement over an extended period of data

collecÈion (i.e, pre to poetnatal).

The final contact waE a letter to each of the subjecte thanking

them for their participation and providing a sununary of the study

resuIt,s.

To enhance reEponae rates of the mailed questionnaires, the packet

was prepared based on DiIIman's (1978) Total Design l4ethod guidelines.

He deecribed a standard eet of mail procedures to heJ-p overcome the

limitat.ions of mail surveye. He reported that the use of these
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procedures has resuÌted in an average return rate of 77t in the 28

etudiee that have impremented them Èo date (Dirrman, 1983). The method

includee constructing the questionnaire euch that, irrespective of the
particular items, it doee not appear bulky and long, the most

interesting questions are at the beginning and the more Bensitive
queetione are near the end, and anewere are typed in uppercase and lined
up vertical-Iy. For impl-ementation of a mail aurv€1lr Dillman recommendg

such strategiee ag individually typing names and addresses, personally

eigning cover letters, sending follow-up reminder postcards, and

providing poetage-paid return envelopes.

To protect confidentiality, each of the subjects was aseigned a

code number Eo that the pre- and poetnatal data could be matched without

the use of names.

fnstruments

The four primary variables of intereet, that is, depressive

symptoms, cognitive vulnerability, partner support, and infant-related
stress, were measured using a questionnaire package. The prenatal

administration of the package included eelf-report assessment of
depreseive slrmptoms, cognitive vulnerability and partner support. as

well ae demographic questions to provide a description of the sample

(see Appendix B). In the postnatal quest,ionnaire package, aeeessment of

infant temperament was added, as well as questions regarding the

delivery and health of the baby and detailing changes in daily routine
(see Appendix C).

DeÞression Meaeures

Cent,er for Epidemioloqical SLudies Depression Scale (CES-D). The

CES-D (Radloff | 7977 ) ie a self-report scale designed to measure

depreseive eymptomatology in the general population, with emphaeis on

the affective component of depression (see Appendix D). It has been
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deecribed ae a valuabre tool to identify high-riek groupe, and to etudy

relationshipe between depressive symptoms and other variables (Radloff,

1977r. The 20 item gcale assesses the freguency of particular
depression-relat,ed feelinge and behavior over the past week. The

inetrument was normed on a aa¡nple of 3000 respondents from the general

population, and 105 peychiatric patiente. The internal consistency wae

reported at .85 for the general eample, and.9O for the peychiatric
group. Test-retest reliability ranged from .51 to .67 (over two to
eight weeke), and was in the range of .32 to .54 for a three month to
one year time span. The €¡cale has strong concurrent validit,y,

correlating significantly with several other depression meaÊ'ures (e.g.,
Beck Depreesion Inventory - Graff, Dyck, & Schallow, 1991). It clearly
discriminated between the psychiatric and general population, as weII ae

diecriminating between individuale who stated that they needed help and

thoee who did not (Radloff, L9771. Barnee, Currie, & Segal (1988) found

that the CES-D Êrcale was eignificantly associated with demographic

variables that had been found in previoue etudles to be related to
depreeeion. The CES-D scale hae only rarely been used in publiehed

studies of postpartum depreereion, to date, but it appears to be much

more appropriate for thie type of group.

Edinburgh Postnatal Depreeeion Scale (EPDS). The EPDS (Cox,

Holden, & Sagovsky, 1987) ie a ten-item self-report measure designed to

screen for depressive symptoms following childbirth (see Appendix E).

ItemÊ were gelected from related scalee or constructed by the

researchers, and were tested in extensive pilot study interviews with

mothers of infants. Items were assessed for Iikel-ihood of detecting

postnatal depression, and acceptability to mothers and health workere.

Validation etudies ueing puerperal women have found that the ecale could

clearly dietinguish between nondepressed and depressed women, diagnosed

ueing Research Diagnoetic Criteria (cox, 1986¡ Cox, Holden, & Sagovsky,

1987¡ Murray & Carothere, 1990) and DSM-IIIR criteria lHarris, Huckle,
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Thomae, Johns, & Fungt, 1989) for depreseive illness. Each item is
scored from 0 to 3: women scoring above a threshord of l2/r3 are most

likely euffering from depression; using a cutoff score of 9/1,O was found

to decrease failed detection of depresged cases to l-ess than 10t. Split-
half reliability of the scale wae¡ reported at .88, and internal_

consietency was found to be .87. The ecale ie straightforward, takes

lese than five minutes to complete, and waa found to be acceptable to
childbearing women. Given the recent development of this scale, it has

been ueed infrequently in poetpartum reeearch to date, and has not been

uaed in any published studies of North American samples. Horrever, the

specificity for puerperal women, and the decreased emphasis on somative

e)rmptoms (as compared to other standard depression measures such as the

Beck Depression Inventory) make it useful for PPD studies.

Couple Relationship Measures (Ad'iustment/Support)

Dvadic Adiustment Scale. The Dyadic Adjuetment Scale (Spanier,

1976) aEaesses the quality of both marital and nonmarital dyads (the

Iatter ig defined as a primary relationehip between two adults who are

living together). Spanier developed the scale on the premise that
adjuetment ie an ongoing procese along a continuum of well-adjusted to
maladjuet,ed, with a qualitative dimeneion that can be evaluated at any

point in time. Most, of the 32 iteme reflect the respondent'e perception

of the relationship's functioning (see Appendix F). The scale consists

of four factors: consensus, satisfaction, cohesion, and affectional
expression. Internal consietency vraÊ reported as .96 for the total
ecale, and ranged from.73 to.94 for the subecales. Validity aleo

appears to be eatiEfactory. Three judges evaluated the ecale for content

validity, and only included items if they were considered relevant to

and consistent with definitions of adjustment. In terms of criterion
validity, each of the items correlated significantly with the external

crit,erlon of marital status. The mean total scores between married and
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divorced groups were significantly different (married average score =

114; divorced average score = 70). The Dyadic Adjustment scale was

highly correlated with the frequently-used Marital Adjustment Scale

(correration of .86 among married respondents, and .gg among divorced
respondents), indicaLing support for construct validity.

Support Behavior Inventorv. The Support Behavior Inventory was

developed by Brown (l-986) to assess expectant couples,

satiefaction/dieeatiefaction with partner eupport. The inventory (aee

Appendix G) is more context-epecific (for pregnant couples) and

behaviorally-based than the DAS. rt consists of 45 items describing
specific supportive behaviore, half of which refer to pregnancy, and

half of which are more general in nature. The pregnancy-related items

were re-vrorded in the poetnatal questionnaire to be relevant to the
period following childbirth. Respondents rate the degree of
satisfact.ion they experienced from their partner regarding each of the

support behaviors, uaing a six-point rating scale, ranging from 1,

diesatisfied, to 6, very satisfied. A four-point rating scale of
importance of each of the behaviors was also implemented in this study.

The SBI items were choeen to reflect House's four categoriee of social
support: 1) emotional support (e.9., esteem, affection, trustrconcern)i
2) appraieal eupport (e.9., affirmation, social comparieon); 3)

informational support, (e.9., advice, suggestions, informat,ion); and 4)

inetrumentar support (e.9., nìonê!'r time, Iabour). The scale wae tested
ueing expectant couplee and pregnant women, t,o assees the importance of
these behaviors during the prenatal period. The SBI has been

implemented in over 50 studies, using perinatar, postnatal and generar

samples. Across theee etudies, the Cronbach alpha reliability
coefficients have ranged from .90 to .96, and item-total correlations
have ranged from .44 to .62 lpersonal com¡nunication, Brown, October,

1990).
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Cognitive Vulnerabilitv Meaeure

Personal Stvle Inventory. The Personal- Style fnventory (PSI) was

recently developed by Robine and Ladd (1987) to measure the constructe

of eociotropy and autonomy, and vraa intended to improve upon problems in
exieting meagures (i.e., Beck'e Soclotropy-A,utonomy Scale (SAS); Blatt,s
Depreseive Experiences Questionnaire ) In the more widely-used SAS,

while t,he Sociotropy scale hae eatiefactory psychometric properties, the

Autonomy ecale has relat.ively low internal consistency and

intercorrelation values (e.9., .15-.32 among the subscales and .58-.23

anong subecal-es and higher-order factor of Autonomy,- Robins & Block,

1988).In the PSI, Robins and Ladd have attempted to develop a more

reliable and valid measure of the autonomy construct while maintaining

tfie reliability and validity of the eociotropy construct.

The 60 item self-report inventory includee 30 iteme each to
meae¡ure sociotropy and autonomy (see Appendix H). The Sociotropy scale

assegE¡eE three t,heoretically related constructg3 concern about what.

others think of the eelf; dependency on othera for material or emotional

eupport; and pleasing others. The Autonomy scale also assesses three

theoretically related constructs: perfect,ionism/self-criticlsm; need for
control or freedom from control of othersi and defensive separation from

others or avoidance of intimacy. The items were generated according to
the following guidelines: each item was written t.o assess only one of

the conetructs, and to assees core aspects of those construct,s; iteme

were worded simply and unambiguouely, and were not worded too extremely

to allow for greater variance in subject response. Most of the iteme

are modifications of items found in existing scales, but some new items

have been incorporated. The PSI items are all scored using a six-point
rating scale, ranging from etrongly dieagree (1) to etrongly agree (6).

Items were initially selected ueing a large undergraduate sample

1n=342). A principal components factor analyeis indicated two main

factors: sociotropy and autonomy. Each of the items loaded most heavily
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on its predicted factor. Internal consistency for the Sociotropy scale

was reported as .88, and for the Àutonomy scal_e as alpha = .82 for a

student €rample (Robins & Luten, L991). For a clinically depressed

patient eample, the Sociotropy and Autonomy scales had internal
consietencies of .88 and .83, respectively (Robins & Luten, 1991).

Correlation between the two scales has been reported as .33, and

test-reteet reliabilities over five to thirteen weeks, in a atudent

sample' were .80 for Sociotropy and .76 tor Autonomy. Given the recency

of the ecale, there have been few tests for validity at this time.

However, Robine and Luten (1991) reported that both the Sociotropy and

Autonomy scales were eignificantly correlated with predicted cLinical-

features of depression and not with nonpredicted features. That. is,
high scores on Sociotropy were significantly associated with a

sociotropic clinical feature composite, including variability of mood

and responee to rea€tcurance. High scores on the Autonomy scale were

significantly aeeociated with an autonomous clinical feature compoeite,

including feeling like a failure and irritability.

Infant-Related Strees Measures

Revised Infant Temperament Ouestionnaire (R-ITQ). The Revised

Infant Temperament Queetionnaire is a parent-report scale u6ed to assess

temperament of infants aged four to eight months. It wae developed by

Carey (1970), baeed on the conceptualization of temperament and

longitudinal research by Thomas et al. (1963). The R-ITe (see Appendix

I) consists of 95 items that describe specific infant behaviors,

relating to nine di¡nensions of temperaaent. Those dimensions are:

activity, rhythmicity, approach, adaptibility, intensity, mood,

pereistence, dietractibility, and threehold. Items are rated on a six-
point scale, ranging from "almost never' (1) to "almost alwaye,.(6), to
describe the frequency with which the infant exhibits the behavior. The

items are su¡nmed to obtain a score for the infant on each of the
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temperamental dimensions, and then the pattern of scores on a subset of
the dimensions allows for categorization of the infant as (a) difficult
(b) intermediate-high difficurt (c) srow to warm up (d) intermediate
Iow easy, and (e) easy. For t,his study, a shorter version of the scale
wa8 used, based on the 54 items that are directly used to categorize
temperament.

The questionnaire has strong psychometric properties. rt was

standardized on 203 infants aged 3 r/2 Lo g l/2 months. carey and

McDevitt (1978) reported test-reteet reliabilities over a two week

period ranging from .72 to .93. fnternal consistencies ranged from .49

to .83 in the same study. The totar inter-item correration was .g3.
Evidence for varidity has been provided by carey and McDevitt (L97g),
who found that scores on the R-ITQ !'rere correlated with mothers, general
evaluations of their infant,'s difficurty, and by Mil_riones (rg7g), who

reported a significant aesociation between maternal responsiveness and

ecores on the R-rrQ. colic (carey, Lg72l and frequent crying (sarrett,
L976, cited in carey & McDevitt, 19?B) were significant,ly correrated
with scores on the original infant temperament quest.ionnaire. cut,rona

and Troutman (1986) found that infant temperament difficulty (measured

by the R-rro) was significantJ-y rerated to the frequency of infant
crying. while the scale takes approximately 25 minutes to complete,
mot,hers have responded positively to it, reporting that compreting the
scale has helped sharpen their awareness of their infant (Brewer, 1992).

Dairv crvinq Record. To provide additionar confirmat,ion of
difficult infant temperament and resulting stress on the parent, mothers
were asked to chart the frequency and duration of their infant,s, crying
for a seven day period. !{hire frequency of crying is not the only
characteristic of a difficurt infant, fussiness was reported as the
general underlying fact,or of a comrnonly-used infant temperanent scale
(Bates, Freeland & Lounsbury, 1979). since the infant has a rather
rimited behavioral- and vocal repertoire, crying serves as Èhe primary
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mode to express negative reactions. FoIlowing Cutrona and Troutman,s

(1986) method of aseeesing crying freguency, mothers vrere provided wit.h

a seven day time sheet, where each day was marked off in hour intervals
(eee Appendix J). They were aeked to record the approximate number of
minutee (from O to 60), for each hour interval-, to indlcate how long the

infant cried during that period. The tot.al minutes of crying was summed

across the week and divided by seven Lo obtain a mean daily crying tlme.
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RESULTS

St.udy Participants

In the prenatal etage of the etudy, 204 eubject,e returned t.he

questionnaires. Two eubjecte were dropped from the etudy becauee their
guestionnairee were incomplete and miseing more than a fifth of their
data. Ae well' one subject was ineligible because she did not have a

partner. In tot,a} , 2Ot eubjects participat,ed in t,he prenatal phase. In
the poetnatal- phaee, one hundred and eeventy-one questionnalres were

returned, yielding a return rate of 859 over a eix to eiqht month

period. One eubject waa not included in the analyses because ehe had

twins and it wae expected that a muJ.tiple birth poetpartum experience

would be different than that of the eingl-e birth postpartum experience.

Thue, the final aample congieted of 170 eubjecte.

1o determine if there were any group differences between the 170

women who completed both phases of the etudy and the 30 women who did
not, t-teete were carried out. Since the groupe were unbalanced with
regard to eize, homogeneity of variance wae aeeeeeed, and when it wae

found to be unequal, the Sat,t,erthwaite solution was applied. The groups

were compared on several demographic variables and on the prenatal

meaeures of depression (CES-D, EPDS), cognitive et,yle (PSI),

relation6hip quality (DAS), and eatiefaction with support. (SBI). As

can be seen in Table 1, there were only two eignificant group

differences (p < .05). The women who had not completed the final phase

of the etudy had shorter relationehipe with their partners, on average,

prior to having the baby (t=2.06¡ p=.04), and reported stightly higher

depreseive B)¡mptomatology on the CES-D (but not the EPÐS) r on average

(t=-2.39, p=.02), than the 170 women who completed the etudy. However,

when the Bon Ferroni correctlon for multiple tests was cal-culated (p <

.005)f none of the group differences were eignificant at the adjusted

Ievel-.
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Table L

170

30

EDUC INC OCC REL

5.9 7 .O 2.6 2.6

5.5 6.0 2.3 2.1*

Note. cES-D=centre for Epidemiologicar studies-Depressioni EpDS=

Edinburgh Postnat,ar Depression rnventory; sBr=support Behavior
rnventory; DAS=Dyadic Adjustment scate; soc=personal stytes rnventory-
sociotropy; AUT=pereonar styres rnventory-Autonomyi EDuc=education
revel;rNC=income r.ever; occ=occupation; RBl=rength of Èime in
relationship. 17.=number of subjects; 3o=number of dropouts.
* p < .05; not significant at BF correction p < .005.

'lhire 
the "fl¡epout" group showed a tendency to report higher

prenatal depressive symptomatorogy than the participants who compi-eted
both phasee of the etudy, it is unrikery that the higher depression
level contributed eubstantialry to the 15t study mortarity rate across
the postnatar phase. only eight of t,he 3o women whose questionnaires
were not ret,urned postnatalry actually decrined to take part, and in aLr
cases it was after initially agreeing to accept the questionnaire. of
those eight women' one was out of the country, two were physicarly irr,
two received questionnaires too r-ate to comprete them (they had been
delayed by canada post past, the required completion pointi i.e., the
infanÈ's four mont,h birthdate), and three had given birth to twins, and
reported that they did not, have enough t,ime to comprete the
questionnaire. of the remaining 22 "dropout" subjects, ten coul_d not
even be reached by telephone for inclusion in the finar phase (their
phone numbers were no ronger in service), and twelve women said they had
reÈurned their questionnaires to the researcher but the packages were

CESD EPDS SBr

10.5 7.4 227 .2

74.2* 8.4 222.9

DAS SOC AUT AGE

118.3 107.9 102.1 27.-1

118. 4 7!2 .7 104. 9 26. r
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never received. Thue, none of the eubjecte who courd be reached had

refused to complete the queetionnaire when contacted by telephone, and

only eight of the thirty "dropout," subjecte rater decrined, for the
reaaons juet, deecribed.

Samp1e Deecript,ion

The women who participated in thie study were alr first-time
mothere in a etable relationehip with a heteroeexual partner. The women

ranged in age from 19 to 38 yearÊr o1d, with an average age of 29"

Ninety-two percent of the women were married t,o their partnere, and only
eighÈ percent were living cornmon-law. Àlmost two thirds of t.he couples

(618) had been together for two to gix years; 188 had been together for
less than two yeare, and 20t had been together ae a couple for more than

eix yeare. Three-quartere of the qromen had eome post,-secondary

education, ranging from technical echool training to graduate degrees.

virtualry all of the women were emproyed prior to having the baby (758

fulr-time; 13t part-time). of thoee who were working, armoet harf were

empì-oyed in crericar poeitione, 26t worked ae profeesionale, and 19t

were in managerial jobe. Ninet.y-five percent of the partners were al-so

emproyed (918 full-time; 4s part-ti¡ne). The average annual coupre

income for the eample was in the g40ro0o to S5orooo range, with a median

income in the uPPer end of that range. Most of the women (86t) reported
that Èhey pranned to return to their jobs after the baby wae born,

however, onry half of the women were planning to return to work on a

full-t.ime baeie.

Comparieon with data from the Manitoba Cent,re for Health policy

and Evaluation (from the Manitoba Health Services Corunission dat,a baee,

Muetard, J-992') euggested that the study,e sarnple is generally

representative of firet-time mothere in winnipeg, with the exception
t,hat lower income women may be underrepresented" During an eighteen

month period (July 1987 to December, L988), 12,646 babies were born in
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winnipeg, of which 448 were firet birthe. First-time mothers in
winnipeg ranged in age from 14 to 46 years o1d. of that Çroupr gl_B were

in the age range eampled by thie etudy, and the mean for the equival-ent

age range (19 to 38 years ord) wae 27 yeare oLd. statistics regarding

attendance at prenatal classes for first,-t,ime parents suggest.ed that
this sample may underrepresent those individuals of lower socioeconomic

etatue, eince onry harf of t.he women in the rowest income quintile
attended prenatar classes, whereas two-t,hirds to three-guarters of
primiparous women in the remaining income groups attended prenat,ar

classes prior to having their first baby. Lor,¡er income mothers may also
have been underrepreeented because of the eÈudy'e eligibility criterion
that participants be involved in a etable relationship. According to
the MCHPE data, more first-time mothere in the lowest income quintile
were single than vtere married, which further decreased t.he likelihood
thaË they wourd take part in this etudy. Finarly, women in the rowest

income quintire were younger, on average, than women in the higher

income quintiles, and given t,he minimum age requirement of 18 yeare for
this etudy, it euggeets a further reaeon why individuals in the lower

income bracket would be underrepresented in this earnple. There waa no

data available to assese comparability of education level_.

The majority of women reported Èhat, their babies were delivered
vaginally; only ten percent of the infants were born by caesarian

eection. Sixty-four percent of the women reported that they breast,-fed

their babiee. Half of t,he eample did not report APGAR scores for their
infant,e. Baged on the 85 eubjecte who did recall the scores, the

average APGAR was eight (out of ten) at one minute, and nine at five
minutee after birth. one tenth of the infante required eome level of
neonatar care in hospitar forrowing birLh. The length of stay ranged

from 1 to 30 days, and the reasons for special care included premature

birth and jaundice. the eromen in this sampre reported that their
partners spent, on average, 2 hours per day alone with their babies,
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whereas the mothers were the sole caretakers an average of 11 hours per

day. Almost one-quarter of the eample eaid that they had no childcare
support beeidee their partners; 7oz of the group said that additional
childcare eupport was available from relativee.

An examination of bivariate correlation matricee (Pearson product-

moment correlatione) indicated that moet of the demographic variables

had correlatione of r < .2O, and were not eignificantly related to the

depreseive symptom and relaÈionehip measures (see TabIe 21. There wag

no baeis for which to expect that demographic information would be

Table 2

Peareon and Spearman Correlatione between Demoqraphic variablee and

Depreseion and Relationship Scales

ÀGE EDUC INC OCC REL" FWORK" MWORK"

cEsD pRE -.o5 -.O7 -.27* -.09 -.O5 .13 .15

POST .01 -.05 - .25* - .20 .O2 . 10 .25r,

EPDS

SBI

DAS

PRE -.07 -.14 -.22 -.11 -.O4 .11 .13

POSÎ - .O7 -. 08 - .20 -.2L .O2 . 05 . 18

PRE -. 01 - "O2 .03 . 04 -. 01 -.01 -.I2
POST -.04 .O4 . 09 .0s .01 .O2 -.L4
PRE -. 19 . 03 .O7 -. 06 -. 11 . 08 -. 11

POSÎ -.16 .O2 .03 -.O2 -.O7 .11 -.19
Note. EDUC=l-eveI of education; INC=annual couple income; OCC=subject's

occupation; REL=Iengt,h of couple relationship; FWORK=eubject's amount

of work (full-time to unemployed); MWORK=partner's amount of work.

CES-D=Centre for EpidemiologicaJ- Studies-Depressioni EPDS=Edinburgh

Poetnatal Depreeeion Scale; SBI=Support Behavior Inventoryi DÀS=Dyadic

Adjuetment Scale.

'Denoteg Spearman correl-ations, which are more appropriate for the REL,

FWORK, and MWORK correlations.

't p < .001
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related to cognitive style or infant temperament, so those correlations
were not assessed. As can be seen in TabJ-e 2, when the p value was

adjusted for multiple tests (adjusted p < .OO1), significant
relationships were found among financial measures and the CES-D, with a

trend toward significance on the EPDS, the other depression scale.

Lower couple income and a partner working less than full--time were both

aseociated with higher reported levels of depressive symptomatology in
the postnatal period. Income was also inversely related to reported

prenat.al depression, sucb that higher depression was associated with

lower income.

T tests were also done to aerseÊ¡€r group differences on the

depreeeion and relationship meaeuree for marital status. Table 3

dieplays the results, with p adjueted for multiple teste (p < .006).

There were clear group differences on the relationship measures: those

eubjecte who were living together rated the quality of the couple

relationehip as significantly leee positive in the postpartum ( Iower

scores) than did those who were married. The women who were not married

also indicated significantly less satisfaction with partner support both

before and after the baby was born. There was a trend toward higher

depreseion scores (on both CES-D and EPDS) in the prenatal period but

not the postnatal period for thoee women who were not married. However,

the trend was not eignificant at the adjueted level for multiple tests.

Psvchometric Properties of the Prenatal/Postnatal Scales

Preliminary statistical analyses were conducted in order t,o

determine the characteristics of the data. For each of the scales,

there wae minimal mieeing data among the item responses (< .01t). A

visua] examination of the data determined that there were no obvious

patt,erns to the missing values. At most, there was t,ypically one or two

responses missing for an item, and no one particular subject was missing

more than a few responses overall. Given the large number of variables,
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Table 3

T tests of Group Differences on Depression and Rel-ationship Measures for

Marital- Status.

CESD PR-E: Married

Living together

CESD POST: Married

Living logether

EPDS PRE: Married

Living together

EPDS POST: Married

Living together

DAS PRE: Married

Living toget,her

DAS POST: Married

Living together

SBI PRE: Married

Living together

SBI POST; üarried

Living together

Mean Variance T value Siqnificance

9.84

17.15

8.67

9 .69

7 .19

9. 85

6. 68

6. s3

119. s9

Los. 08

!].4.32

99.31

229 .57

199. s4

21s.97

168. 8s

Unegual

Egual

EquaI

Equal

Unequal

EquaI

EquaI

EquaI

-2 .43

-0. 52

-2.27

o. 13

2.59

4.O2

3.79

4. 68

.03

.60

.02

.89

.02

.00*

.00r,

.00*

Note. Married n=157; Iiving together n=13. cEs-D=centre for
Epidemiological Studies Depressioni EPDS=Edinburgh Postnatal Depression

Scal-e; DAS=Dyadic Àdjustment Scale; SBf=Support Behavior Inventory.
* adjustedp<.006.

and the smaIl booklet in which the measures were present,ed, it is likely
that many of the missing responses were it,ems that were inadvertantly
skipped when completing the questionnaire. Mean scores for every item

on each scare were calcurated for the avairable sarnpre, and used to
replace missing data. This method is considered to be a conservative

approach to dealing with missing data since it does not appreciably
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al-ter t,he mean varue of the variabre, and it is appropriate when the
amount of mieeing data ie not large (cohen & cohen. 1983; Tabachnick &

FideII' 1989). Missing data for the crying record was dealt with in a

slightly different way. Ttrere were a few cases where crying time was

not reported for one of the eeven days. There was large variability
among the eample for crying time, eo the infant's ovrn daily mean crying
time, baeed on the reported eix daye, was calculated and used to replace

the mieeing data, rather than using the sarnple mean.

The data were exa¡nined for outliere, normality, linearity, and

heteroecedasticity folì-owing procedureE suggested by Tabachnick and

Fidell (1989). Thie examination involved inspection of histograms,

skev¡neas and kurtosis vaLues, and normal probability plot,s for each of
the ecales, as well as examination of acatterplots" À1I of the scales

were transformed to z valuee to inepect univariate outliere. Based on

the crit,eria of " > l3l to identify outliere, typically there were one

or two caeeÊr on each of the ecales (prenatal and postnataJ_). However,

given the large sample eize (n=170), it was expected that a few outliers
would normally be preeent (Tabachnick & FldeII, 1989). Visual

inspection of the histograms indicated that aII of the primary measures

(i.e., CES-D, EPDS, SBf, DAS, PSI, RITQ) were relat,ively normally

dist,ributed, with some tendency to poeit,ive skewness in the depression

measures, and a slight tendency to negative skewness in the relationship
measures. Since high levels of depression occur at a lower rate in the

general population, the postive skewness was not surprising. Similarty,
subjects were required to be involved in a stable reLationship in order

to participate in the study, eo it ie not eurprieing that the sample uras

generally eatiefied with the quality of the couple relationship,
resulting in a tendency to negative akewness on the relationship
measures. Multivariate outliers, mult.ivariate distribution assumptions,

and multicollinearity diagnostics will be discussed at, a lat.er point in
conjunction with regression analyses.
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Means, standard deviations, and internal consistencies of the

depression, relationship, and personality measures were assessed both

pre- and poetnatally, and are reported in Table 4. The correlational
rel-ationships acroes time for each of the measures are also tabulated

below. The etress variable $ras only assessed postnatal)-y, using infant
temperament and crying record measures. The Revised Infant Temperament

Queetionnaire (RITQ) yielded Ecores on five subecales, which were then

combined (ae directed by Carey & McDevitt, 1978) to categorize the

infant aE one of five temperament types (scored ae 1 to 5): eês1rr

intermediate easy, 6low-to-warm-up, intermediate difficult or difficult
temperament,. The RITO had a mean of 2.5 and a standard deviation of

1.4. Infant temperament research suggests that approximately 108 of
babiee have difficult temperaments, up to 408 of babiee have easy

temperamente, and the remainder fall somewhere in between (Chess &

Thomas, 1986). The breakdown for thie eample wae as follows: 29* of

the infants were categorized as eae¡y, 29t ae intermediate easy, 14t as

slow-to-warm-up, 17t as intermediate difficult, and ll-t ae difficult.
The infant crying record provided information on the total number of
minutes cried per day for seven daye. The total weekly minutes of

crying was calculated for each infant. Ten subjecÈs did not return the

crying record. Based on 160 subjects, the mean minutes of weekly crying

was 172 (standard deviation L37 minutes), with a range from nine minutes

to 635 minutes of crying over the week.

The means and standard deviations of the primary scales were

comparable to those reported in previous studies of nonclinical samples.

fnternal consistencies ranged from.81 to.97 across aII the scales, and

they remained consistent across the measurement periods. overall,

depreseive eymptoms decreased elightly from the prenatal- to poetnatal

period. On the CES-D, depression scores increased for 34t of the

sample, decreased for 62È of the sample, and stayed the same for the

remainder. For the relationship measures, satisfacÈion with partner
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Table 4

Pevchometric fnformation for Prenatal and Postnatal Scalee

PRENATAT, POSTNATAL

Mean STD Alphau Mean STD Alpha Pre/post
Correlationb

Variable

CESD

EPDS

DAS

SBT

soc

AUl

10. 4

7.4

1r.8. 5

227.5

108. 1

l_01. 9

7.7

4.0

13. 9

28. 5

18. 4

13. 6

.88

.83

.92

.96

.90

.81_

8.7

6.7

7I3.2

2r2.4

to7 .2

l_00.8

6.8

?o

L3. s

36. 9

19.8

13. s

.84

.81

.90

.97

.92

.81

.46'r

.45t

.72*

.69*

.83*

.72*

Note. CES-D=Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depressioni EPDS=

Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale; DAS=Dyadic Adjustment Scale;

SBf=Support Behavior Inventoryi SOC=Personal Style Inventory Sociotropy;

AUT=Personal Style Inventory Àutonomy.

" Cronbach's alpha. b Pearson r correlation between prenat.al and

postnatal scales

n p=.ooo1

support and the rating of the general quality of the couple relationship
were lower in the postnatal period than in the prenatal period.

As expected, each scale was significantly correlated with itself
across time. The trait measures of cognitive st,yle (sociotropy and

autonomy) were most highty correlated (SOC r=.83; AUT r=.72]', and the

stat,e measures of depressive s¡rmpt,oms were more variable across time,

correlating only moderately between the prenatal and postnatal

meaeurement periods (CES-D r=.46; EPDS r=.45). ft was predicted in
Hypothesis 1 that the quality of the couple relationship (as measured by

the DAS) in the prenatal period would be positively related to the

quality of the rel-ationship postnatally. This hypothesis was confirmed
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(r= "72) "

In addition to correlational analyses to aasess the relat.lonship
of each scale acroas time, paired t-tests were used to determine whether

the average change in ecore from the prenatal to postnatal assesEiment

wae eignificantly different from zero. It vras expected that the state
measureE (depreesion and relationship constructs) would change over Èhe

six to eight month measurement period, and that the trait measure

(cognitive etyle - sociotropy/autonomy) would remain relatively etable.

Thoee expectationa were confirmed, as can be eeen in Table 5. Both

depression scales and both relationship scales were significantty
different from time 1 to time 2, whereas the characterological measure

of cognitive etyle, asseseed by the PSI Sociotropy and Autonomy ecalee,

did not change appreciably over time.

Table 5

Paired t-teete of Scale Differencee across Time

Mean" STerror T value Significance

Variable

CESD

EPDS

SBT

DAS

soc

AUT

-1. 65

-0. 73

-14.90

-5.31

-0. 93

-1. O9

0. 58

o.32

2.06

0. 78

0.86

o.77

-2.86

-2.28

-7.24

-6.79

-1.08

-1.42

.00s

.02

. oo01

.0001

.28

.15

Note. CES-D=Centre for Epidemiological Studies-Depres€rioni EPDS=

Edinburgh Poetnatal Depreeeion Scale; SBI=Support Behavior fnventory;

DAS=Dyadic Àdjuetment Scale; SOC=Persona] Style InvenÈory-Sociotropy;

AUT=Personal Style Inventory-Autonomy.
u mean difference score (postnatal minus prenatal score).
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One of the ecales aseessing the relationship construct, the

SuPport Behavior fnventory, requested two types of ratings for various
partner eupport behaviore. Subjecte were aeked to rate thelr
satisfaction with and the importance of a range of possible supportive

behaviors that their partners may or may not have provided during

pregnancy and the poetpartum. The importance component was intended as

a way to further eeneitize the eatisfaction measure, and was not

considered to be meaningful information by itself. In other words,

certain types of eupportive behavior might be important to the

individual but are only relevant in light of the individual,e
satisfaction regarding whether the partner ie carrying out that
particular behavior. fn order to combine the two types of information,
the satisfaction rating was weighted by t,he importance rating for each

item through multiplication of the two valuee. The weighted items were

then added to create a ecale which combined the importance and

aatisfaction components. For both the prenatal and poetnatal

measurements, this weighted scale correlated extremely highly with the

nonweighted sat,iefaction ecale (r=.97). Thus, the weight,ed scale,

incorporating both satiefaction and importance ratings, was not included

in further analyees, since it was apparent that t.his combined scale did

not. add information beyond that provided by the satisfaction rating on

the eupport behaviore.

Correlational Relationships amonq the Predictor, CriÈerion and ot,her

Variables

Pearson product-moment correlations were computed to assess the

relat,ions among the primary variables (6ee Table 6) and to inspect for
multicollinearity. cenerally, if two variables are highly correlated

(i.e., greater than.80), there is reason to suspect the presence of

moderate to severe multicollinearity (Farrar & clauber, 1967; Tabachnick

& Fidelt, 1989). On the basis of the correlations, it. did not appear
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that multicollinearity wae a problem in this sample, although there were

two moderately high correlational relatlonships (CES-D with EpDS r=.71;
SBI with DAS r=.74). This magnitude would be expected of similar (setf-
report) measures of the same constructs. Further mul-ticoltinearity
diagnostics were carried out in conjunction with the regression analyses

and will be detailed in a later section.

Tab1e 6

Peareon and spearman correlations amonq the Prenatal and postnatal

ScaIee

cEsD EPDS SBI DAS SOC AUT ITg"

CESD .7!* _.36* _.45* .33* . 34*

EPDS . 69* _.29.¡, _.39* .37* .33*

SBI -.34't -.27r, .60'r -.OB -.19
DAS -.40* ,.27* .74r, _.16 _.27t

soc .30'+ .32* _. 16 _ .21 .42*

AUT .31* .30* _.2O _.18 .53*

I1g" .22* .23* -.l-0 -.72 .O7 . 03

wKcRy . 13 -.01 -.04 -. 01 -.03 .O2 . 1s

Note. Prenatal correlations reported above the diagonar; postnatal

correlations reported below the diagonal. CES-D=Centre for
Epidemiological Studies-Depression; EPDS=Edinburgh PosÈnatal Depression

scare; sBr=support Behavior rnventoryi DAS=Dyadic Adjustment scare;
SOC=Personal Style Inventory Sociotropy; AUT=PersonaI Style fnvent,ory

Autonomy; ITQ=pso'1"ed Infant Temperament Questionnaire; WKCRy=Weekfy

Crying Record.

" Denotes Spearman correlations for that variable.
* adjust,edp< .OO2.
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Ae described in the method section, Lwo measures of each of the
primary ratent conetruct6 were incorporated into the study. That ie,
the CES-D and the EPDS were ueed to ae€ress depreesive s1¡mptomatology,

the sBr and DAS meagured aepects of the coupre rerationship, the psr

asseseed cognitive vulnerability baeed on two personality ,'types,'

(eociotropy and autonomy), and infant-related etress wae measured ueing

infant temperament and infant crying ecales. WiÈhin-construct

correlations between ecales wiII be discussed first, and t,hen the

between-construct correlationÊr among the different variablee will be

detailed.

Depressive sl¡mptomatology was measured by the CES-D and the EPDS.

ft was expected that the scales woul-d be related since they have eimilar
items; however the latter E¡cale was included to determine if it provided

a more eensitive meaeure of postpartum depression since it was

epecifically developed as a PPD ecreening meaaure. The CES-D was

included because it ie a widely-ueed eelf-report depreseion eca}e with
strong psychometric propertiee. In this eample. 23t of the eubjecte

ecored above the CES-D cutoff point of 16 for depreseion in the prenatal
period; 148 scored in the depreesed range in the poetnatal period"

Using a conservative cutoff point of 72 on the EPDS, L4* of Èhe eubject,s

were depressed prenatally, and 138 scored above the cutoff postnatally.
Theee depreseion meaÊureÊ, were etrongly correlated at both the pre- and

poetnatal measurement periods (r="7r¡ ¡=.69 respectively). Both scalea

had similar relationships wit,h the demographic variables. Based on thie
information and the overlap in content of the scale ltems, it was

concluded that the CES-D and EPDS may be relatively redundant meaeures

of depreesive symptomatology. Thus, the CES-D wag gelected ae the
primary criterion (or dependent variable¡ measure to be used in the

regression analyses since it is more widely-used in this area of
research, it covers a broader scope of depressive symptomatology, and it
aPpears to be as sensitive in detecting depressive symptoms as the EPDS.
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However, paraller regression anaryaes were run using the EpDs, with the
expectation that simil-ar result6 would be found. These analyses witL be

diecuesed in the following section.

the couple rerationehip was aaseseed both general-ry (ueing the

DAS), in terms of overalJ- quality or marital adjustment, and

specifically (using the SBI), in terms of concrete eupportive behaviors.

As hypothesized (Hypothesis 2), the DAS and SBI were positively related.
They were moderately correlated during pregnancy (r=.60), and were even

more strongly rerated in the postparÈum, with a correlation of r=.74.
fnspection of graphical comparieon of the relationship between these two

scales at the pre- and postnatal measurement points euggested two

reason€t for the increased correlation poetnatally. The ratinge extended

further down the lower end of both scares postnatarry, and there were

fewer positive ratings on the upper end of both scares postnatarry (ae

indicated by a larger standard error bar at. the upper end), thus forcing
a Eteeper elope to fit the points, and resulting in a higher r
(correlation) postnatally. rn other r.rords, those who were unhappy with
their partnersr poetnatally were dieeatiefied to a greater extent,
regardleee of whether they were indicating the overall relat,ionehip or

the specific behaviors. As well, there were fewer women who were

extremely happy with their partners, but there were still some who rated

satisfaction and guality quite highly. In the postnatal period at

least, there appears to be a great deal of overlap between the two

measurea. Even though the content of the scales Euggests that they are

meaeuring different components of the couple relationship, some overlap

is expected since they are assessing the same rej-ationship.

Cognitive style r¡ras assessed using the Personal Style Inventory,
which meaeured two types or etyres that are putativery vurnerabre to
depreesion - sociotropy and autonomy. As indlcated in previous studies,
these two types are not purely orthogonal, but do have some overlap with

each other. The finding qras repeated here. Sociotropy and autonomy
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r,rere significantty correlated both pre- and posnatarly (r=.42 and. r=.53

reepectively).

The Revieed Infant Temperament Questionnaire and a weekly crying
record were used to assess the infant-related stress variable. It was

expected that there would be a clear relationship bet,ween these two

measurec. However, they were not significantly correlated 1r=.15).
fnfant temPerament was positively correlated with both the CES-D 1r=.22)
and EPDS (r=.23) measures of depression, however the weekly crying

measure wae not eignificantly related to any of the other variablee,
including the criterion variable of depreeeion. While the weekly

crying record monítored juet one type of behavior (i.e., crying), the

infant temPerament ecore wae based on ratinge of a more comprehenelve

range of behaviore. It wae concluded that the crying record did not

provide a useful measure of infant-relat,ed stresB either individually or

in conjunction with t,he infant temperament 6cale. Thus, the infant
temPerament scale wa6 used as the primary measure of the infant-related
stress variable for the regression analyses.

In addition to the within-conetruct relat,ionehips between ecalee,

the between-const,ruct correlations among the scales were also of great

interest. As can be seen in Tabte 6, the primary predictor variables

were aIl eignificantly correlated with the criterion variable of
depreeeion. The depression ecalee were invereely related to both the

DAS (guality of the couple relat,ionship) and the SBI (satisfaction with
partner eupport) at both measurement point.s. Hypothesis 3 was

confirmed: it predicted an inverse relationship in the postpartum,

suggest,ing that the lower the satiefaction with partner support, the

higher the depressive slrmptomatology. The prenat,al couple relationship
meaaures were aleo eignificantly correlated wit,h the postnatal CES-D

measure of depressive symptoms (not reported in the table; SBI c= -.24,
p=.002; DAS r=-.27, p=.0003). The cognitive styles of sociotropy and

autonomy were positively related to the depression scales, confirming
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Hypothesie 4. The higher one scored on socj_otropy or autonomy, the
higher the eelf-reported depreeeive eymptomatology. As welI, as

mentioned earlier, depressive eymptomatology was significantly related
to infant temperament, euggeeting that the more difficult the infant,e
temperament, the higher the eerf-reported depresslve symptomatorogy.

Thie finding confirmed Hypothesie 5.

T tests and correlational analyses were carried out to assess the
rerationehip of other poetpartum measuree with depression. Tabre 7

displaye the reeulte of t test.E which were ueed to assese group

differences on the depression measures for t,ype of deJ-ivery, breaet-
feedingr and neonatal care. there were no significant group differences

1p adjusted for multipJ.e teÊtg euch that p < .02) on either meaeure of
depreeeion for those vtomen whose babiee were delivered vaginally ae

compared to those whoee babies were delivered by caesarian section, for
thoee vromen who breaet-fed their infante in comparieon to thoee who did
not, or for thoee women whoee infante required neonatal medical care

vereiue those who did not.

Correlational analysea among depreseion and postpartum change-in-

routine measures revealed some eignificant relationships (see Table 8).
While there waa no relationship between depression and the amount of
ti:ne eit,her the father or mother spent arone with the baby, ratings of
satisfaction with the amount of time spent away from the baby (i.e.,
involved in recreational activities), either individually or as a couple

were significantly related to women's self-reported depression (on both

the CES-D and EPDS measures). The two satisfaction questions were

etrongly correlated with each othet (r=.67, p=.0001). When they were

added together to form a two-item 'satisfaction with time away from t,he

baby' measure, it correlated r= -.49 and r= -.43 with the CES-D and

EPDS, reepectively, and r=.36 with bot,h the DAS and SBI scales.

Depressive symptomatology was also significantly correlated with ratings
of part.ner heJ-pfuì-ness with the infant (r=-.32, p=.OOO1). Those women
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Table 7

T teste of Group Differences on Depfession for DeIiverv, Breast-feedino
and Neonatal Care

(N) lfean Variance T value Significance

CESD
Delivery: Vaginal (153) 9.63

Equal 0.65 .51Csection (I7 ) 9.76
EPDS
DeJ-ivery Vaginal (153) 6.53

Equal- 1.37 .t7Csection ( 17 ) 7. 88
CESD
Breast-feed Yes ( 110 ) 8.24

Unequal 7.2O .23
No (60) 9.67

EPDS
Breast-feed Yes ( l_10 ) 6.29

nquaJ- 1.74 .09No (60) 7.37
CESD
Neonatal Care Yes (19) 11.57

Equal -1.95 .05
No (1s1) 8.39

EPDS
Neonatal Care Yes (19) 5.74

Equal L.I2 .26
No (151) 6.79

Note. cEs-D=centre for Epidemiological studiee-DepreÊrEioni EpDS=

Edinburgh Postnat,al Depreeeion Scale.

who perceived their partners to be less helpful with the infant also
reported higher l-evers of depressive symptomatology on the cEs-D.

Finally, t tests were carried out to compare (a) those subjects
who scored above the cutoff on the CES-D during pregnancy (,'antenatally
depressed" n=39) with those who scored below the cutoff during
pregnancy, and (b) those subjects who scored above the cutoff on t,he

CES-D in the post.partum (n=24) with those who scored below the cutoff at
that measurement point. A set of t tests were first done to compare

group differences on demographic variabres. During pregnancy, income

was the onry variable that differentiated between those who were

depressed and those who were not (t=2.65, p < .01). The group scoring
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Table I

Pearson and spearman correlations Among postnatal Depression and

Postpartum Experience Variables

Father Mother Activ A-satie c-Àctiv c-satis Helps' chores" TAB

CESD -.O2 -.04 -.11 -.44* -.12 -.46* -.32* -.21 _.49*

EPDS -.03 .05 -.15 -.38* -.13 -.4:-r' -.22 -.t7 -.43*

Note. Father=father time alone with babyi Mother=mot,her time alone with
baby; Helpe=partner help with baby; choree=partner help with choree;

Activ=number of recreational activities/month; A-Satie=satiefaction
with number of activitiee/month; C-Àctiv=number of couple recreational
activities/month; C-Satie=gatisfaction with number of couple

acÈivitiee/month; TAB=ti¡ne away from baby. CES-D=Centre for
Epidemiological Studiee-Depreesioni EPDS=Edinburgh Postnat,al Depreseion

ScaIe.

" Denotee Spearman correlations for those variables.
*adjuetedp<.003.

above the cut,off on the cEs-D (depreesed group) had a significantly
rower average income than the nondepressed group. rn the postparÈum,

t,here were no demographic variables t.hat significantly differentiated
those who were depreesed versus nondepressed. there was a trend toward

eignificance for income and occupation type, such that depressed

individuale reported a lower income (t=1.90, p=.06) and a less
profeeeional occupation level (t=1.8?, p=.Q5,¡.

With regard to the etiological variablee, those who were depreseed

during pregnancy also had significantly lower ratings on both the
quarity of relationship (mean=110 for depressed groupi mean=l-20 for
nondepreesed) and satisfaction with partner support measures (mean=215
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for depreeeed; mean=230 for nondepreesed) in comparieon to thoee who

werê not depreeeed. As well, they had higher Ecores on the sociot,ropy

(mean=l18 for depressed; mean=105 for nondepressed) and autonomy scaj-es

(mean=109 for depressed; mean=99 for nondepressed) than did those who

were not depreseed prenatally.

rn the poetpart,um, the depressed group had significantry rower

score€t on both the prenatal and postnatal guality of relatlonship (DAS)

acale than did the women who were not depreseed following childbirth.
For the satiefaction with support ecale (SBI), the postnataÌ but not the
prenatar ratings eignificantly differentiated the depreeeed and

nondepreeeed groups in the postpartum. Finalry, those women who were

depreesed postpartum reported significantly lower levels of satiefaction
with the time away from the baby. both as an individuar (mean=3.1 for
depreeeed groupi mean=4.3 for nondepreseed group) and ae a couple

(mean=3.1 for depreesed groupi mean=4.1 for nondepressed group).

The Diathegis-Strees Model: Multivariate Analvses

I'fultivariate hierarchical regreeeion analyeeÊr were ueed to teet
the proposed diathesis-stress model, and to evaluate the shared and

unique contributione of the primary predictor variables t.o the criterion
variable of depression. The sAs stat,istical package was used to perform

these analyses. The main regression analyses were carried out ueing the

CES-D ecale as the dependent variable. ParaIIeI regression analyses

were arso done using the EPDS as the dependent variable. Finarry, post

hoc analyses were carried out to clarify the relationships indicated in
a priori analyses, and these are presented following the planned

hierarchical regreeeion analyses.

Prior to assessing the regreesion analysee, further
multicollinearity diagnoetics were calculated to determine if
nonorthogonality among the predictor variables was problematic. In

addition to assessing the pairwise correlations (presented in an earlier
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andeection) ' variance inflation factora, eigenvalues, condition num]¡ere

index, and variance proportions were calcuraÈed for the predictor
variables (Graff, 1989). The variance inflation factor reflects the
amount that the regreseion coefficient variance is "inflated,, by

mult,icol-rinearit.y. Typically, a vrF > 10 is indicative of more severe

ill-conditioning or mul-ticorlinearity (Kreinbaum, Kupper, & Murler,
1988). The vrFe for the predictor variabres ranged from 1.05 to 2.33"

Eigenvarues for purery orthogonal data have a varue of 1.0. when

one or more of the eigenvaluee are cloee to zeto, it euggeete there may

be a problem with multicollinearity. If the corresponding condition
index ie large, and t,he condition number (the laet condit,ion index) ie
greater than 30, these indices confirm that there is a multicollinearity
problem (Freund & Littell, 1986). variance proportion varues pinpoint
which predictor variables are involved in the problematic

nonorthogonality; two or more proportione of .90 or higher that
correapond with the emall eigenvaluee and large condition indicee
suggest problematic levele of multicollinearity (Kleinbaum, Kupper, &

Mu1ler, 1988). As can be eeen in Table 9, for this sample only one

eigenvarue approached zero (EGV=O.24). The corresponding condition
index was relativel-y small, and the condition number (3.03) was clearly
lees than 3O. If multicollinearity wae a eignificant problem, it
appeared that the SBI and DAS woutd be involved, since their variance

proportions were quite high (.86 and .84 respectivery) corresponding t.o

t,he low eigenvarue. However, murticolrinearity was not a problem for
thie sample, based on the diagnostic information (e.g., CN < 30. VIF <
10, etc. ).

fn order to test the proposed model, hierarchica] regression

analyses were used which involved four steps. fn Èhe first step,

prenatal depreseion was entered as the only predictor variable of
postnatal depression (both measured using the CES-D). fn the second

step, the primary predictor variables were added: that is, the postnat,al
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Table 9

Multicollinearitv Diaqnoet!cs for Reqression Predictor variablee

EIGEI{VAT,UE cro VARTANCE PROPORTIONS

cEsD soc ÀuT DAS sBr ITg

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.26

1. 34

o.94

o. 63

0. 57

o.24

1.00

t.29

1. ss

1" 89

1.98

3 .03b

.05

.13

.02

.27

.52

.00

.06 .04

.o2 "L7

"o2 "oo

.84 .O2

.04 .70

.01 .0s

.05 .04 .02

.06 . o8 .00

.00 . 01 .94

.03 "01 .00

.02 .00 .02

.84 .86 . 01

Note. CES-D=Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depreeeion-Prenatal

Scale; SOC=Peraonal Style fnventory-Sociotropyi AUT=PereonaI Style

Inventory-Autonomy; DAS=Dyadic Adjuetment Scale; SBI=Support Behavior

fnventoryi fTQ=¡stieed Infant Temperament Questionnaire.
u CI=Condition Index.

b Condit,ion Number.

measurement

measurement

of

of

the relationehip variables (DAS & SBI), the prenatal

the pereonality or cognitive etyle variables (Sociotropy

& Autonomy), and the postnatal measurement of infant-related stress

variable (RITQ). fn the third step, the hypothesized two-way

interactione between cognitive style (diathesie¡ and infant temperament

(stress) were added to the regreeeion equation, as croes-products of
sociot,ropy x infant temperament and autonomy x infant temperament,.

Fina1ly, in the fourth step, the proposed three-way int.eraction among

relationehip, cognitive style, and infant-related stress variables wae

added. Then, significance tests were done based on the change in R2, to

determine whether each increasingly complex model was significantly
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different from the previoue one, and thus determine whether t.he added

information eignificantly contributed to the explained variance of t,he

criterion variable of depreeelve eymptomatorogy (Neter & wasserman,

1974; Tabachnick & FideII, 1989).

The initial regression analyses incorporated both of the

relationehip measuree (DAS and SBI). However, because there was

eignificant overlap ae indicated by the strong correlations between the

measureE, when both ecaleE vrere included in the regression equation, the

DAS wae a eignificant predictor variable (p=.02), contributing 7t of the

explained variance, and the SBI became nonsignificant (p=.6?),

contributing 08 of the explained variance. In contrast, when they were

included individually in Êreparate analyees, they were each eignificant
predictors, with the DAS accounting for 7S of the explained variance,

and the SBI accounting for 4t of the explained variance in the criterion
variable. Therefore, in further regression analyeee, !t wae coneidered

redundant to include both measurec¡, eo the DAS wae used ae the

relationehip variable.

Similarly, for the EPDS, when bot.h relationship measures were

included in the initial regression analyses, the SBf approached

significance (p=.08), accounting for 2* of the variance; whereas the DAS

was not, eignificant at all (p=.89). When the scales were entered

individuatly in separate anal-yees, the SBI was a eignificant predictor

variable (p=.02), accounting for 38 of the explained variance, and the

DAS v¡as not a eignificant predictor variable (p=.11). Thue, for
additional analyses u6ing the EPDS, the SBf was included ae the

relationehip variable.

The hierarchical regression analyees resulte for the CES-D ecale

are tabled below. As can be eeen in labJ.e 10, at each step the overall
model was significant. From step 1 to etep 2, in which the

relationship, cognitive style, and infant temperament variabl-es were

added, the R2 increased by.11. The teet for eignificance yiel-ded a
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TabIe 10

Itie¡eEC¡èCêI Multiple Reqression of Postpartum Deoressive Swmotom Level

Usinq CES-D

Variable R2 R2 change F model F chanqe SBeta" sPcb t value

St,ep L

CESD Pre

Step 2

CESD Pre

SOC Pr6

AI}I Pre

DAS PoBt

IE8

Step 3

CESD Pre

SOC Pre

AUT Pre

DÀS Post

ITQ

SOCxITQ

ATITxITQ

Step 4

CESD Pre

SOC Pre

AUT Pre

DAS Post

IT8

SocxITQ

AUTxITQ

SOCxTIQxDåS

AIIfxITQxDAS

.22

.32 .11**

46. 13**

15.1_3** 31.00**

.22** 6.79

.22** 4.73

"01 0.92

.oo -0.16

.o7 ** -3 . 87

.o2* 2.L5

.22** 4.47

. o0 -1.29

.00 -0.91

.07'k* -4. 03

.02* -2.34

.03* 2.10

.oo 1.01

.22** 4.59

. 00 -L.23

.00 -0.84

.o7 -1. 66

.02* -2.L3

.03* l_.98

. o0 -0. ?8

.00 -1 .34

.00 L.2L

.35 .03* L2.52** 2.6].*

.36 .01 9. 95** 2.57

.46

.34

.07

-. o1

-.24

.14

.32

-. 19

-. 15

-.28

-1. 33

.95

.64

.33

-. 18

-.14

-.26

- r.23

2.86

-1 .3L

-1.89

1 .84

Note. Bolded lines represent information added to the model in that
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step. cEs-D=centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression-prenatal
scale; soc=Pergonal styre rnventory-sociotropyi AUT=personar style
Inventory-Autonomy; DAS=Dyadic å,djuatment ScaIe; fTg=p".ri"ed Infant
Temperament Scale.

" SBeta=Standardized bet.a weight. b SPC=squared semi-partial correlation.
op<.03. *op<.001.

eignificant F1a,16a¡=6.01¡ p=.001, suggesting that Eome or all of the added

variables contributed eignificantly to the prediction of the criterion
variable. when the interaction terma were added to the regreeeion
model, the R2 increaeed by an additional .03. Thie change waa

signif icant (îrz,rcu=A.4r, p=.025), euggesting that the interaction of
cognitive vulnerability and stress also contribut,ed significantly to the
prediction of poetpartum depreesive eymptoms, over and above that
explained by the other variablee. Finarly, when the proposed three-way

interactions were added to the model, the change in R2 was only .01,

which was not significant (For*r=.24, p >.10).

Thus, the hierarchical regression anaryses indicated that the
variables included in step 3 represented the final regression model.

Before discussing the details of the model, regression analysis
assumptions need to be considered. Exarnination of the residual
scatterplot suggested the poesibility of two multivariate outliers, and

aleo raieed the question of normarity of errors of prediction. with
regard to possible outliers, additional statistics (studentized residual
> 3 and a corresponding high cook's distance, aJ-though not, great,er than

1.0O) suggested that for two subjects, t,heir high postnatal depression

scorea were not well predicted by the regression eguation. However,

upon closer inspection of the data for those two subjects, it appeared

that they were clearly part of the group that was sampred, in t,erms of
demographics. In addiÈion, their data was congruent with the

theoretical diathesis-stress moder that was being tested. For one
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subject' ahe had a high ecore on the sociotropy scale, an infant
categorized in the difficurt temperament range, and a row rating of
guality of the couple relationehip, aII theoretically contributing to
depreeeion. Her prenatar depression Bcore was very row, which tikely
accounte for the poorer prediction by the regression equaLion. The

second subject had a high prenatar depreesion score, a high sociotropy
score, and a difficult infant categorization, again supporting the
diatheeis-etrees model. The poor prediction for this subject was likeIy
due to the rel-ationehip rating, which wae average; the empirical
regreeeion equation would anticipate lower scores on the relationship
rating. rt. wae concluded t,hat. it wae not feaeible to drop the two

outriers Êince they appeared to berong to t,he group t.hat was sarnpred,

and their data wae generally in the theoretically-expected direction.
The ot.her iseue raieed by inepection of the residual scatterplot

wae the question of normarity of distribution. There appeared to be a
slight tendency for nonrandom scatter, indicating a possible nonnormal

dietribution of the errors of predict,ion. Typically, when that is
cJ-earry the case, transformation of one or more variabres is done to
improve normality and reduce skewness (Tabachnick & Fidelr, 1999). rn

thie caee, the scatter around t,he zero point was not clearly nonrandom.

Further, if t,ransformation was necegsary, it was noÈ clear which

variabre(e) shourd be transformed. The univariate stat,istics had

indicated that, while most of Èhe scales had some tendency to skewness,

the ekewneeÊr was not too severe or rikety to be probrematic, given the

large sample eize. Thue, it was decided that the data did not warrant

traneformation eince (a) nonnormality wae not clearly indicated and (b)

it was not clear which variable(s) would be appropriately transformed.

The regreesion model illuetrated in step 3 of lable 10 can now be

congidered in more detail. In this model, 358 of the total variance of
the criterion variable was accounted for by the predictors. prenatal

depression was the strongest predict,or of postnat,al depression,
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accounting for 22* of the explained variance. NeiÈher the cognitive
style of eociotropy nor autonomy were eignificant predictors of
postpartum depreeeive eymptome. The quality of the relationehip in the
postPartum contributed 7E of the explained variance, whereas infant
temperament accounted for 2* of the explained variance. Finarry, the

interaction of eociotropy and infant temperament accounted for 38 of the

explained variance. HypoÈhesis 6 postulated that alI t.hree of the

primary variables (cognitive etyle, qua)-ity of relationship, and infant-
related stress) would eignificantly contribute to the predicÈion of
postpartum depressive s¡rmptomatology. It was partially supported, since

the relationehip and temperament variables were eignificant predictore,
whereas cognitive etyle (eociotropy and aut,onomy) was not. The

diathesie-etrese interaction was also hypothesized as a significant
predictor variable (Hypotheeie 7). In thie sample, the eociot,ropy x

infant temperament interaction wae eignificant, whereas the aut.onomy x

infant temperament interaction was not, again providing partial support,

for the hypothesis.

A euppression eituation in the final (step 3) model was identified
by both the large beta weighte for ITQ and the interaction terme, and a

negative ITQ beta weight which waa oppoE ite in sign to the positive

correlation between ITg and postnatal CES-D (Tabachnick & FidelI, 1989).

There were not any suppression indicators in the model with first-order

variables (step 2); thus the situation arose when the interact,ion terms

were added, suggesting a relative rather than absolute suppression

(lzelgov & Henik, 1991). In other words, once the interact,ion terms

were added, one of the predictor variables acted to both explain some

variance in the criterion variable, and to "clear out" or Eupprees

criterion-irrelevant variance from other predictor variable(s). Tzelgov

and Henik (1991) reported that suppresÊor variables typically improve

prediction in regression equations, particularly when the suppression

relationship is between added predictors and predictors already in the
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equation. That appeared to be the case here. Further anaryses in
which each significant predictor variable was alternately dropped from

the model suggested that the infant temperament measure was acting as a

suppressor variabLe for the infant temperarnent-x-sociotropy interaction
term, euch that it euppressed irrelevant variance or "noise" which would

ot,herwise obscure the effects of the interaction (ITexSOC) on the

criterion variable (Cohen & Cohen, 1983; Tabachnick & Fidelt, 1999).

Tzelgov and Henik (1991) concluded that "suppression conditions are

uaeful becauee they result in increaeed vatidity ..." (p. 535).

To furt,her probe the significant interaction between sociotropy

and infant temperament, the interaction was plott,ed according to
guidelines provided by Swallow and Segal (L992) and dieplayed

graphically in Figure 1. with all other variables in the equation held

constant, t,hree different values for the infant temperament and

sociotropy acales were inserted into the regression equation. FolJ-owing

Cohen and Cohen (L975), the t,hree values of low, medium and high

correspond to values of one standard deviation below the ecaLe mean, the

scale mean, and one standard deviation above t,he scale mean,

reepectively. As can be seen in Figure J-, postnatal depressive sympt,om

scores on the CES-D varied as a function of the leveÌ of infant
temperament and the level of sociotropy. When infant temperament was

categorized on the "easy" or low end of the scale, the level of
sociotropy did not impact on depression scores. !,lhen infant. temperament

was categorized in the "difficult" range of the scale, the level of

sociotropy clearly influenced depression scoreg. this analysis

suggested that individuals with a high level of sociotropy and with

t.emperamentally difficult infants were more likely to experience

depressive slrmptomatology than were those individuals with lower levels

of sociotropy and/or with temperamentalJ-y easy infants (t1¡661=-2.08, p <

.05 ) . Hypothesis 7 more specifically postulated that women with higher

levels of autonomy and temperamentally difficult infants would be more
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rikely to become depreeeed" The hypothesia was supported for the
cognitive etyle of eociotropy, but, a parallel finding was not confirmed

for the st,yle of autonomy.

Finally, hypothesis I anticipated a significant three-way

interaction among cognitive etyle, quality of rel-ationehip and infant-
related atress; thie interaction wae not eignificant in the model. More

specifically, it wae anÈicipated that women with higher levels of
eociotropy, temperamentally difficult infante, and lower ratinge on

relationship variables would be more likely to become depressed than

v¡omen with less difficurt infants. This expectation eras partiarry
eupported. However, t.he three-way interaction wae not significant and

thus the hypothesized contribution of relat,ionship gupport in t.his

context wae not eupported.

ParaIIeI hierarchical regression analyeee baeed on four stepe were

algo carried out ueing the EPDS ae the criterion variable rather than

the CES-D. Again, in the firet atep, prenatal depreeeion was entered ae

the only predictor variable of poetnatal depression (both meaeured ueing

the EPDS). rn the second Ëtep, t,he primary predictor variables were

added. They included the prenatal measurement of eociotropy and

autonomy (soc, AUT), the postnatar measurement of satisfact,ion wit,h

partner eupport (SBI), and the postnatal meaeurement of infant-related
sÈrees (RITO). fn the t,hird step, the hypot,hesized two-way interactions
between cognitive styte and infant temperament were added. fn the

fourth and final step, the proposed three-way interaction among the

relationship, cognitive style, and infant-related stress variables wae

added. The results can be seen in Table 11.

The results from these regression analysee indicated that, the
pattern of the relationehip between the predict.or variables and the EpÐS

wae similar t,o that. with the cEs-D; however, the variablee that were

juet, significant in the CES-D regression analyses did not reach

significance in t,he EPDS anal-yses. That is, while the pattern of the
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Table 1l-

Hierarchical MuLtiple Reqression of Postpartum Depressive Svmptom Level
Usinq EPDS

variabre R2 Rt change F moder F chanoe sBeta" spco t varue

Step 1

EPDS Pre

Step 2

EPDS Pre

SOC Pre

AIJTI Pre

SBI PoEt,

IT8

St,eÞ 3

EPDS Pre

SOC Pre

AUT PTe

SBI Post

ITQ

soCxITQ

AIJIIxITQ

Step 4

EPDS Pre

SOC Pre

AUT Pre

SBf Post

ITQ

SocxTTQ

AUTxITQ

SOCxITQxSBI

ALJItxITOxSBI

.20

.26 .06't*

.27 .01

.28 .01_

43.09**

11.75** 31.34**

8 .77 ** 2 .99

6.84'tr, l_.93

.45 .20** 6.56

.36 .20** 4.66

. 15 . 01* L.99

- . 09 . oo -L.27

-.L7 .03* -2.36

. 13 .O2" 1.83

.36 .20't'k 4.65

-. 06 .01 -0.40

-.o2 .00 0. l_4

-. l_6 . 03 x -2 .22

-.09 .o2 -0. 16

.7s .01 1.s8

- .49 . OO -0 .73

.37 .20't'k 4.69

-.06 .01 -0.36

-.00 .00 -0. 0L

-.25 .03" -I.77

- 0.L2 .O2 -O.20

. 9s . 01 0.8s

-.9s .00 -0. 7s

- .23 .00 -o .22

.52 .oo

Note. Bolded rines denote variabres added to moder at each step.

fl-¿R
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EPDS=Edinburgh Poetnatal- Depreeeion Scale-Prenatal version; SoC=pereonal

styre rnventory-sociotropy; AUT=perEonal- style rnvent,ory-Àutonomyi

SBI=Support Behavior Inventory; ITe=¡1s*rired Infant Temperament

Queetionnaire.

' SBeta=Standardized beta weight. b sPc=squared eemi-partial correlation.

" indicates approaching eignificance (p=.06S).

*p<.05. **p<.001.

relationship between the criterion variable and the predictor variablee
i4taE very eimilar for the EPDS ae for the CES-D, the eignificance level
dropped Eooner, reeulting in the infant temperament and the two-way and

three-way interaction variables not contributing significantly to the
regreeEion equation. rn step 2, the sociotropy variabre wae juet
eignificant (p=.05), contributing 1s of t,he explained variance. The

overall variance accounted for in the model using EPDS c¡as lower than

for the model predicting depreeeion baeed on the CES-D (R2=.28 and R2=.36

reepectively) .

Post hoc regression analyaee were done to determine the
contribution of the 'time away from baby' (TAB) measure to postpartum

depressive symptoms, since the measure was found to be strongly
correrated with the depression measures. rt was added to the final
regreseion model (step 3) for the CES-D, which was discuseed previouely.
As can be eeen in Tabre 12, the predictor variables in this model

accounted for 44t of the total variance of depressive symptomatology in
the postpartum. The R2 increased by .09, and this change was

significant (F,,,,0,,=25.?1, p=.001), suggesting that the TAB measure

contributed eignificantly to the prediction of postpartum depreseive

symptoms, over and above that explained by the other variables. with
the addition of TAB, the other predict,or variables that were significant,
in the final a priori model- (i.e., prenatal depression, quality of
relationship, infant temperament, and the interaction between sociotropy
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Table 12

Multiple Reqreeeion of Postpartum Depressive SvmpLom Level ICES-Dl with
Added 'Time Away from Babv' Variable

VarieþIe R2 R2 chanqe F model- F chanoe SBeta SPC t wa l rre

.44 .09 15.62** 3.10"t*

CESD Pre

SOC Pre

AUT PTe

TAA

DAS PoBt,

IT8

SOCxITQ

AUTxITQ

.25

-. L5

-. 15

-.32

-. 18

-1.31

.84

.69

.22* 3.64

. o0 -1.06

.00 -o.97

. 14* -4 "96

"03* -2.74

. Ol-'t -2 .46

.03* 2.00

. oo 1. l_8

Note. Bolded line repreÊrenta information added to the model.

cEs-D=Centre for Epidemiological Studies-Depression; SOC=Pereonal- Style
Inventory-Sociotropy; AUT=PereonaI Style Inventory-Autonomy; DAS=Dyadic

Adjuetment, Scalei TAB=Time away from baby; ITg=¡"u'i=ed Infant
Temperanent Quest,ionnaire.

" SBeta=Standardized beta weight. b sPc=Squared semi-partia]- correlat,ion.
*p<.05. **p<.001.

and infant tempera¡nent,) all remained eignificant. In this regression

equation, the DAS contributed elightty less to the explained variance

(39 as compared to 78 in the previoue equation). It wae not surprising
that there was some overlap in their predictive abilit,ies. given the

moderate correlation beth¡een DAS and TAB (r=.36). One furt,her

regreeeion analyeia was done, adding a t,wo-way interaction of TAB x

Sociotropy, and a three-way interaction of TAB x Sociotropy x Infant,

Temperament, to aseesa whether TAB served ag a modifier or buffer.
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However, the R2 did not increase 1n2 =.44), and the interactions were

not eignificant. Thue, they did not add any information to the model.

Finally' to further assess the role of the relationship variable,
two additional eete of regreeeion analyees were carried out. Firet, the
prenatal DAS meaeure wa€t eubetituted for the poetpartum measure of the

DAS in the final regreeeion model, to determine if marital- ratings
during pregnancy were predictive of postpartum depressive symptom

l-evele. Resulte indicated that the overart model was eignificant
(F=9.54' P-.0001) with prenatal depreeeion ecoreg, infant temperament

and the eociotropy x infant temperament interaction remaining ae

significant, contributors. However, the prenatal DAS was not a

eignificant predictor variable (t=-1.15, p>.10) . Second, tv/o-way

interactione of the poetnatal DAS with sociot.ropy and infant temperament

(i.e., DAS x sociotropy; DAS x infant t,emperaaent) qrere entered

individually in place of the eociotropy x infant temperanent interaction
term, and in addition to the sociotropy x infant, temperament, interaction
term. Theee regreesione were done to aasec e whether the quatity of
relationehip variable (DAS) wae moderating the effect of t.he stressor
(infant temperament,) or perhape eerving as a stressor which was modified

by the cognitive styre of sociot,ropy. However, in alr four regression
analyses' while the overall model was significant, and other variables
individually contributed to the predict,ion of poetpartum depressive

symptoms, none of the interaction terms involving the DAS were

significant.
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DISCUSSTON

The present study was deeigned to evaluate a psychosocial

diathesis-stress moder of poet,partum depreeeion. on the baeie of
previous theory and research, depressogenic cognitive variables were

selected as diatheses. and stressors erere variabres (e.g., infant
difficulty, marital tension) that have cont,ributed to adjustment

difficultiee in the form of depreesive symptomatoJ-ogy forrowing
childbirth. Previoue research has not evaluated the interactions
between these variables within a diathesis-etress framework. To

identify the main effecte and interactions of cognitive style, infant-
rerated streee, and partner eupport in the predict.ion of poatpart,um

depreeeion, this prospect.ive etudy wag carried out on a rarge sampre of
womenr aeeeseing them prior to and after the birth of their babiee. The

psychosociaÌ variabres were arr found to be rerated to postpartum

depreseive symptomatoÌogy. More importantly, support for the diatheeis-
stress model in a postpartum context, using sociot,ropy ae t,he cognit.ive

diatheeie' was also obtained. Finarry. the present, findings queetion

the appropriateness of focueing on the postpartum per se without taking
into conelderation the entire childbearing period (i.e., pregnancy and

the poetpartum), in order t,o better underst.and the new mother,s

adjustment. The major findings relevant to each of the hypotheses will
be examined first and articulated within the current Iiterature. This

discueeion will be followed by a discuesion of more generar ieeues

raised by the present reeults, incruding demographic and postpartum

factors that were relevant, context, specificity of mea6ure6r ârrd

depreesion rates in the pre- and postpartum.

The Research Hvpotheses. Partners, personalitv, and prenatal

depression: Their impact on postpartum depressive svmptoms.

Hvpothesis 1. This hypothesis stated t,hat the woman,s ratings of
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the quarity or adjustment of the coupre relationship during pregnancy

would be positively related to the guality of the couple relationship in
the postpartum. The Dyadic Adjustment scare, assessing guality of the
couple relationship as rated by the woman, was highly correlated across

time, euggeeting that women'e perceptione and/or experience of their
relationship were reLativery etable throughout the antenatar and

poetnatal period. There was a drop in marital satisfaction folJ-owing

the birth of the baby, however, which may have reflected strain
aeeociated with adjustment to the nevr caregiver role. A supportive
partner ie especiarj-y important to the new mother, eince ehe ig often
houeebound, tired from t,he demands of t.he young baby, and may have

difficulty obtaining sufficient support from other individuals in her

sociar network (Beraky, 1981). The new mother may expect or require
more support from her partner following the birth of the baby, and be

less eatiefied with him if these increased expect,at,ions and needs are

not met. coneistent with thie expranation, Tietjen & Bradley (1995)

reported that new mothers experienced a eignificant increase in etress
from pregnancy to the postpartum. Graff, Dyck, and Schallow (1991)

found that, mothers who raÈed their infant as more demanding and

difficult, implying a need for more support,, al-so had a rower rating for
the couple relationship in the postpart,um.

Hvpothesis 2. rt was predicted that, there would be a positive
association between the generaÌ qualit,y of the coupre relationship
(Dyadic Adjustment Sca1e) and the epecific eatiefaction with behavioraL

eupport (Support Behavior Inventory) during pregnancy and the
post,partum. The oyadic Adjustment scale has been used in numerous

etudies to assess general maritat comfort, or distress. If the overall
evaruation of the coupre rerationship is positive (or negative), one

wourd expect some correspondence to eatisfaction with the partner,s
specific supportive behaviors. It was thought that the Support, Behavior

rnventory might be relativeÌy more sensitive than the DAs to couple
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iseues during the chiLdbearing period eince the scale was developed for
expectant couples. The DAS appears to have provided a useful assessment

of the couple's level of marita] dist,ress in this context, since the two

meaeures were so highly correlated. Indeed, the extent of the

relationship in the poetpartum (r=.74) vras somewhat surprising. rt is
also noteworthy that ratings on both inetrumente dropped after the baby

wae born. In the postpartum, women were generally more dieatisfied with
their partner'e eupport, and those who were initially unhappy rated the

relationehip and satisfaction with specific supportive behaviors at an

even lower level in the postpartum period. O,Hara (1986) aleo found

that postpartum depreesed women had lower ratings of their marital
relationehipe and were more diseatiefied with the frequency of
eupportive behaviors from their partner than were nondepreseed women,

although they did not report any direct relationship between the two

meaE¡urea. Teitjen and Bradley (1985) directly compared the amount of
partner eupport, and ratinge of marital adjuetment and found that they

were eignificantly related during pregnancy but only marginally related
in the postpartum. However, eatisfaction with support has been found to
be the beet predictor of depresaion in comparieon to other

operationalizatione of eupport (e.9., perceived availability, use of
support; Fiore, Coppel, Becker, & Cox, 1986), eo perhaps the

relationehip with marital adjustment would have been higher in the

latter etudy if a satiefaction meaaure had been used (and is strong in
this study because satisfaction was assessed).

Hvpothesis 3. Thie hypotheeis et,ated that depression in the

postpartum would be invereely related to satisfaction with partner

support in the poetpartum. Both meaeures of poetpartum depression (CES-

D and EPDS) were significantly related to both relationship measures, in
the predicted direction. The lower ratinge of satisfaction and general

marital quality were associated with increased depressive elrmpt,omatology

in the postpartum. Ratinge on the relationehip variables during
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pregnancy were also inversely related to depreseion in the poetpartum.

These results generally support the literature in that marital tension

or dissatisfaction has been one of the variables most consistently
aeeociated with postpartum depreesion (Braverman & Roux, L978; Gotlib,
Whiffen, WaIIace, & Mount, 1991; Kumar & Robson, 1984; Spangenberg &

Pieters, 1991¡ Whiffen, 1988). Marital tension has also been

coneistently associated with the development of nonpostpartum depression

(Barnett & Gotlib, 1988; Brown & Harris, 7978; Gotlib & Hoo1ey. 1988).

The direction of influence is, however. st.ill in question. As O'Hara &

Zekoski (1988) noted, eince many studies have examined marital diecord

and depreeeion concurrently, it is difficult to conclude that marital
tension plays a causal role in the onset of a postpartum dieorder.

Several proepective studies have found a relationship between marital
teneion prior to birth and subsequent postpartum depression (Got1ib et

al ., 1991; Kumar & Robson, 1984¡ !,latson, Elliot, Ru9g, & Brough, 1984),

suggesting Lhat a poor marital relationship may be an antecedent rather
than or in addition to a concomitant of depreesion in the postpartum.

The present study providee evidence that marital tension both precedes

and accompaniea PPD symptoms.

Hvpothesis 4. It was poetulated that t,here would be a

relationship between prepartum sociotropy and autonomy and poetpartum

depreseion levels. Further, the cognitive schemata, by definition, were

expected to be relatively etable characteristics of personal

functioning, and to therefore remain stable across time. The results
confirmed the latter expectation. Prenatal sociotropy and autonomy

scores were highly correlated with their respective postnatal scores,

and the differences across time were not significantly different, from

zero. The former expectation was also confirmed: higher depreseion

levels erere associated with higher levels of sociotropy and autonomy,

both prior to and after the birt,h of the baby. Although Robins and

Block (1988) previously reported a correlation between depressive
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s}¡mptoms and sociotropy using Beck's (et. al., 1983) sociotropy-Autonomy

scale (sAs), eimirar reeurte were not obtained with autonomy. These

auÈhore noted several measurement problems with the autonomy ecale, and

in light of those shortcomings they deveroped the personal styre
rnventory, used in the current study. rn the present study, the finding
that both eubtypes are correlated with depressive 6)¡mptom levele, as

expected, providee Eome aupport for concurrent and predictive validity
of the Ecale.

Hvpothesis 5. ft was predict,ed that difficulty of infant
temPerarnent would be related to l-evel of depreesive eymptoms. while the
findinge corroborated the hypotheeig and the results of previous studies
(e.9., Cutrona & Troutman, 1986; Ventura & Stevenson, L9g6; Whiffen,
1988; WhÍffen' 1990), there are Êreveral poeeible interpretations of the
correlation. Firet, it is poseible t,hat the aeeociation between infant
temperament and depreseion is a reeult of depreeeive biae, euch that
women who are more depressed have more negatively distorted perceptione

of their chil-d as difficult (Griest, welle, & Forehand, 1979; Hopkine,

campbell, & Marcug, 1987). A second interpretation, from etudiee which

ueed objective behavioral (rather t,han perception) measures of infant
temperament, and/or used independent observer ratings in conjunction
with parental ratings, euggests that the association between the two

variables may not merery be distortion on the part of the mother

(cutrona & Troutman, 1986; whiffen & Kimbarr, 1985). rn line with
theses lat,ter studies, which also found a relationship between maternal

depression and infant. temperament,, conrad and Hammen (J-999) recent,ly
found that depreesed mothers may be more accurate than nondepreseed

mothere in perceptione of their child'e behavior. A more difficult
infant wourd be more demanding on the mother, and courd therefore
contribute to more depreseive symptomatorogy. Regardless of the
direction of the rerationship, the mother'e rating of the chitd ae

difficult to care for may be clinically significant since it has been
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found to predict subsequent mother-chitd conflict (Lee & Bates, 19g5).

rt ie eignificant that the current study used a behavioralry-based
measure of infant temperament, not a perception questionnaire. fn other
worde, mothere were not eimply asked to rate whether their infants were

happy/content or fusey/difficult. Rather, they rated the babies on

epecific behavioral dimensione which were then scored and categorized as

easy to difficult. Thue, it is leee likely that depressive dietortion
can fully exprain the relationehip between infant temperament and

depreee ion.

Hvpothesis 6. ft was predicted that all three of the empirically-
identified variables (cognitive style, quality of relationship, infant-
related gtress) would eignificantly contribute to the prediction of
postpartum depreseive eymptome, baeed on regreseion analyeee. There wae

partial support for the hypothesie, euch that quality of the
relationehip and infant-related stress were each significantly related
to PPD (as measured by the CES-D), whereas cognitive vulnerability wae

not. However' the beet predictor of postpartum depreseion, wae

depression in the prepartum. Those reporting higher revers of
depreseive symptoms before the baby was born were more likely t,o remain

depreesed foltowing childbirth. This factor accounted for almoet, two-

thirds of the total exprained variance. other investigations have

reported eimiLar findi_ngs (e.9., Gotlib et aI., 1989; cotlib et aI.,
1991; O'Hara, Neunaber. & Zekoski, L984¡ O,Hara, Schlecht,e, Lewis &

varner, L99r) using the Beck Depression rnventory (BDr) to assese

deprese ive s]¡mptomatology.

ueing the cEs-D and EPDS, which measure primariry affective and

cognitive eymptome, the present etudy confirmed that depreseive slrmptome

during Pregnancy predict depreeeive sympt,oms experienced l-ater in the
postpartum. rn fact, al-moet harf of the women who scored above the
cutoff on the cEs-D in the postpartum had been depressed in the
prepartum as well. There will be further discussion in a later section
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regarding the implications for identifying and understanding postpartum
depression given the strong influence of depression during pregnancy.

Even after the lever of prenatar depressive symptomatorogy þras

coneidered, the coupJ-e relationship and infant-related stress factors
etil1 contributed significantly to the explained variance of postpartum

depreeeive eymptome. However, neither sociot,ropy or autonomy, the
cognitive vurnerability eubtypes, were eignificant predictore of
postpartum depression. Even though they were associated wlth
postpartum depression at a univariate levet, they were not sufficiently
related at a multivariate Ìevel when other variables were also taken

into account. The lack of main effecte for sociotropy and autonomy ie
not inconsistent with a diathesis-stress moder, which focuses on

interactive effecte between diatheees and etreeaorÊ,. Specifically, the
theory poetulatee that the impact of the diathesis occure in the
preeence of a relevant etressor, which may serve to ,'activate,' Èhe

vulnerabirity factor, thereby resulting in depreseion (Beck, 19g3).

Thus, cognitive vurnerabirity by iteerf need not contribute to the
prediction of depression, and may be considered a necessary but not
sufficient factor (Monroe & Simone, 1991). fnstead, as discussed with
the next hypothesie, i-t appears that cognitive style ie aseociated with
the contribution of streee to postpartum depressive B)¡mptoms, only under

conditione of high etresg (i.e., difficult infant temperament).

As noted earlier, a problematic couple relationship has

consistently been found to be rerated to postpartum depression. That

finding was also confirmed here. Quality of the marit,al- relationship in
the poetpartum accounted for almost a quarter of the total explained
variance of postpartum depression, even after the contribution of
prenatal depression was considered. Vlomen who were unhappy with their
part.ners reported higher depressive symptomatology.

Whii-e it is clear that marital tension or dissatisfaction is
related to postpartum depression, the direction of the relationship
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cannot be readily det,ermined. Numerous descriptive etudles have

reported Êtrong assocations between marital tension and postpartum

depreseion (Braverman & Roux, r97B¡ cotrib et ar., 1991; Kumar & Robson,

1984¡ O'Hara, Rehm, & Campbel1, 1983; O,Hara, 1986; paykel et aI., 1990;

whiffen, 1988). Depreeeion may dietort or bias perception euch that
those who are depreesed perceive less support from their partners, and

report more dissatiefaction and problematic marital functioning.
However, at least two etudiee have reported that the EpouÊre'e ratings on

a marital adjuetment measure were highJ-y related to the depreeeed

partner's ratings of their relationehip, euggesting that the depreeeed

individual may not simply be dietorting the et,ate of the couple

rel-ationehip. GotIib and Whiffen (1989b) found that coupl-es in which

one €tpouEe waE¡ depreeeed lpeychiatric patient,) did not differ from each

other in their reported eatiefaction with the marriage. o,Hara (1985)

reported a et,rong correlation between husbands, and wivee, marital
adjuetment ratings both during pregnancy and the postpartum.

In the current etudy, post,partum ratings of quality of the

relationship eignificantly conÈributed to the explained variance of
postpartum depressive symptoms. In contrast to findings by other
studiee which suggested that marital dyefunction courd well be an

antecedent of depresgion (Kumar & Robson, J.9A4; O,Hara, 1986; Whiffen,

1988) ' prenatai- ratings of the couple relationship were not predictive.
However, when women who were depressed in the postpartum (i.e., scored

above the cutoff of 16 on the CES-D) were directly compared with thoee

who were not, prenatal ratings of marital adjustment differentiated the
poetpartum depreeeed and nondepressed groups. simirarry, Gotrib eÈ al.
(1991) found that women who were diagnosed as depressed in the
postpartum reported eignificantly lower levels of marital satiefaction
during pregnancy.

FinalIy, infant-related stress, as measured by infant temperament,

was significantly related to postparturn depressive symptomatology, even
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after prenatal- depreeeion and quality of t,he couple relationship were

taken into account. Thie finding confirms previous research which found

that the nature of the baby did impact on the mother,s adjustment and

depreeeion in the postpartum (Cutrona & Troutman, J-986; Fthiffen, 19gg).

rn addit,ion, it l-ende support to other regearch which has found a

relationship between childcare-related stressors (including hea¡-th

probrems of infant, feeding and sleeping difficurties) and poetpartum

depreeeion (cutrona, 1983; Hopkine, campberr, & Marcus, rgg7 i o,Hara,

Neunaber, & Zekoski' 1984). Alt,hough collateral information about the
infant was not obtained in thie etudy in addition to maternal ratings,
cutrona and Troutman (1986), who used home observations as weII as ¡he
E¿rme maternal rating scale, found the information to be strongry
correlated, directly accounting for 3oB of the variance in postpartum

depreeeive s]¡mptomatology.

How would a difficult infant impact on a ner4r mother, contributing
to depreseive eymptoms? At a day-to-day level, Èhe mother may

experience a greater work load and perhape more frustration dealing with
a fuesy, demanding infant. Both objective and eubjective caregiver
burden may be heightened by self-blame for the child's nature, concern

regarding the mother's skill as a parent, or feerings of personar

rejection (e.9., cutrona & Troutman, 1gg6; cruen, lggo). women with
temperamentally difficult infants may curtail- their social connections

and activites, both because of practical problems (it may be difficult
to get a babysitter who can cope with the infant) and because they may

be reluctant to go praces or vieit with peopre, knowing that it wirÌ be

a et,ruggle for the baby to adapt.

rnfant-rerated stress, while significant, only accounted for a

smarr proportion of the total exprained variance of post.partum

depressive sympt,oms (approximatety 1os). The variabre was chosen

because it was a putative source of postpartum st,ress. Monroe and

simons (1991), in their review of diathesis-st,ress research, have
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highlighted the need for more precision regarding the particular type of
streeeors that are hypothesized to interact with a diathes!s. However,

the etreeeor definition may have been too narrow. other etreseorg or
Iife evente were not taken into acccount during the measurement period.
Certainly, the pregnancy and poetpartum adjuetment process was not

t,aking place wit,hin a vacuum. Additional stressors may have been

impacting on the couple throughout thie time which affected their
relationship and/or the mother'e depreesive symptomatology. O,Hara and

hie colleagues (1986; O'Hara, Rehm & Campbell, 1982; O,Hara, Rehrn &

Campbell' 1983) found that poetpartum depreseed eubjecte experienced

more st,reeeful life evente in the early postpartum period than did
nondepreesed eubjecte. Their resuLte indicated thaÈ the beet predictor
of poetpartum depreasion, once prepartum levels were controlled, was the

occurrence of stressful life events in pregnancy and following
chirdbirth. similarry, Paykel et al. (1980) asseÊsed nondepreeeed and

depreeeed vromen at eix weekÊr poetpartum. The depreeeed group reported

eignificantly more etreeeful lÍfe eventa occurring during pregnancy and

in the poetpartum which were undeeirable or had a negative impact, than

did the nondepreesed group. In the only etudy to assees both tife
events and infant-care streesors (Whiffen, 1988), llfe events did not

significantly contribute to postpartum depressive s)¡mptoms, whereas

difficulty of infant care qras a significant contributor.
Hvpothesis 7. Thie hypotheeis provided the moet direct test, of

the diatheeie-et,rees model. It predicted that the int,eraction of
cognit,ive style and infant-related stress would contribute eignificantly
to the explained variance of poetpartum depressive eymptoms. More

specifically, hypothesis 7 postulated that, women with high tevels of
eociotropy or autonomy who had temperament.ally difficulÈ babies would be

more likely to report high levels of depreesive slrmptomatology. The

expected relationehip was found for the interaction of sociotropy and

infant, temPerament, but not for the interaction of autonomy and infant
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Sociotropy, when asseesed prenatally, appeared to modify the

impact of etrese on depressive symptoms. For mothers with infante who

were eaEy-going and good-natured (row etreee), eociotropy rever did not

influence the level of depressive eymptoms. On the other hand, for
mothers with difficult and fussy infants (high stress), sociotropy was

poetively related to the level of depression. Highly sociotropic women

vrere moÊrt depreesedi vromen ecoring low on this cognitive 6tyle were

leaet depreeeed. Thie finding ie coneietenÈ with research in the

general depreesion literature, which hae more readily found support for
the diatheeie-etreee model using eociotropy than autonomy (e.g., Hammen,

Marke, Mayol, & deMayo, 1985; Segal, Shavr, & Vella, L989; Zuroff &.

l{ongrain, 1987). The results undergcore the uti}ity of considering

interactive rat,her than eo1ely main effecte models. o'Hara et aI.
(1991) aleo reported significant vulnerabitity x etrese interactione
that were predict,ive of both postpartum depressive slrmptomatology and

diagnosed depression. They did not measure the E¡ame cognitive factore
that were used in thie etudy, but they did find childcare-related
streegore to be one component of eeveral of the significant
interactions.

ft is of note that, the diathesis-stress relationship was supported

with a context,-specific measure of etress in the present study. A more

general meaaure of sÈrees may have "diluted', the interaction, as ie
cautioned by Monroe and Simone (1991). One possible reason for ühe

modest contribution of the interaction variable may be the low base rate
of temperamentally difficult babiee. Thomae and Chess (I977 ) have

estimated that approximately 10t of babies could be categorized as

having difficult temperaments. Infants in this study were assessed on

a spectrum from eaey to difficult, with only 11& rated in the higheet or

'difficult' category. A restricted range on t,he ,high, end of the

stress variable could result in smaller correlations and thus lead to
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lower beta weights for that variable in the regression analyses. Thus,

thie finding may be a coneervative estimate of the interaction. perhaps

if the sample had eelectively included more women with difficult babies

(for example, 508 of women with difficult babies rather than 11t), there
may have been a more powerful interaction effect than was found in this
etudy. In other worde, for the many vromen who did not have

temperamentally difficult babies the interact,ion of st,ress and cognitive
style did not, have much impact on depression; for those women who did
have difficult babies, the interacÈion woul_d be quite relevant,.

The lack of eupport for the diathesie-etrese interaction with
autonomy may be related to congruence or even methodorogical- and

concePtual ieeuee. On the aeeumption that only a "congruent" gtreeeor

can activate a diathesis, the int.eraction may not have been eignificant
if the postpartum eituation erac¡ not construed as congruent, with the

aut,onomy diatheeis. The experience of dealing with a difficult infant
may have been interpreted more aÊr an interpereonal than an achievement-

related streesor, and thug impacted on the highry sociotropic rather
than highly autonomoue individuale.

WiÈh regard to psychometric issues, Robins and Jacobson (L9g?)

have contended that, inconsistent findings regarding t,he cognitive stytee
of eociotropy and autonomy have not been the fault of t,he theory, but

stem from psychometric problems wit,h the measurement tools, and with the

autonomy concept in particular. As a result, they developed t.he

Pereonal Style fnventory (PSI), u€red in this 6tudy, to addrese

reliability and validity probJ-eme. Even ueing the pSI though, the

Autonomy scale had a lower reliability and was less stable acrose time

relative to the Sociotropy ecale.

The lack of results using the autonomy subtype may be due to a

more baeic conceptuar problem. Autonomy, as it is currentry defined,

may not adequately be capturing the essential eLements of a

depressogenic cognitive style. Blaney and Kut,cher (1991) concluded in
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their comparison of depressogenic subtypes that the autonomy subscale

from Beck's Sociotropy Àutonomy Scale (sAs) was more an inveree measure

of dependency than a measure of self-critical tendencies. Hewitt and

his corleagues (Hewitt & Dyck, 1986; Hewitt & F1ett, 1990; 1991a; 1991b;

1993; Hewitt & ceneet, 1990; Hewitt, Frett, Turnburr-Donovan, & Mikail,
1991) have proposed and operatlonalized an alternative pereonality type,
perfectionism, and identified three dimensions, serf-oriented, other-
oriented, and eociarly preecribed perfectionism. They have reported

some very promieing findinge regarding Èhe relationship of perfectionism
to both clinical and subclinical leveIe of depression. For example, in
a recent teet of a diathesie-etrese model ueing perfectionism ae the
vulnerability factor, they reported that, eelf-oriented perfectionism

interacted uniguely with achievement-oriented stressors to predict
depreeeion in a clincial sarnple (Hewitt & Flett, 1993).

overall, the findinge clearry provide eupport for a diathesie-
etress moder in which t,he cognitive etyre of sociotropy serves as the
diatheeie. rt ie not crear whether the etreesor was perceived ae

congruent with the depreeeogenic eubtype, thue support for a congruency

or specific vulnerability model was not conclueive. One could contend

that a temperamentally difficult infant would challenge the sociotropic
individual's sense of self-worth if she perceived the baby as reject.ing
or felt a lack of connection (ê.9., "gùe do not get along we1l"i ', I do

not know or understand my baby" ) . The autonomous mother could perceive

the eame situation as a challenge to her competency and as a failure to
be "good" in her role as mother. Future research shoutd assess not

onry the actuar stressore, but also the participants' evaruatione of
them lDyck & stewart, 1991), in order to evaruate congruency effecte.

Hvpothesis 8. Hypothesis I postulated a three-way interact,ion
among cognitive style, infant-rel-ated stress, and the guality of the
couple relationship, and specified the direction of the relationship
among the variables involved. It was anticipated that the relationship
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variable might serve as a buffer for the impact of the diathesis-stress
interaction on postpartum depressive symptoms. In other words, if a

high)-y sociotropic woman who had a temperamentally difficult infant
provided a positive rating of the rerationship with her partner, thie
perceived maritar eupport would Êrerve to buffer the impact of an

otherwise deleterious com.bination. Although this line of reasoning is
euggested by the literature (Carveth & Gottlieb, 1979¡ Cohen & Hoberman,

1983; Crnic et al., 1983; Wilcox, 1981), the preaent etudy did not
provide evidence for it. specifically, the three-way interaction did
not account for a significant portion of the variance. AI1 the variance
in postpart,um depressive symptoms t,hat courd be explained by the
variablee wag already accounted for by the main and eecond-order (two-

way interaction) effecte. Cutrona (1984), in her etudy ot. 7l firet-time
mothere, aeseesed the impact of several components of social eupport,

childcare-related stress, and their interactions on depression eight
weekg following childbirth. She was also unable to confirm a buffering
hypothesis of support; she reported that support appeared most strongly
linked to depression at lower levels of stress.

Alternatively, the rel-ationship variable might not be moderating

the diatheeis-stress int,eraction per se. rt might, inetead, act ae a

vulnerability factor to moderate the impact of stress, or serve asr a

stressor itself, moderated by the cognitive styre of sociotropy. These

possibilities were also aesessed. Regression analyees that included
interactione of sociotropy with quality of the couple relationehip and

infant-related stress with quality of the couple relationship did not

confirm theee alternative explanations. Although marital adjustment did
not appear to directly buffer the impact of infant-related gtress on

poet,partum depressive symptoms, it was associated with lower depressive

symptoms in the postpartum. The mechanism by which it is related
remains somewhat unclear. Cohen and WilIs (1985) concluded in their
review of physical and psychological symptoms, that functional support
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moderated the effects of stress by facilitating coping abirities.
cutrona and Troutman (1986) found that perceived social support (not

Iimited to partner support) impacted on post,partum depressive symptoms

indirectly by enhancing parental self-confidence. Although theee are

reaeonable hypotheses, they require additional empirical confirmation
before one can confidently endoree them.

Demoqraphic, Infant Care, and Chanqe-in-Routine Factors

In addition to the main etiological variables that were discuesed

in the regearch hypothesee, there were a number of other variablee found

in poet hoc analyses to contribute to the understanding of who develops

postpartum depreesive eymptome. They coneiet,ed of demographic

variablee, variables rerated to infant care, and daily adjuetments or

changes following childbirth.

Not surprisinglyr there were fe!,r demographic variables aseociated

wit,h postpartum depression in this et.udy. The eample was select,ed to be

relatively homogeneoue and free of major riek factors Euch ae eingle or

adolegcent parenthood (Troutman & cutrona, 1990). Findings have been

inconeietent across postpartum etudiee for variables such as age,

education, income level, marital status and parity (cf. Hopkins, Marcus

& Campbell, L984; O'Hara & Zekoeki, 1988), although sample sizes and

meaaurement differences make comparative interpretation of these studies

difficult. rn this study, finances were related to depression level,
both during pregnancy and the postpartum. The lower the lncome level
during pregnancy, the higher the reported depreasive eymptoms both

before and after birth. A related variable that was associ-ated with
postpartum depreesion was the occupation status of the partner. If he

was working less than full-time (e.9., part-time, unemployed, student),

the woman was more likely to report depressive symptoms in the

poetpartum. SeveraÌ other studiee have also found financial factors to
be related to depression in the postpartum (Playfair & Gowers, 1981;
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whiffen & Kimbarl, 1985). stein et aL. (1991) reported that low famiry
income contribut,ed to the prediction of postpartum depression, and they

calculated that thie riek factor increased the chances of developing ppD

by a factor of three. Similarly, Gotlib et a1. (1989) found work status

to be the only demographic variable associated with depression following
childbirth. Campbell and Cohn (1991) reported that husbands of
depreeeed rÀromen had lower occupation l-evels t,han husbands of
nondepreeeed women. The women in the preeent etudy were typically
better educated, and had higher family income levele and higher

occupation levele than average. Even though the lower end of t,he

occupational statue and income range wae truncated or underrepreeented,

a rerationehip with depression wae etlrr noted. The aeeociation may

have even been stronger with more variability in thie financial factor.
ft ie certainly understandable t,hat financial concerna would be

rel-evant in anticipation of thie life change. In addit,ion to the extra
coet of having a child, there would be some lost income following
childbirth, and perhape for an extended period of time. Most of the

women in thie study (889) were working before they had the baby, but

many were going to cut back on their houre or not return at all aft,er

the baby r,¡as born. ff the family income wae low to begin with, and t.he

hueband was also working less than full-time, financee could certainly
be a source of stress for the couple, and contribute to adjustment

problems during pregnancy and in the post,partum.

Marital etatue, while not eignificantly related to postpartum

depreesion, was aseociated with the couple relationship measures.

Marital stat.ue, in this ca6e, means married or living together, since

all the eubjecte were reçluired to be in a stable relationship in order

to participate in the etudy. Quite a high proportion of eubjectg were

married (928) as compared to living together (88), although other
studies have reported simiLar rates (e.9., Gotlib et aI. 1991i pfost,

stevens & Lum, 1990). Those women who were living com¡non-Iaw with
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their partners were more dissatisfied with the support from their
partnere both during pregnancy and following birth. As weII, they rated

the guality of the couple relationship in the postpartum as ]ower than

did those who were married. Perhape commitment in the form of a

tangible agreement like marriage ie important or becomes an isgue when

adding a child to the family "equation" " It may be another eource of

atrain or tension for the couple. Reeearch on both general and

poetpartum depreesion hae found marital status to be a protective factor

againet depreeeion, in that thoee who are married are leee likely to

become depreeeed than thoee who are single (Barnes, Currie & Segal,

1988; Feggetter 6t Gath, 1981; Pfost, Stevens, & Lum, L99O).

of the delivery and infant care variables that were aseessed in

thie etudy, none were found to be aE eociated with depreseion, in

contraet to other reeearch (campbell & Cohn, 1991; Hopkine, Campbell &

Marcus, t987¡ O'Hara, Neunaber & Zekoeki, 1984). There waa no

difference in reported depressive Bymptoms for those women who delivered

vaginally versua caeearian eection (the latter is typically rated ae a

delivery complication - ê.g., O'Hara, Rehm & Campbell, 1982). There was

algo no difference in depreseion leveLs for thoee women who were breast-

feeding as compared to thoee women who were not. FinaIIy, while there

v¡aE a trend for women whoee babiee reguired neonatal hoepital care to

report higher levele of postpartum depreesive s1¡mptoms than women whose

babj-ee did not need euch intervention, the difference was not

signifieant. The meaeures used in this study may not have been

sensitive enough, and did not include a wide range of possible problems.

There ie a low rate of occurrence for many euch probleme. For example,

only 10t of the sromen in this etudy delivered by caesarian eection, and

only 10ts of the babies reguired additional medical care following birth.

Other studies which have aseessed thege factors using more comprehensive

scalee that weight and/or add up the number of pregnancy/Iabour/infant

health complications tend to find a relat,ionship with depression
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(cutrona' 1983; o'Hara, Neunaber, & zekoski, rgg4; o,Hara et al., 1991).
As well-, theee studles assesged depreesion earlier in the postpartum

than the eixteen week measurement point ueed here. The rack of a

relationship in thie etudy euggeste that Èhese complications in and of
themserves do not have an impact on l-ater depression; they may have an

additive or comPounding effect, or have an effect at an earlier point in
the poetpartum. Elriot et al. (1984), who meaeured adjustment and

depression at severar pointe during the first postnatar year, areo

failed to find any a€rEociation between depressive E)¡mptome and

Iabour/delivery complications.

Although it is acknowledged that having a baby is a major rife
event, there hae been litt1e ascestcment of the day-to-day experiences of
the coupre, and how the "new routine" might impact on the new mother,B

adjustment in the postpartum" Thue, the time each parent epent with the
baby, the mother'e ratinge of her partner,e helpfulnese for both

household choree and infant care, and the mother's time away from the
baby, either for individuat or couple activit.ies, were aLl evaluated.
The mother wag generally the primary caretaker, ae indicated by the
number of hours she spent with the baby (mean=11 hours/day) compared to
the number of hours the partner was with the baby (mean=2 houre/day).

The number of houre alone wit.h the baby was not associated with
depreeeion, nor were the number of couple or individual act,ivities that
the woman was invorved in (without the baby). However, t,he woman,s

reported eatiefaction with the number of coupl-e or individual activities
without the baby waa strongly associated with depression. The more

dissatisfaction reported by t,he qroman on either measure, t.he higher her

depreseive sympt.om Êtcore. When the couple and individual sat.isfaction
scales were combined, the aeeociation waa even stronger. Aa welr, the
new mother's rating of her partner's helpfulness with the baby was

significantly related to depressive slrmptomatology, whereas ratinge of
the partner'e helpfulness with household chores was not associated with
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depreeeion.

Time epent away from the baby appearÊ¡ to make an important
contribution to adjustment for mothers. It may be especially relevant
for firet-time mothere, who wourd not have the prior experience to
anticipate the actuar time and energy demande of an lnfant, or who may

expect that they could continue doing thinge the way they had before t,he

baby was born. The act,ual number of times that the mother could "get
away" wae lese important t.han wae the level of eatiefaction aeeociated

with activities away from the baby. The ehift from a nonparent to a

parent lifestyle involveg many changee. In the early postpartum months,

it Íe often more difficult to pursue intereste, activitiee or hobbiee

outeide the home, eepeciarly if one is the primary caretaker. The

parent now hae to make arrangemente to leave, and cannot juet, go when he

or ehe wiehes. Affoneo and Arizmendi (1986) found that 948 of their
eample of poetpartum i^romen reported that they had leee time for eocial
act,ivity, and approximat,ery 60t of the eampre fert ieorat,ed from ot,her

adulte. Thoee variablee were also eignificantly related to depreeeive

eYmptom EcoreE. The problem may be compounded if the new mother judges

her partner to be of little help with the baby, either because he eeeme

Èo be uninterested or less capable with the infant. Such women may have

few real or perceived opportunities to take "time off", which could lead

to growing resent,ment toward the new lifeetyle, and thus contribute t.o

adjuetment difficulties.

When the combined 'time away from baby' satisfaction measure vras

aeeeeeed at a multivariate leve1 (added to the diathesis-Et,resa model),

it, contributed 14ts to the totar explained variance of post,partum

depressive symptoms, increasing the explained variance to 44t. Thus,

almoet half of the variance in depreeeive symptoms was explained by

prepartum depressive eymptome, eatiefaction with t,ime away from the
baby, guality of the couple relat,ionehip, infant-reLated stress, and the

sociotropy - infant, temperament interaction. Having quality time away
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from the baby was more st.rongly associated with postpartum depreseion
than was maritar adjustment (guarit.y of coupre reratlonship), and

contributed more than a quarter of the explained variance. Maritar
adjuetment and eatiefaction with time away from the baby were moderately

correl-ated. The opportunity to spend some time away from the baby may

depend, to some extent, on the quarity of the coupre relationship and

the eupport of the partner. For exampre, if the mother wanted to do

something as an individual she may need to rely on her partner to look
after the baby whire ehe ie gone. Twenty-Èwo percent of the women in
thie etudy reported that they had no one elee who could herp with
childcare (beeides the partner), and 3s* reported that they had one

additionar individuar they could calr upon for some herp or rerief.
Thus' almost half the sample had little or no option besidee the partner
to obtain some "off-duty" time. As well, if the mother wanted some

guality time ae a couple, without the baby, she needed her partner,s
cooperation to echedure that, ae werl. The importance of thie factor
euggests that preparation for the postpart,um which may take the form of
arranging eatiefying activities unrelated to caregiving could be helpful
in adjueting to thie life event.

It would be useful in future research to assess couples,

expectat,ions during pregnancy regarding the ways their l-ives will change

on a daily basie in the first monthe after the baby ie born. studies
which have looked at expectations of the infant prepartum and actual
infant behavior poetpartum have found the comparison to be relevant to
poetpartum adjustment (craff, Dyck, & Schallow, 1991) and have found

infant expectations to predict post,partum depression (whiffen, 19BB).

It may aleo be ueeful to identify "satisfying activitiee" (away from the
baby) and those factors which contribute to individual differencee in
satisfact,ion. Arthough 'time away from baby' did not appear to buffer
the sociotropy x infant temperament interaction, the possibility that it
moderates the impact of st,ress on depression should be followed up.
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context specificitv: General versus childbearino Measures

one of the questions coneidered in this study was whether

'context-specific' measures, reratlve to general- measures of spousal

suPPort and depreeeion, woul-d be more sensitive or useful in asseseing

adjustment difficulties in the postpartum. o'Hara and Zekoeki (19gg),

in their review of the postpartum literature, advocated for the use of
meaEuree that vrere "eensitive and epecific" to the puerperium (p. 54).

The Edinburgh Poetnatar Depreaeion rnventory (cox, Horden, & sagoveky,

1987) and the Support Behavior Inventory (Brown, 1986), deveJ-oped

specifically for pregnancy/postpartum a€rsesament, were uged in the
present etudy and may be compared with more general meaeuree of
depreesion (CES-D) and the couple relat,ionship (DAS), reÊpectiveJ-y, by

parallel analyses.

The depreesion measures (CES-D and EPDS) were highly correlated
both in pregnancy and t,he poetpartum. cenerarly, measures that were

correlated with one of t,he depreesion scales were also aesociated with
the other one, but the correlations were typicarry stronger with the

CES-D than the EPDS. The rat,es of poetpartum depression (number scoring
above t,he cutoff) were similar, but the cEs-D indicated a higher
prevalence of depreeeion during pregnancy (23t) than did the EpDS (149).

Thie difference may be related to the presence of somatic items on the

CES-D. While t.here ie less emphasis on these s]¡mptoms of depression in
the CES-D than in the Beck Depreeeeion rnventory, the CES-D scale has

more eomatic items relative to the EPDS, and may therefore reflect some

eomatic changee (e"9., eleep, energy and appetite) associated with
pregnancy.

On the other hand, when the CES-D was used as Lhe crit,erion
variable, the regression reeul-te correaponded to t.heoretical
expect,ations more closely than they did when the EPDS was ueed as the

criterion variable. Although evidence for the diat,hesis-stress model
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would have been etronger if supported by both measures of depression,
the resulte could also euggeBt a validity iseue for the EpDs. Variables
previouery identified ae eignificantly related Èo depreselon (both
e¡rmptome and eyndrome) in other etudiee were confirmed at a multivariate
lever using the cEs-D but not t,he EpDs (e.g., infant temperament).

The two partner rerationehip measures were highly correlated,
eepecially in the postpartum. Generarry epeaking, measure€r t,hat were

correlated with one of the rerationehip scares were also typicarty
aseociated with the other one. It ie interesting to note, however, that
the general couple relationship scale (DAs) was more strongly associated
with the general depreesion meaÊrure (CES-D), and the epecific
pregnancy/poetpartum eupport meaaure (SBI) waE more et,rongly aeeociated

with the epecific depreeeion meaÊture (EPDS) at the multivariate level.
rn ot,her words, postpartum depregsive symptoms (as measured by the cEs-

D) were better predicted by the DAS scoree than the SBf Ecore€¡, whereae

EPDS dePreesive s]¡mptoms were more strongly aeeociated with SBI scoreË

than wit,h DAS scoree.

overall' it appears that the ecales developed specifically for the
childbearing period captured lees variance than the scalee "borrowed"
from the general depreeeion riterature. However, more direct and

comprehensive comparisons of the scaLee are needed to determine if one

measure is more valid than the other.

Depression LevelB: Postpartum Depression or childbearinq Adiustment?

Àlt.hough there ie eome variability across etudies in the
prevalence of depression at a symptom leveL, it has typically been

report,ed in the 20-30t range. For example, Gotlib et aI. (1999)

reported that 268 of their eubjecte scored above the cutoff on the Beck

Depresssion rnvent,ory during pregnancy, with 25t scoring above the
cutoff in the postpartum. simirarly, Atkinson and Rickel (1994), arso

ueing the BDI, found that 298 of first-time motherg r"rere classified ae
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depreesed (ecored above the cutoff) in the prepartum, and 26t were

depressed in the postpartum. rn the present study, the prevalence rate
for depreeeion based on the cEs-D (i.e., ecoring above the cutoff of 16)

during pregnancy wae 23t (n=39), whereae onry 148 (n=24) ecored in the
depreeeed range at eixteen weeke poetpartum. The l-atter prevalence rate
r{ras Eomewhat lower than expected for a symptom measure of postpartum

depreeeion, and wae somewhat lower than the rate of general depression
for women in an urban canadian sample (prevalence = 19g based on the
CES-D; Barnes, currie, & segat, 19gg). The EpDS prenatal and poetnatar
rates were aleo lower, at 14t and 13t respectively.

There are a num.ber of possible reasone for the lower postpartum

ratea in the preeent etudy. The CES-D ecale ueed in thie etudy hae leee
emphaeie on eomatic eymptoms than does the Beck Depreseion fnventory,
used in moet other studiee. women experiencing normar phyeiotogicar
changes (euch as sLeep and appetite changes) in the postpartum wourd

score higher on the BDI eimply by endorsing these somatic items. Thus,

the latter scale may overeetimate the number of women who are depreeeed

forlowing chirdbirth, particularly in the earry postpartum weeks. one

recent post,partum etudy which ueed the cEs-D reported postpart,um

depreeeion rates that are comparable to the level found here (Campbell &

cohn, 1991 - posÈ,partum prevalence rate of 13t). others who have

looked at reeponees on a subset of the BDI somatic items found that
women reported the highest s)¡mpt,om levels in pregnancy and the early
poetpartum, with declining EcoreÉr rater in the posÈpartum (Huffman,

Lamour, Bryan, & Pedereon, 1990; O;Hara et aI., 1990).

o'Hara'e and Huffman's findings suggeet that an alternative, or
perhaps a compounding factor for the lower postpartum rate is the time
of meaeurement. Depressive eymptome were assessed four months after the
birth of the baby. Most of the studiea report,ing syrmptom prevalence

rates Ín the 20-3Ot range measured depression between four and nine

weeks folrowing childbirth (e.g., Atkinson & Ricker , r9g4¡ cutrona &
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Troutman, 1986; Gotrib et ar., lggg). Kumar and Robson (J_gg4) suggested
that depression may peak in the firet six to nine weeks postpartum.
o'Hara, Neunaber, and zekoski (1984) found that the number of women

scoring in the depressed range on the BDr dropped by harf after eix
weeke postpartum (from 23.92 to 11.2È1. Gjerdingen, Froberg, and

Kochevar (1991), using a symptom checklist, noted that depressive

s)¡mptomË increaeed from pregnancy to the eixÈh week poetpartum, and then
declined after that. Thie decreaee in ratee during the later poetpartum

period may be rerated to an improvement in eomatic 6]rmpt,oms, thereby
improving depreeeion ecoreE¡. Perhape the postpartum rates are l-ower in
the preeent etudy becauee of the later meaÊrurement point (at four
monthe). Àt that time, gomatic eymptome which may infrate depreeeive

scoree, appear to have decreased coneiderably.

A further issue is raised by the finding that more u¡omen scored in
the depreseed range in the prepartum than in the postpartum. Ae well,
the mean depreeeion Ecore was lower after birth than prior to it. The

higher pregnancy rates relative to poetpartum depression rates might be

considered an artifact of pregnancy-aesociat,ed somatic symptoms that
attenuate over time. However, other regearchers have reported eimilar
resulte for both depressive symptoms (Fink & Windt, 1984; Gjerdingen et
al., 1991; Greene et aI., 1991; Huffman et al., 1990; O,Hara, Neunaber,

& zekoeki,7984) and depression diagnosis rates (cotrib et al., 1999;

Gotlib et al., l-991). Theee findinge indicate that the concept of
poetpart,um depression needg to be broadened to incorporate pregnancy as

welr; that is, adjustment to the entire chirdbearing period or Ìife
change of etarting a family. Meaeurement during pregnancy ehourd

dietinguieh between depreesion and pregnancy-related somatic changes.

The findings from this st,udy, which support other research

indicating that depressive slrmptoms are higher in pregnancy than the
postpartum suggest the possibility of a higher base rate of depression

in pregnancy. rn one of the onry postpartum studies to use a contror
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groupf o'Hara et ar. (1990) compared pregnant women with nonpregnant
acguaintanceË on measures of depression and friend/family relationships.
There wa6 no difference between childbearing and nonchil,dbearing vromen

in the rate of diagnosed depreeeion for either the pre- or postpartum,

nor was there any difference for childbearing women between the rate of
depreeeion during pregnancy and the poetpartum rate. However,

childbearing women did report eignificantly higher levele of depreeeive

symptomatology in the eecond and third trimester of pregnancy, and at
three weeke poetpartum than did their nonchildbearing counterparte.
Further, depreeeive slrmptoms were highest for the chirdbearing group

during pregnancy, at the third trimester measurement point. The

childbearing group also endorsed more somat,ic slrmptoms on the BDI t,han

did the nonchildbearing group, both in pregnancy and the postpartum.

However, another measure of depreeeion (ScL-90 depression eubecale) t.hat

included few somatic eymptoms indicated the same pattern of reerponae,

euggeeting that somatic e¡rmptome alone may not account for the higher
de¡:reeeion Ecoree by the childbearing group during pregnancy.

whire there may be a higher baee rate of depreeeive symptome

during Pregnancy than the poetpartum, an alternative explanation !e that
women are more anxioug during pregnancy than the postpartum, and the
elrmptom measure of depreseion may be tapping thie anxiety or general

distrese. women may experience some relief from worry once the baby has

been born and health concerns (for example) for themselves or the infant
have been Proven groundless. Few studies in the postpartum literature
have directly compared anxiety before and after childbirt.h. pitt (1968)

reported that' for hie eample of 305 chitdbearing women, scores on hie
ecreening measure of anxiety and depreseion dropped eignificantly after
the baby was born. Moet poetpartum research has assessed instead the
rerationship between prenatal anxiety and post.natar depreseion, and

several studies report,ed that high prenataJ. revers of anxiety were

associated with depression after chirdbirth (Bridge et ar., L9g5;
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Darton, t97t¡ Hayworth et ar., 19go; Tod, 1964). Research from the
general depression riterature has noted significant overlap,
particularry at. a subeyndromal tever and for eelf-report measures,

between scales of anxiety and depression (e.g., clark & l.Iatson, 1991;

Hirler, zaudig, & von Bose, 1989). Feld.man (1993) reported that, based

on a confirmatory factor analyeis of eeveral eelf-report meaeures used

in crinicar and noncrinicar eampree, anxiety and depreeeion loaded
primarily on a generar distreee fact,or, and did not, ctearly
differentiate on anxiety and depreseion factors. Thue, women in t,hie
study may have been experieneing generar dietress or anxiety during
pregnancy which was alleviated once the baby wae born.

one additional interpretation of the lower poetnatal rate relative
to the prenatal rate of depreesion involves motivation for reporting
eymptome- Perhaps the lower postpartum rates of depreseive
eympt,omatolog:y reflect a reructance to acknowredge s}¡mptoms or
difficultiee. Firet,-time motherg in particular, for whom childcare ie a

nev, experience, may consider any depreeeive symptoms to be part of the
normar courae of poetpart.um adjustment (Atkinson & Rickerr 19g3;

welburn, 1980). Alternativery, Èhey may be reructant to report any

negative feelings in the postpartum, due to eociar expectatione and

preEEures to be content and happy during euch a,joyous event,
(Handford' 1985). Thig latter poseibility ie suggested by reeults which

indicate that there ie a low rate of help-eeeking arnong poetpartum women

deepite the continued confirmation t,hat a significant proportion
experience depreseion in the weeks and months after childbirt,h (e.g.,
cox' 1983; Kendalr, 1985; pitt, 1969; Richards, 1990; Robineon & young,

r982r. Àa an aside, thie low rate is intereeting in the context of the
"time away from baby" reeulte. Perhape thoee mot,hers who experience the
higheet levels of depression are aleo leaet likely to eeek help because

it may require arranging "time away", which t,hey have difficulty doing.
Related to the greater number of women who are depressed in
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pregnancy versus the postpartum ie the iesue of who becomee depreseed at
those times. rn this etudy, those who were depressed during pregnancy

had rower incomes, higher revels of sociotropy and autonomy, and l_ower

ratings of marital adjuetment and support from their partners than the
women who were not depressed. Depressed women did not differ from
nondepreeeed women in age, education level, or rength of the coupre
reLationehip.

These prenatal characterietics did not differentiate the women who

were depregsed in the postpartum from those who were not depressed at,

the four month poetnatal point, with the except,ion of one variable
(prenatar maritar adjuetment). None of the demographic variabres
differentiated poatPartum depreeeed and nondepreeeed eubjecte. However,

depreeeed women had higher levele of depreesive eymptomatology during
pregnancy as welr, and reported rower marital- adjuetment, during
pregnancy and following childbirth. fn comparison to the nondepreseed

subjects, they were less eatiefied with their time away from the baby,

both in individual and couple activities.
cotlib and his colreagues (1989; 1991), in their studies of women

with diagnosed depreeeion, aleo found that eome demographic variables
were relevant to depression in pregnancy and they were not significantl-y
related to poetpartum depreseion. They similarly reported that women

depreseed in the postpartum had higher prepartum depression scoreÊ, and

lower marit,ar eatisfaction scores, bot,h during pregnancy and fortowing
childbirth. These findings suggest t,hat at both a symptom and a

syndrome reve}, those who are depreeeed in pregnancy are at risk for
depression in the postpart,um. rn addition, maritar adjustment
difficultiee appear t,o precede poetpartum depression, as well a€r occur
in conjunction with higher depreeeive eymptoms.

uee of the term 'postpartum depression, rinke vurnerability to
depreesion with the time following childbirth and indirect,Iy minimizes
the depression aesociated with pregnancy. Thus, focusing on this one
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point of the chirdbearing experience, the poetpartum, may be inaccurate
when trying to understand depreeeion ae it ie related to thig life
change. while some individuals do become depressed after the baby ie
born, many women are dietreeeed during pregnancy. while it may be that
depreeeione which develop at, these different pointe have different
contributory factors, ae noted earlier, it might be more fruitful to
take a broader perepective and coneider the experiences acroas pregnancy

and the poetpartum in more gtobal terms, euch a6 a maternal depreseion
(Chal-mere & Chalmere, 1985) or an adjuetment disorder (Whiffen, L991).
The life event or change begine aooner than the event of the birth and

the resulting demands of the infant, thus depression could well begin
before the birth too and not neceeeariry be a different ,type' of
depreeeion than that arieing later in the change process (i.e., the
poetpartum). Perhape there are different kinds of stressors specific to
thie life change that ariee throughout the entire chitdbearing
(prepartum/poetpartum) period to which women are different,iarly
geneitive. More cont,rolled etudies and studies which begin before
pregnancy are needed to track t,he proceÊra. Also, given that
eubeyndromal levels of depreseion are often aeeociated with elevated
anxiety, it would be import,ant to meaEure anxiety ae well as depreesion.
rdealry, a prospective study which folrowed coupres and a contror
comparison group from a childrese stage, t,hrough pregnancy, and to the
poetpartum, with careful aEsesement of depression and more generar

digtrese eymptoms would provide important baseline information in order
to eort out the factors impacting on depression.

Limitations of the Studv

There are aeveral gualificatione that, need to be made with regard
to the interpret,ation of the reeults of this study. First, the sampre

of firet-time mothers was a fairry homogeneous and hearthy group with
few riek factors for depression. That is¡ they were generally middre
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cl-ass, well-educated working women in stable relationships. The factors
that contrlbuted t,o the development or maintenance of depreseive
eymptome for theee women may not be the sarne or as relevant for eingle
mothere or thoee with fewer financial and personal resources.

second, thie etudy waa baeed on an ae¡sessment of depressive
symptome. while t,he reporting of these s]¡mptoms indicates real and

substantial dietreee for many of the eubjecte, their experience ie not
synon)¡moue with the eyndrome of clinical depreseion. Concordance rates
between eYmptom and eyndrome meaauree of depreeeion are only moderate

(e.9., Campbell & Cohn, 1991; Harris et, aJ_., 1999; Murray & Cox, 1990),
and those factore which contribute to the underetanding of depreeeive
slrmptoms in the childbearing period may not generalize to the eyndrome

of crinicar depreeeion. while eome of the findinge in thie study did
converge with resurts from studies of clinical depression, o,Hara and

colleagues (0'Hara, Neunaber, & zekoeki, r9g4¡ o,Hara et. al., 1991) have

found little overlap between the factore that account for high 1evels of
symptomatology and thoee that account for crinical depreeeion. rn
addition, caution must be taken when interpeting the ,depressed, vereus

'nondepressed' group comparieons in pregnancy and t,he postpartum. The

depreeeion scale (CES-D) ie not, a dichotomous measure of the
preeence/abeence of clinical depreeeion, but, rather ie a continuoue

variable from which the two groups were formed baeed on a cutoff ecore

that correeponde moderately to diagnoeie of depreeeion. In ot,her worde,

individuals were claeeified as depressed because of higher leve1s of
depreeeive eymptomatorogy and grouped on Lhat basie, using a scare that
is continuoue in nature.

Third, the primary measures of depreesive s]¡mpt,oms, cognit,ive
style' the couple relationship, and infant temperament were essentially
self-report, without collateral ratings or obgerver corroboration. The

value of self-report information should not be underestimated: the new

mother'e ratingg reflect her perceptions and experience of her
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situation, which is more relevant for her behavior than ,objective'
ratings. The drawback is that when the self-report variabres are
related, it is more difficult to determine to what extent the
interdependence reflects a self-report bias versus the ,true, relations
among thoee factors.

Finalry, the main anaryeee were associational in nature, which

leaves ieeuee of caueality uncrear. uee of a prospective deslgn can

provide eome support for direction of influence. However. many of the
variabree that were meaeured proepectivery in the prepartum were not
rerevant, to postpartum depression, and the variabres that were

associated with high depreseive symptomatology in this study were

primarily aseeesed concurrently, raieing the poesibility of depreseive

distortion, for example.

Conclugiong and Directions for Future Research

To eummarize. the psychosocial factors examined here accounted for
almost hal-f of the variability in postpartum depressive slrmptoms. The

resulte confirmed that women with lower incomes and partners who are

employed l-ess than full-t,ime are at riek for depression. l.¡omen

experiencing depression during pregnancy are also more Iikely to report
higher levels of depressive slrmptomatology several weeks after
chil-dbirÈh. Problems in the couple relationehip contributed
significantly but modestly to higher depressive slrmptom leve1s in the
postpartum. The most important findings euggested that women with a

highly sociotropic (dependent) gchema vrere more likery to experience
depreeeion if their babies were also demanding and difficult. FinalIy,
the new mother's satisfaction with her ability to spend some time away

from the baby was an important fact,or in adjustment to the new role of
parent.

The diathesis (cognitive vurnerabirity) - stressor (infant
temperament) interaction only accounted for a modest portion of the
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total exprained variance. euggeeting that the model, ueing t,his
particular vulnerabilíty and streseor combination, does not encompaes

all t,he rerevant factors impacting on depression. perhaps a more

adequate teet of the model requiree an expansion of the definition of
bot,h the diathesig and etreseor to incrude several possible
vulnerability factors and eeveral relevant or congruent stressors, in an

additive model. rn other words, if an individual has severar risk
factore or vulnerabirites for depression (e.g., cognit.ive etyre,
relationehip teneions, previoue depreseion experiencea, row income),

doee that make her more prone to depreseion (a) regardreee of the
stressors ehe experiencee, (b) only if she experiencee etreeeore that
are congruent with or rerevant to those stressors (e.g., row income and

increased expenses because of baby), or (c) if any one stregsor ie of
significant magnitude or impact by it,eelf?

The findings have implications for prevention of depreeeion, or at
leaet prevention of the dietrees of depreeeive eymptoms, particularly
during thie Iife change. Phyeiciane and prenatal inetructors have the
most wideepread and coneistent contact with expectant parents.
PhysÍciane could E creen for and monit,or those with risk factore for
postnatar adjustment difficult.ies. since prenatal depression and

symptoms have consietently emerged as t,he strongest predictor of
postpartum depression, that. fact,or alone may be useful to monitor by

repeated sl¡mptom assessment, during pregnancy.

Prenatal instructors and physicians can also pray a preparatory
rore, diecueeing with expectant parents the changeg that occur after
birth, not only at a phyeicar level, but, arso at a social and personal

lever. so much, if not all, of prenatal claee contenÈ focuses on the
time leading up t,o the birth, and t,here is rittre discussion of t,he

realitiee of chirdcare once the baby has been derivered. one or two

crasses shourd be scheduled as part, of the childbirth education

"package" in order t,o dear with postpartum concerns and parenting
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questÍons. Day-t.o-day changes t,hat can be anticipated as welr as the
importance of maintaining eome time for adult and couple activitiee away

from the baby ehould emphaeized in the context of postnatal educat,ion
claeeee.

The public health nurse can aleo pray an important role in
monitoring the poeeible development of depreseion once the baby is born.
rn the forlow-up visit (usualry within the first two weeks after
hospital discharge), the nuree could briefly asaess ¡he temperament of
the infant in addition to ite general phyeicar health. He or ehe may

also be able to aEeeÊte the mother'e eupport network in general and the
couple rerationehip in particular, ae welr ae diecuse with the new

mother the importance of time for hereerf. women judged to be at riek
for depression because of a demanding baby or a disengaged father, for
example, courd be forLowed-up briefry by terephone. Theee steps courd
go a long way to identifying Èhoee at riek or even minimizing the
occurrence of depressive elrmptome and adjuetment difficurties.

Finalry, the findinge in thie etudy provide some promieing eupport
for the diatheeis-etress model, and the role of a eociotropic etyle or
cogntive echema. Even though the etress component wae defined quite
narrowly and depresgion was aaEeEsed at a symptom l-evel, the expected

int'eraction was found, and the relat,ionship between the diathesis and

etreeeor was in t.he predicted direction. rn addition, these reeurte
affirm a growing coneensue that one does not have to ',re-invent the
wheer" when investigating depression in t.his context. postpartum

depreeeion does not appear to be distinctly different from nonpost,partum

depreeeion to the extent that it warrants a separate diagnostic typology
(Whiffen' 79921. Many of the measures used in the general depreseion
riterature were appi-icable here in the postpartum context. The use of
these generar measures aids in comparabirity of findings across

different contexts. As well, many of the same factors that were found

to be significant in this study of poetpartum depression are also
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aa'ociated with generar depreeeion, including factors such as l0wer
income, relationship probreme, stress, and dependent cognitive schema.

The eimilarities imply that the treatment approaches used for general
depreeeion courd be effective in the postpartum eituation ae werr.
There have been no etudiee to aegeee the efficacy of ,generic,

depreseion therapy with poetpartum women, although two case studies did
report the eucceesful use of nonpoetpartum depression methodg with
poetpartum patient,s (assertiveneee training - philippe, 1996; maritar
therapy - Krauee & Redman, 1996).

while depreeeion occurring during the pre- and postpartum may not
be qualitatively different from general depreeeion, this period ie eti11
a ueefur context in which to etudy the disorder. å, nonpathorogical
grouP of women (for whom depreseion occura at a higher rate than men) ie
experiencing a life change, and one can track the proceee to examine

what, factora are rerevant in coping with t.he change, the nature of the
stressors involved, who ie seneitive to what type of streasor, and what
ie involved in remieeion. rf it ie the caee, aa Monroe and simone
(1991) euggest, that the diatheses for depression are prevalent. in the
population and streEsorÊ t,hat are capable of elicit.ing depression occur
reratively infrequentry, then the childbearing period can be used to
more carefutly aÊtaeae which eLreeeor variablee are of greateet impact
(create Èhe greateet adjustment difficurt,iee). More generally, the
childbearing period can be ueed heuristicalry to test arternat,ive
diatheeis-atress modele.

Future etudiee ehould be deeigned as proepective onea which begin
before Pregnancy in order to follow women acroas the entire adjustment
period; that is from pregnancy through t.he postpart,um. Depression and

relevant contributory factors shouLd be assessed using scales that are
valid in the general depression research. Further, multiple meagures of
adjust,ment (e.g", anxiety, dist,ress, depression) shourd be incorporated
to bett,er define the woman,s experience. The ,satisfaction wit,h time
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away from baby' variable deserves more attention. Fol-l-ow-up research
can determine whether it may act as a buffer for infant-rerated
etreeeore, and whether ite effect generalizes to diagnosed depression.
rn addition, there ie a noticabre rack of contror groups (i.e.,
nonchildbearing eubjecte) in poetpartum depression studies, and yet that
comparieon group ie important in order to assess base ratee and

normative experiences across pregnancy and the postpartum. Finarry,
most research in the area has focused primarily on married or
cohabitating women. Marital difficulties have consistently been found

to be related to the development of depreseion. Perhaps including more

eingre women in postpartum research and directry comparing the
adjuetment of women with and without partners would further clarify ¡he
role of the couple relationehip.

overarl, proapective work in the childbearing period providee a

promieing context for depression etudies, ae welr ae furthering
information about adjustment to that tife change. Research needs to
continue to take into account t,he multitude of psychotogical, sociar,
and other factore that. are involved in the onset or maintenance of
depreeeion, and continue to ac¡aeeÊr waye they may act together to result
in depreesion.
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Appendix A: Consent Form

PREDTCIORS OF POSTPåRTIJM .AD.]USTMEMT

Univereity of llanitoba
Department of peychology

LESLEY GRÀFF, M.A. and DENNIS DyCK, ph.D.

r agree to participate in a study "predictors of postpartum

Adjuetment" conducted by Lesley Graff and Dennie Dyck, of the University
of Manitoba. I underetand that the etudy ie inveetigating factore that
influence adjuetment to the birth of a child. f have been informed of
the procedures to be ueed. I will be completing a queetionnaire packet.

that aeke about my attitudes, feeringe and perceptione. r underetand

that r will be asked to complete another queetionnaire packet or¡ce more,

eeverar weeks after the birth of my baby. r am aware that. r am not
obligated to take part in thie additionar stage of the st,udy,

even if r choose to participat,e at thie time. Furt.her, r underetand

that participation in thie etudy is independent of the services provided
in the prenatal claeee, and my refuear to t,ake part wourd in no way

affect my etatue in the craee. Finarry, r underetand that arl my

responÊeB are confidential, and witl only be identified by a number

code.

SIGNATURE:

NA.ÞÍE:

TELEPHONE #:

BABY'S DUE DATE:
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Appendix B: Demographic eueetions - prenatar eueetionnaire

General Informat.ion

Pleaee complete the following background queetione. Thie informationherpe ue to know, rN GENERÄL, the iange of people participating in thieetudy.

Q-1 Age (pleaee fiII in ):
8-2 Marital etatug (circle

, YEARS

MARRIED
LIVING TOGETHER AS
MARRIED

your current partner?

(circle higheet level

2 GRADE SCHOOL
4 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
6 SOHE UNIVERSITY COURSES
8 SOME GRADUATE WORK

Ph. D. )

PARTNER'S employment
status?
(circle number for
partner)

1 EMPLOYED FULL TII.ÍE
2 EMPLOYED PART TIME
3 FULL TIME HO¡{EMAKER
4 UNEMPLOYED
5 IN SCHOOL FULL TTI{E

one) ! 0
1

8-3 How long have you been living wit,h
lepecify # of months or years)

Q-4 What ie your education level?
completed)

1 NO FORMÀL EDUCATION
3 SOME HTGH SCHOOL
5 VOCATTONA¡/TECHNTCA], SCHOOL
7 UNIVERSITY GRÀDUATE
9 GRADUATE DEGREE (e.9., M.A.

8-5 9Ìhat ie YOUR employment eÈatus?

(circle number for you)

1 E}IPLOYED FULL TIME
2 EI.IPLOYED PART TIME
3 FULL TII.TE HOMEI.ÍAKER
4 UNEMPLOYED
5 TN SCHOOL FULL TIME

1 LESS THAN $15,000
3 S21,000 to $25,0005 S31,000 t,o $35,000'7 ç4I,000 to S5O,0009 561,000 to S70,000

Q-8 Due date

Q-9 Is this a

for birth of your baby:

8-6 If you work outside t,he home, what ie your occupation?(give title):

8-7 which of the following categoriee describes the total incomeof you and your partner in 1990, before taxee and deductions?(circle one only)

2 $15,000 t,o $20, OOO
4 ç26,000 to S30,0006 $36,000 to $40,000I S51,000 to 560,000
10 s70,000 oR MORE

( day/month/year ¡

ansr"rer ) YESfirst pregnancy? (circle NO
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Q-10 Ie this a planned pregnancy? (circle answer)

Q-11 Are you planning to return to work? (circle)
(circle answer) rULL TIME

YES NO

YES NO

PART TIME

do you plan8-I2 f.f. yea to Q-11, how eoon aft.er the baby is born
to go back to work? (answer in monthe)
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Ã,ppendix C: Qualitative postnatal Informatlon

General Post,nat,al Inforoation

8-1 What wae the birth date of your baby?
( day/monthl/year)

Q-2 Are you breaet-feeding your baby? (circle one) yES NO

8-3 what tlpe wae the delivery? (circle one) vAcrNAf, CÀESÀRrAN

8-4 ff you remember, what wae your baby,s APGAR score at one
minute and at five minutee afterbirth? (out of 10)

Q-5 Did your baby epend any time in a epecial care nursery(e-9., neonatal intensive care unit. or intermediate cãre)?(circle one) yES No

8-6 If YES to Q-5, how long was your baby in special care?(Specify number of daye or monthe) -

Q-7 If YES to e-5, why was your baby in epecial care?
(Pleaee deecribe problem briefly)

8-8 How helpfur ie your partner in caring for t,he baby? (circle
number)

1 NOT AT ATL 2 SOMEWHAT
3 VERY HELPFUL 4 EXTREMELY

8-9 How helpful ie your partner wit,h houeehold chores (e.g.,dishee, Iaundry, cleaning, etc.)? (circte number)

1 NOT AT AT,L 2 SOI,ÍEWHAT
3 VERY HELPFUL 4 EXTREMELY

Q-10 rs your partner now doing household chores (circle one)
LEss THAN MORE THAN or ABour rHE SAME as he was prior tothe birth of the baby?

Q-11 on a typicar -day (24 hour period), how much time does yourpart.ner spend v¡ith the baby? (in approx. hours and minutes¡

Q-12 On a tlpical day (24 hour period), how much time do you
epend with the baby? (in approx. houre and minutes)
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Q-13 what sourcee of support (besides partner) do you have inIooking after the baby and managiñg housóhold chores (e.g.,relatives, friende, neighbore, nanny, etc.)? please Iist,
below.

Q-14 How many times in the past month have you done activitiesouteide the home by youreelf (i.e., wiLhout the baby)?(approx. # of timee) _
Q-15 Have you epent (circle one) l.loRE, LEss, or ABour rHE SAHEtime in activitiee outeide the home aE you did before the

baby wae born?

Q-16 How gat.iefied.are you with the amount of involvement, you
have in activitiee outside the home? lcircle number)

1 VERY DTSSATISFTED
3 SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED
5 SÀTISFIED

Q-17 How many timee in the past.
epent time together outeide

1 VERY DISSATTSFIED
3 SOI.IEWHÀT DISSATISFTED
5 SATTSTFED

2 DISSATTSFIED
4 SOMEÍ^]HAT SATISFIED
6 VERY SATISFIED

month have you and your part,ner
the home without the baby?

2 DISSAT]SFIED
4 SOME!.¡HAT SATISFIED
6 \¡ERY SATISFIED

(approx. # of timee)

Q-18 Have you spent lcircle one) MORE LEss or ABour rHE sA¡-tE
tiq" with your partner in activit,ies outeide the home ae youdid before the baby wae born?

Q-19 How eatiefied are you with the amount of time you and yourpartner are involved toget,her in activities outside thè home?(circle one)
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Àppendix D: CES-D Scale

For each queetion, please cIRcLE the number of your answer which beetdescribee how often you fe]-t or behaved thie wa! during THE pAsT 7 DAys.

8-1 r waa bothered by thinge that don't ueuarly bother me.

1 RÀRELY oR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS TH.A,N 1 DAy)2 SOME OR A LITTLE OF THE TIME (1_2 DAYS)3 OCCASTONAILY OR A MODERÀTE ÀI.IOUNT OF THE lII"fE (3-4 DÀYS)4 MOST OR ALL OF THE TIME (5_? DAyS)

8-2 I did not feel like eatingt my appetite was poor.

1 RARELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THÀN À DAY)2 SOME OR À LTTTLE OF THE TrltE (1-2 DAYS)
3 OCCASIONA¡LY OR A MODERÀTE A}ÍOUNT OF THE TTHE (3-4 DÀYS)4 MOST OR ALL OF lHE TIME (5-7 DÀYS)

8-3 r felt that r could not ehake off the brues, even wit,h helpfrom my family or friende.
1 RARELY OR NONE OF THE TItfE (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 so¡.tE oR A LIÎTLE OF THE TrME (1-2 DAYS)
3 OCCASTONATLY OR A MODERå,TE ÀI'IOUNT OF lHE TrME (3-4 DAYS)4 MOST OR ALL OF THE ÎIME (5-7 DAYS)

Q-4 f felt that I wae juet ae good as other people.

1 RARELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THÀN 1 DAy)2 soME oR À LTTTLE OF THE TIME (1-2 DAYS)
3 OCCASIONAILY OR A MODERÀTE A.I{OUNT OF túN trIæ (3-4 DAYS)4 MOST OR Af.L OF THE Trl,lE (5-7 DAYS)

Q-5 I had t.rouble keeping my mind on what I was doing.

1 RÃRELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THÀN 1 DAy)
2 SOME OR A LITTLE OF THE TrME (1-2 DAYS)
3 OCCASIONAI,LY OR A MODERATE A.MOUNT OF THE TIME (3-4 DAYS)4 trosT oR AI,L OF THE TIME ( 5-7 DAYS )

8-6 I felt depressed.

1 RARELY oR NoNE OF THE TIHE (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 sotfE oR A LITTLE OF THE TIME (1-2 DAYS)
3 OCCASIONAILY OR À MODERÀTE AMOUNT OF THE TIME (3-4 DAYS)4 MOST OR Ar,L OF THE TIME (5-7 DAYS)

8-7 I felt that everything I did eras an effort..
1 R.ARELY OR NONE OF THE lrME (LESS THÀN 1 DAy)2 soME oR A LITÎLE OF THE TIME (1-2 DAYS)
3 OCCASIONA¡LY OR A MODERATE A¡{OUNT OF THE TIME (3-4 DAYS)4 MOST OR A¡L OF THE TIME (5-7 DAYS)
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Q-8 f felt hopeful about the future.
1 RÀRELY oR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 soME oR À LITTLE OF THE TIME 1r_Z Oavs¡
3 OCCASIONALLY OR A MODER.ATE A}ÍOUNT OF THE TIME4 MOST OR À¡L OF THE TIME (5_? DAYS)

Q-9 I t,hought my tife had been a failure.

1 RARELY oR NONE OF THE TII{E (LESS THÀN 1 DAy)
2 soME oR À LITTLE OF THE TItfE (1_2 DAyS)
3 OCCASIONAÍ.LY OR À MODERATE AMOUNT OF tú¡ trU¡

(3-4 DAYS)

(3-4 DAYS)

(3-4 DAys)

(3-4 DAyS)

(3-4 DAyS)

(3-4 DAYS

(3-4 DAYS)

(3-4 DAYS)

8-1O I felt fearful.

1 RÀRELy OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 soME oR À LTTTLE OF THE TIME ir-Z Oavs¡3 OCCASTONATLY OR A MODERÀTE AI.IOUNT OF THE TII.IE

4 MOST OR Ar,L OF THE TIÌ,IE ( s-7 DAYS )

4 MOST OR AI,L OF THE TIME (s-7 DAYS)

4 MOST OR AI,L OF THE TII,ÍE (s-7 DÀyS)

4 MOST OR ATL OF THE TIME (s-7 DAYS)

4 MOST OR ATL OF THE TII,ÍE (s-7 DAyS)

4 MOST OR AI,L OF THE TIME (5-7 DAYS)

Q-J-1 My eleep wae reetlege.
1 RÀRELY OR NONE OF THE TIHE (LESS THÀN 1 DAY)2 SOME OR A LITTLE OF THE TIME (1_2 DÀys)3 OCCASIONAI.LY OR À HODERATE AI,ÍOUNT OF IúP IrU¡

Q-12 I wae happy.

1 RÀRELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 sotfE oR A LTTTLE OF THE TrtfE ir-Z oavs¡3 OCCASTONAI,LY OR À MODERATE AHOUNT OF THE TIME

Q-13 I talked leee than ueual.

1 RÀRELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 soME oR A LITTLE OF THE TrME (1_2 DÀys)3 OCCASIONAI,LY OR A MODERATE AI.IOUNT OF THE TTME

Q-14 I felt lonely.

1 RÀRELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 sot'fE oR À LTTTLE OF THE TIME 1r-Z OaVS¡
3 OCCASIONAI,LY OR A MODERATE AfiOUNT OF tHE TTME

Q-15 People were unfriendly.
1 RARELY oR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 SOME OR À LTTTLE OF THE TIME (1-2 DAYS)3 OCCASIONALLY OR A MODER.ATE AMOUNÎ OF THE TIì.IE4 MOST OR AJ,L OF THE TII4E (s-7 DAYS)
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Q-16 r enjoyed life.

8-t7 r.

1
2
3
4

8-18 I felt ead.

1 RÀRELY oR NONE OF THE ?rME (LESS THÀN2 soltE oR A LITTIE-OF THE TIME ir_Z oays¡3 OCCASIONAILY OR À MODER.ATE À.ì{òUNT OF THE4 Mosr oR Àr,L oF lHE TIME iS_Z oevõi-
had crying epelle.

RÀRELY OR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1soME oR A LTTTLE OF THE Til4E ir_Z Oays¡
OCCASIONAJ.LY OR A MODERATE AMôUNT OF THE
MOST OR ALL OF THE TIME (5_7 DAys)

1 DAY)

TIME (3-4 DAYS)

DAY )

TrnE (3-4 DÀYS)

(3-4 DAYS)

(3-4 DAyS)

RÀRELY oR NONE oF_THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)soME oR A LTTTLE oF THE TIME ir_Z oavs,t
OCCÀSTONAILY OR A MODERATE À.}IOUNT OF THE TII,IE
MOST OR ÀtL OF THE TrlfE (5_7 DAYS)

8-19 I fel_t that people dieliked me.

1 RÀRELY oR NONE OF THE TIME (LESS THAN 1 DAy)2 soME oR A LTTTLE OF THE TrHE ir_Z oeys¡ -
3 occAsroNÀrI.y oR A I{ODERÀTE AüôUNT OF rÉr vs¡4 ¡,fosT oR ArL OF THE TIME (5_7 DAYS)

8-2O L coul_d not get ,going,.

r. RÀRELY oR NoNE_oI_I!E Til.fE (LEss THAN 1 DAy)2 soME oR A F THE TrME (1_2 DAYÈ)
3 OCCASTONÀ¡LY OR A }ÍODÈRÀTE À.I,TOUNT OF THE TIME4 UOST OR AI,L OF THE TIME (5_7 DÀyst -- -

1
2
3
4
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å,ppendix E: Edinburgh postnatal Depression Scale

!it9g you are eoon having a baby*, wê wourd like to know how you arefeeling. Pleaee cIRcLE the number of the answer which comes ãloeeet, to
how you have felt rN THE PAST 7 DAys, not juet how you feel today.* Postnatal vereion: Ae you have recently had a baby,

Here ie an example, already completed.

f have felt happy:

1 YES, ALL THE TII.TE*2 YES, MOST OF THE TIME
3 NO, NOT VERY OFTEN
4 NO, NOT AT Af.L

Thie would mean: ,,f have felt happy most of the time" during thepast week. Please complete the other queetions in the Eame way.

IN THE PAST 7 DAYS:

Q-1 I have been able to laugh and see the funny eide of things

1 AS MUCH ÀS I ÀI,WAYS COULD
2 NOT SUITE SO l.fUCH NOf{
3 DEFTNITELY NOT SO MUCH NOW
4 NOT AT ATL

Q-2 I have looked forward with enjoyment to things

1 AS MUCH AS I EVER DID
2 RAÎHER LESS THÀN I USED TO
3 DEFTNITELY LESS THAN I USED TO
4 HARDLY ÀT AIL

Q-3 I have blamed myself unnecessarily when things erent wrong

1 YES, MOST OF THE TIME
2 YES, SOME OF THE TIME
3 NO, NOT VERY OFTEN
4 NO, NEVER

Q-4 I have been anxious or worried for no good reason

1 NO, HÀRDLY A? AIL
2 HÀRDLY EVER
3 YES, SOtfETItfES
4 YES, VERY OFÎEN

Q-5 I have fel-t ecared or panicky for no very good reason

1 YES, QUTTE A LOT
2 YES, SOMETTMES
3 NO, NOT MUCH
4 NO, NOT AT ALL
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Q-6 Things have been getting on t,op of me

1 YES, HOSÎ Or THE TIME
2 YEs, soMETrMEs r HÀVEN'T BEEN coPrNc.ê,s WELL As usuAr3 NO, MOST OF THE TIHE I HÀ\¡E COPED QUITE WELL4 NO, T HA\/E BEEN COPING AS WELL AS EVER

8-7 r have been eo unhappy that r have had difficurty ereeping

Q-8 I have felt

1 YES, MOST OF THE TIME
2 yES, SOMETITÍES
3 NOT VERY OFTEN
4 NO, NOT AT AIL

sad or mieerable

1 YES, MOST OF THE TIME
2 YES, QUITE OFTEN
3 NOT VERY OFTEN
4 NO, NOT AT AI.L

so unhappy that, I have been crying
1 YES, MOST OF THE TIME
2 YES, QUITE OFTEN
3 ONLY OCCASIONATLY
4 NO, NEVER

Q-9 I have been

Q-1O The thought of harming myeelf hae occurred to me

1 YES, QUITE OFTEN
2 soMETrì.fES
3 HARDLY EVER
4 NEVER
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Appendix F: Dyadic Adjustment Scale

lloet persons have dieagreemente in their relationships. pl-ease indicatebelow the approximate extent of agreement or disagreement between youand your partner for each item on Èhe foll-owing líst. (please circle thenumber of your answer).

Use the following ecale for e-1 to e-15:

ALMOST OCCA- FRE- AI,MOST
ATWAYS AIWAYS SIONALLY QUENTLY AÍ.WAYS ATWAYSAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE012345

8-1 Handling family finances

Q-2 matters of recreat,ion

Q-3 religioue matters

Q-4 demonstrations of affection

8-5 friends

Q-6 sexual relations

Q-7 conventionality (correct or
proper behavior)

Q-8 philoeophy of tife

Q-9 waye of dealing with parente
or in-lawe

Q-10 aime, goals and thinge
believed important

Q-1-1 amount of time epent
together

Q-12 making major decisions

Q-13 household tasks

Q-14 leisure time, interests
and activitiee

Q-15 career decisions

0

0

0

0

o

o

1

t

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

0l_2345

01234s

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

3

3

I

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

01234s
012345
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Uee the following ecale for e-16 to e_222

AIL oF MOSÎ OF MORE OFTEN occA_
THE TIME THE TTME THAN NOT STONAILYo12s

Q-16 How often do you discuee or
have you coneidered divorce,
separation, or terminating
your relat,ionehip? O

Q-J-7 How often do you or your
mate leave the houee after
a fight? O

8-18 fn general, how often do you
think that thinge between you
and your partner are going
weII? O

Q-19 Do you confide in you mate? O

Q-2O Do you ever regret that you
married (or live together)? O

Q-22 How often do you and your
mate "get, on each other's
nerveB"? g

RARELY NEVER
45

occA-
SIONALLY R.A,RELY NEVER

EVERY
DAY

Q-23 Do you kiee your
mate? 0

A].L OF
THEM

8-24 Ðo you and your
mate engage in
outeide interest,s
together? 0

r23
t23

4s
4s

AI,MOST
EVERY DAY

1

MOST OF
THEM

2

SOME OF
THEM

How often v¡ould you E ay t.he following
and your mate:

2

event,s occur

VERY FEW NONE
OF THEM

3

between you

(Uee the

NEVER

o

following ecale

LESS ÎHAN
ONCE A
MONTH

t_

for g-25

ONCE OR
TWICE A
MONlH

2

to Q-28):

ONCE OR
TWICE À
WEEK

3

ONCE
A DAY

4

MORE
OFTEN

5
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Q-25 have a stimulating

exchange of ideae

Q-26 laugh Èogether

Q-27 calmly discues something

Q-28 work together on a project

Q-29 being too tired for eex

Q-30 not showing love

0

o

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

Theee are Erome thinge about which coupree eometimes agree andsometimee dieagree. Indicate if either ilem below caused differences ofopinione or were probreme in your rerat,ionehip in the rast few weeks(circle answer):

YES

vEs

NO

NO

Q-31 The numbere on the foltowing^ecal-e represent different degreee ofhappineee in your relationeñip. fne miaate point "happyJ iepreeentethe- degree of. happineee of moet relationghiþe. pfeaãè'circle thenu¡nber which best describee the degree of hãppinese, ari ttringeconeidered, of your relationehip.

0

EXTREMELY
UNHÀPPY

1

FATRLY
UNHÀPPY

2

A LTTTLE
UNHAPPY

3

HÀPPY

4s6

VERY EXTREMELY PERFECT
HAPPY HÀPPY

Q-32 Which of the _following etatemente best deecribee how you feel aboutthe future of your relationehip? (circle one)

1 I WANT DESPERATELY FOR MY RELATIONSHIP TO SUCCEED AND WOULD
GO TO AIMOST ANY LENGTH TO SEE THÀT TT DOES.

2 I WANT VERY MUCH FoR MY RELATIONSHTP To sUccEED, AND WILL DoAI,L I CAN TO SEE THÀT IT DOES.

3 r WANT VERY MucH FoR My R-ELATroNsHrP To succEED, AND wrLL DoMY FATR SHÀRE TO SEE THAT IT DOES.

4 rr woulD BE NrcE rF MY RELATTONSHTP succEEDED, BUT r CAN,T Do
MUCTI ¡-ÍORE THAN I A¡{ DOING NOW TO HELP IT SUCCEED.

5 rT wouLD BE NrcE rF MY RELÀTIONSHrP succEEDED, BUT r REFUSE
TO DO ANY MORE THÀN I A.I.{ DOING NOI{ TO KEEP THE RELATTONSHIP
GOING.

6 MY RELATTONSHTP cAN NEVER sUccEED, AND THERE Is No MORE THÀT ICAN DO TO KEEP THE RELATIONSHIP GOTNG.
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Appendix G: Support Behavior fnventory

prenatal Version
we are interested in finding out the kinds of things that are helpful toexpectant mothere. during pregnancy. Below is a Iièt of different thingepeople do for each other. Pleaee respond to each statement by answering1) how sATrsFrED you are with the amoùnt your pARTNER/spousE does eachof theee things; and 2) how TMPORI.ANT each of these behaviors is to you.Thue, for each statement, circle the number of your answer forsATrsFAcrroN, and circl-e the retter of your ansirer for rMpoRTANcE.

use Èhe forlowing ecale to answer how sATrsFrED you are with yourpartner for each behavior l_ieted below:

DTSSAT- SOMEWHÀT PARTLY SATIS./ SOMEWHAT VERYISFIED DTSSATISFTED PARTLY DISSAT. SÀTTS. SATISFTED SÀTIS.7234s6

Use the following scale to angwer how IMPoRTANT each behavior }istedbelow is to you:

NOT
IMPORTANT

A

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

B

Q-1 coes out of his way to
do special or thoughtful
t,hings for me. L

Q-2 Encourages me to spend time
with other women who are
having the simil_ar life
experience of expecting
a child. 1

Q-3 Uses touch to show me that
he lovee or cares for me. 1

Q-4 Helps keep up my morale. 1

8-5 Lets me know how important
I arn ae a helpmate during
this pregnancy. 1

8-6 Understands my concerns
about the changes in our
relationship and lifestyle
the baby wiII bring. 1

Q-7 Helpe me out when f,m in
a pinch. 1

Q-8 Showe interest in my daily
activities and problems,
ot,her than related to
pregnancy. L

2

2

MODERÀTELY
IMPORTANT

c

\rERY
IMPORTANT

D

ABCD

ABCD

BCD

BCD

56

56

ABCD

ABCD

ABCD

ABCD
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8-9 Helpe me deal with my feare
about having an unhealthy
orabnormalchild. I 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-10 Ie good-natured about
lettingmeblowoff eteam. l_ 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-J-1 Encourages me to take
propercareofmyself. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-12 Pitchee in to help me do
eomething that needs to
get done. J, 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

8-13 Ie very poeitive and feele
good about me having a
baby.I23456ABSD

Q-14 Lete me know that, deepite
the haeeles involved, the
pregnancyieworthit. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-15 Helpe with choree, errande
or work around the houee
duringthiepregnancy. I 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-16 Givee me information about
what to expect for thie
pregnancy&/orparenthood. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-17 Allows me to talk about
things that are very
pereonalandprivate. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-18 Reaeaurec me that f am
attractive.]-23456ABCD

Q-19 Helps me learn things to
behealthy. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B c D

Q-20 Helpe get house, things,
etc.readyforthebaby. L Z 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-21 lakes time to epend
withme. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-22 Accepte my work houre
andechedule. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-23 Lete me know that f am
appreciat,ed for the things
Idoforhim. L 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-24 Tolerates my upe and downs
andunueualbehaviore. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-25 Encourages me to do things
Ienjoy. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-26 Helps me by allowing me to
compare my thoughts and
feelings about being a
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parenttohie. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C Ð

Q-2THeLpememakedecisione. L 2 3 4 S 6 A B c D

8-28 ReaeÊruree me that having
a baby ie a natural event
and people "survive". I 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-29Letemeknowheneedsme. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-3O Takee me eeriouely when I
have concernE. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-31 Saye things that make my
eituation clearer and eaeier
tounderetand. I 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-32 Comforts me by ehowÍng
physicalaffection. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B c D

Q-33 Sharee activit,iee related
to the pregnancy (e.9.,
doctor vieite, prenatal
claeeee). ! 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-34 Givea me information or advice
onhov¡todothings. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-35 Hetps me evaluate my
attitudee and abilitiee by
being aomeone in a eimilar
situation.l234S6ABCD

Q-36 Let.e me know t,hat he will
be around if I need
assigtance.I23456ABCD

Q-37 Givee me feedback on how I
amdoinginthiepregnancy.l 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-38 Tells me what to expect in
situat,ions that are about
tohappen. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-39 Ie willing to do favore
forme. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-40 Pamper€r me when I am tired
ornotfeelingwell. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-41 Reasaures me (directly or
indirectly) that I am loved
orvalued. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-42 Helpe me feel that we ehare
thiepregnancytogether. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-43 ReasEurea me that I will be
a good parent for the
newbaby. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-44 Ie patient and understanding
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about changes in our
eexlife. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-45 Reaeeurec me that we can
make it, financially after
thebabycomes. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B c D
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Support. Behavior Invent,ory - postnatal Version
We are interested in finding out, the kinds of things that are helpful tomothere aft,er the baby ig born. Berow is a rist oi different thiigsthat people do for each other. please respond to each etatement bianswering 1) how SATISFIED you are with the amount your pARTNER/SpôUsn
does each of these things; and 2) how IMPORTANT each of these behaviorsis to you- Thus, for each statement, circle the number of your answerfor SATISFACTION' and circle the letter of your answer for IMpoRTANcE.

use the forlowing scale to answer how sATrsFrED you are with yourpartner for each behavior list.ed below:

DrssAT- sor.fEwHAT pARlLy SAIIS. / soMEwHAT vERyISFTED DISSATISFIED PARTLY DISSAT. SATIS. SATISFIED SAÎIS.t234s6

Use the following scale to answer how fMPoRTANT each behavior listedbelow ie to you:

NOT
IMPORTANT

A

SOMEWHAT
ÏMPORTANT

B

8-1 coes out of his way to
do epecial or thoughtfut
things for me. 1 z

Q-2 Encourages me to spend time
with other women who are having
the similar life experience of
havinganewborn. 1 2

Q-3 Ueee touch to ehow me that
he lovee or caree for me. 1 2

Q-4 He1ps keep up my morale. 1 2

8-5 Lets me know how important
I am as a heJ_pmate since
having t,hie baby. 1 2

8-6 Understande my concerne
about. the changes in our
relat,ionehip and lifestyle
since we've had t,he baby. I 2

8-7 Helpe me out when I,m in
a pinch. I z

Q-8 Showe interest in my daily
act,ivitÍes and problems, other
than related to the baby. I 2

Q-9 Helps me deal with my fears
about developmenatl lags or
abnormalities in the baby I 2

Q-10 Is good-natured about J-etting

MODER.ATELY
IMPORTANT

c

\¡ERY
IMPORTANT

D

ABCD

BCD

ABCD

6ABCD

6ABCD

6ABCD

6ABCD

6ABCD

ABCD
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meblowoffsteam. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-11 Encourages me to take
propercareofmyeelf. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-12 Pitchee in to help me do
eomething that neede to
getdone. I Z 3 4 S 6 À B C D

Q-13 Spending time with eomeone
who feele good about being
aparent. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-14 Lete me know that, despite
the haesles involved, it was
worthwhilehavingthebabyl 2 3 4 5 6 A B c D

Q-15 Helpg with choree, errande
orworkaroundthehouee" I Z 3 4 5 6 A B C D

8-16 Gives me information about
what to expect parent,ing
thiebaby. 1 Z 3 4 S 6 A B c D

Q-17 Allovre me to talk about
thinge that are very
pereonal-andprivate. I Z 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-18 ReasE¡urea me that I am
attractive.]-23456ABCD

Q-19 Helps me learn things to
behealthy. L 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-20 Helpe get, clothes, toye,
diapere, ect. ready for
thebaby. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B c Ð

Q-21 Takee time to epend
withme. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-22 Accepte my work houre
andschedule. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-23 Lete me know t,hat I a¡n
appreciated for the t,hings
Idoforhim. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-24 Toleratee my upe and downe
andunusualbehaviore. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

8-25 Encourages me to do thinge
Ienjoy. t 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-26 Helps me by allowing me to
compare my thoughte and
feelings about being a
parenttohis. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-2THelpsmemakedecisione" 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-28 Reassures me that looking
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after a newborn is demanding
but people "eurvive". I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-29Letemeknowheneedsme" ! 2 3 4 5 6 À B c D

Q-30 Takee me eeriouely when I
haveconeerng. L 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-31 Saye things that make my
situation clearer and eaeier
tounderetand. I Z 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-32 Comforts me by ehowing
phyeicalaffection. 1 2 3 4 S 6 À B C D

Q-33 Sharee activitiee retated
to the parenting (e.9.,
doctor visite, arranging
for babyeittere). L 2 3 4 5 6 A B c D

Q-34 Givee me information or advice
onhowtodothings. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-35 Helps me evaluate my
attitudee and abilities by
being Eomeone in a similar
eituation.l234S6ABCD

Q-36 Lete me know that he will
be around if I need
aeeietance.I23456ABCD

Q-37 Gives me feedback on how I
amdoingaeaparent. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-38 Telle me what to expect in
eituations that are about
tohappen. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

8-39 Is willing to do favore
forme. 1 2 3 4 S 6 À B C D

Q-40 Pampers me when f am t,ired
ornotfeelingwell. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-41 Reaeeures me (directly or
indirectly) that f am loved
orvalued. 1 2 3 4 S 6 A B C D

Q-42 Helpe me feel that we share
in looking after this baby
togeÈher.L23456ABCD

Q-43 Reaeauree me t.hat I an a
goodparentforthebaby. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-44 fs patient and understanding
about changes in our
sexlife. 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D

Q-45 Reassures me that, ere can
makeitfinancially. I 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D



Appendix H: PereonaL Style Invent,ory

Here are a number of statements about personal
read each one carefuJ_ly, and indicate whether
to what extent, by CfRCLING a number following
Uee the following scale:

STRONGLY
DTSAGREE DISAGREE

l2

SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY
DISÀGREE AGREE

34

148

characteristice. please
you ÀGREE or DISAGREE, and
each statement.

STRONGLY
AGREE ÀGREE

56
Q-l I am very sensitive to

criticiem by othere. 1 2

Q-2 I often find that I don,t
live up to my own etandarde
andideals. I 2 3

Q-3 I find it difficult to be
€reparated from people f love.l 2 3

8-4 I resent, it when people try to
direct my behavior or
activitiee. I 2 3

Q-5 I often put other people,e
neede before my own. I Z 3

8-6 I don't like relying on others
forhelp. I 2 3

8-7 I v¡orry a lot that people may
criticizeme. L 2 3

8-8 The standards and goals f set, for
myeelf are ueiually higher than
those of ot,her people. L 2 3

Q-9 It ie hard for me to break off a
relationehip even if it ie making me
unhappy. L 2 3

Q-10 I rarely trust the advice of
others when making a big
decieion. I 2 3

8-11 I a¡n very sensitive to the effecte
I have on the feelinge of other
people. L 2 3

Q-12 When I'm feeling blue, I don,t like
t,o be offered eympathy I 2 3

8-13 I am very sensit,ive to eigns
of possible rejection
byothers. 1 2 3

8-14 It, is hard for me to accept
my own weaknesses and
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Q-1s

g-16

Q-t'l

Q-18

g-19

Q-20

8-2r

Iimitatione. I 2

ft ie hard for me to take charge of
my owrt affairs without help frõmother people. 1 2

I am_very upaet, when other peopJ_eor circumstancee interfere i¡itit
my p1ane. 1 2

f,worry a lot about, hurting oroffending people. I 2

I don't like people to invade
my privacy. I 2

f am eaeily pereuaded byothers. 1 2

I tend to be very
eelf-critical. L 2

f need other people,e helpin order to cope with
life'e probleme. L 2

4

4

Q-22 I try to maintain control over
my feelinge at all timee. 1 2

8-23 I try to please other people
too much I 2

Q-24 It ie hard for me to have
someone dependent, on me. I 2

8-25 It ie very important to me to beIiked and admired by othere" 1 2

Q-26 I believe in doing eomething wellor not, doing it, at atl. L z

Q-27 I never realty feel secure in acloee relationahip, becauee I am
concerned that f might }ose t,he otherperaon. I 2

Q-28 I am eaeily bothered by other
people making demands õf me. I z

8-29 T often feel responsible
for eolving other people,e
probleme. 1 2

Q-30 I can be completely independent
of other people. 1 2

8-31 I ¿rm very concerned with howpeople react to me. I 2

8-32 I ehould be able t.o excel atanything if I try hard
enough. ! 2

3

3

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
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Q-33 I find it difficult if r have to be
alone aì-I day. I 2

Q-34 I often try to change other
people'e behavior. I 2

8-35 I feel f have to be nice to other
people. L 2

8-36 I tend to keep ot,her people at
a dietance. I 2

8-37 I get very uncomfortable when I,m
not eure whether or not someone
likee me. I 2

8-38 I ueually view my performance
as either a complete Eucce€rB
or a complete failure. I 2

8-39 It is very hard for me to get over
the feel-ing of loss when a
relationship hae ended. I 2

8-40 It ie hard for me to take
inetructiong from people who have
authority over me. I 2

8-41 I am too apologetÍc to other
people.

Q-42 Lt ie hard for me to open
talk about my feelings and

1

up and
other

1pereonal thinge.

Q-43 I often cenÊror what I
the other perEon may
disagree.

eay becauee
dieapprove or

l2

8-44 f judge myself aE a person
baeed on the quality of
the work that I do. 1

Q-45 I like to be certain that
there ie somebody cloee I
can contact in caÊre something
unpleasant happene to me. 1

Q-46 When making a big decision, I
usually feel thaÈ advice
from othere is intrueive. 1

8-47 It is hard for me to aay
'no" to other people.e
requests. 1

8-48 It is hard for me to expreee
admiration or affection" 1

Q-49 It is hard for me to be
nonconformist. 1
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8-50 It bothere me when I feel
that I am only average and
ordinary.]-234S6

8-51 I become upset when something
happens to me and there,s
nobodyaroundtotalkto. I 2 3 4 5 6

8-52 I become upset more than
moet, people I know, when
limite are placed on my
pereonal independence and
freedom.]-23456

8-53 I often let people take
advantageofme. L Z 3 4 5 6

8-54 It ie difficult for me to
make a long-term commitment
toarelationehip. I 2 3 4 5 6

8-55 I am most comfortable when
I know my behavior ie what
othereexpectofme. 1 Z 3 4 S 6

8-56 I feel badly about myeelf
when I Erm not, actively
accompliehingthinge. ! 2 3 4 5 6

Q-57 I become very upset when a
friend breake a date or
forgete to call me aE
planned"]-23456

Q-58 I reeent it when others
assume reeponeibility for
myplane. 1 Z 3 4 s 6

8-59 It ie hard for me to let
people know when I am angry
withthem. 1 2 3 4 S 6

Q-60 In relat,ionshipe, people
are often too demanding of
oneanother" L Z 3 4 5 6
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Appendix I: Revised Infant lemperament Suestionnaire

The purpoee of this guestionnaire is to determine the general nature of
your infant'a reactions to his/her environmenL. This first part
consiete of several questions regarding your infant. Please circle the
number indicating the freguency with which you think the statement is
true for your infant. Although eome of the statements may seem similar,
they are not the eame and should be rated independently. If any item
cannot, be angwered or does not apply to your infant, just draw a line
through it. If your infant has changed with respect to any of the areas
covered, use the reeponse that best deecribes the recently establiehed
pattern. There are no good and bad or right and wrong ansvrers, only
descriptions of what your infant does.

Using the following scal-e, please circle the number that best indicates
how often your infant's recent and current behavlor has been like that
described by each item:

VARIABLE! VARIABLE:
AT-MOST USUALLY USUATLY ALMOST
NEVER RARELY DOES NOT DOES FREQUENTLY ATWAYS

123456

8-1 The infant eate about the earne
amount of solid food (within 1 oz)
fromdaytoday. L 2 3 4 5 6

Q-2 The infant ie fueey on waking
up and going to sleep (froerns
cries). I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-3 The infant accepts right away
any change in place or
position of feeding or person
doingit. I 2 3 4 5 6

8-4 The infant accepts nail cutting
withoutprotest. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Q-5 the infant accepts his/her
bath any time of the day
withoutresietingit. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-6 The infant takes feedings
guietly with mil-d expression
oflikesanddislikee. I 2 3 4 5 6

8-7 The infant wants and takee
milk feedings at about the
eame times (one hour) from
daytoday. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-8 The infant is shy (turns away
or clings to mother) on meeting
another child for the first
time.:..23456
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8-9 The infant vigorously resiete
additional food or milk when
full (epite out, clampe
mouth cloeed, bate at
E,poon, etc.). 1 2 3 4 S 6

8-10 The infant reeiets changee
in feeding schedule ( t hr or
more)evenaftertwotries. 1 2 3 4 S 6

Q-11 The infant'e bowel movementg
come at different times from
day to day (over one hour
difference). I Z 3 4 S 6

Q-12 The infant makes happy soundg
(cooe, smileE, laughe) when
beingdiaperedordressed. I 2 3 4 S 6

Q-13 The infant accepte new foode
right away, swallowing them
promptly.I23456

Q-14 The infant reacts mildly
( juet. bl-inks or startlee
briefly) to bright lighte
euch as flash bulb or letting
eunlight in by pulling up
theehade. 1 2 3 4 S 6

Q-15 The infant ie pleaeant
(emilee, Iaughe) when firet
arriving in unfamiliar placee
(friend'ehouse,etore). L 2 3 4 S 6

Q-16 The infant gets eleepy at
about the same t,ime each
evening(withinL/2brrl I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-17 The infant accepts regular
procedures (hair brushing,
face washing etc. ) without
protest.123456

Q-18 The infant,e initial reaction
to a new babyeitter is
rejection (crying, clinging
to mother, etc.). L 2 3 4 5 6

Q-19 The infant objects to being
bathed in a different place
or by a different pereon even
after2or3 triee. 1 2 3 4 S 6

8-20 The amount of milk t,he infant
takes at feedinge ie quite
unpredict,able (over 2 oz
difference) from feeding to
feeding.\234S6

Q-21 For the first few minutes
in a new place or situation
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(nevr etore or home) the infant
is fretful. 1

Q-22 The infant reacts etrongly
to foode, whether poeitively
(smacke lipe, Iaughe, equeale)
or negatively (criee). 1

Q-23 The infant is pleaeant (coos,
emilee, etc. ) during
proceduree like hair bruehing
or face waehing. 1

Q-24 Tl:.e infant greeta a new toy
with a loud voice and much
expreseion of feeling (whether
poeitive or negative) " 1

8-25 The infant'e initial reaction
at home t,o approach by
atrangera ia acceptance. 1

8-26 The infant wants daytime
nape at differing timee
(over t hour difference) from
day to day. 1

Q-27 The infant cries when left
alone to play. 1

Q-28 The infant adjuet,e within
10 minutes to new eurroundinge
(home, etore, play area). 1

Q-29 the infant's daytime nap€t
are about the same length
from day to day (under
l/2 hr difference) " 1

Q-30 The infant dieplays much
feeling (vigoroue laugh or
cry) during diapering or
dreseing. 1

Q-31 The infant adjuete eaeily
and eleeps well within 1 or
2 daye of changee of time or
place. 1

Q-32 The infanù wantg and takes
solid food feedings at, about
the ea$e t,ime from day to day
(within t hr). 1

Q-33 The infant is content
(emiles, coos) during
int.erruptione of mil_k or
eolid feedings. 1

Q-34 The infant accepts within a
few minutes a change in
place of bath or person
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givingit. I Z 3 4 5 6

Q-35 The infant cries for lese
than one minute when given
aninjection. I 2 3 4 S 6

Q-36 The infant, continuee to
react to a Ioud noiee
(hammering, barking dog,
etc. ) heard several times
intheeameday. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-37 The infant'e initial
reaction is withdrawal
(turne head, spit,e out) when
coneietency, flavor or
temperat,ure of eolid foode
iechanged. I Z 3 4 S 6

Q-38 The infant'e time of waking
in the morning variee greatly
fromdaytoday. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-39 The infant react,s strongly
to etrangere: laughing or
crying.I234S6

9-4O The infant,e period of
greateEt, phyeical activity
comee at the eame time each
day.r234s6

8-41 The infant appears bothered
(criee, equirms) when first
put down in a different
sleepingplace. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-42 The infant reacte mildly to
meeting familiar people
(quiet smiles or no
response). I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-43 The infant is fusey or moody
throughout a cold or intestinal
virue.1Z34s6

Q-44 The infant wantc an extra
feeding at a different time
each day (over 1 hr
difference). I 2 3 4 S 6

Q-45 The infant ie etill frightened
or wary of etrangere after
lSminutes. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-48 The infant playe quietly and
calmly with toye ( Iitt1e
vocalization or noiee). 1 2 3 4 S 6

Q-49 The infant's fusey period
occurs at about the eame
time of day (morning,
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afternoon, evening)" I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-50 The infant ie calm in the bat,h.
Like or dielike ie mildly
expreeeed (emiles or frowne). I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-51 The infant requirea introduction
of a new food on 3 or more
occaeione before he/ehe will
accept(ewallow)it. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-52 The infant acts the eame when
the diaper ie wet ae when it
ie dry (no react,ion¡. 7 2 3 4 5 6

Q-53 The infant is fusey or cries
during the physical examination
bythedoct,or. I 2 3 4 5 6

Q-54 The infant accepts changee in
eolid food feedinge (type,
amount, timing) within 1 or
2triee. 1 2 3 4 S 6

Mother's General Impression of Infant,6 Tempera¡¡e¡¡t

A How would you deecribe your baby,e temperament in your ovrn
words?

B In comparison with what you know of other babies of the eame
ê9€, how would you rate your baby as to the following
criteria? (circle one for each queation)

Q-1 Activity level - the amount of physical activity during
sleep, feeding, play, dressing, etc.

1 HIGH
2 MEDIUM
3 LOW

Q-2 Regularity - of bodily functioning in sleep, hunger, bowel
movemente, etc.

1 FAIRLY REGULAR
2 VARIABLE
3 FAIRLY IRREGULAR

Q-3 Adaptability to change in rout,ine - t,he eaee or difficulty
with which initiai- reÊrpons¡e can be modified in a socially
deeirable way.

1 GENERÀLLY ADAPTABLE
2 VARIABLE
3 GENERÃLLY SLOW AT ADAPTATTON
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Q-4 Reeponee to new eltuatione - init,ial reaction t.o new
etimuli, to food, people, places, toys, or procedures

1 APPROACH
2 VARIABLE
3 WITHDRÀWÀ¡

Q-5 Level of eeneory threehold - the amount of external_
etimulation,euch as eounde or changee in food or people.
necee€rary to produce a reÊrponee in the baby.

1 HIGH THR_ESHOLD (MUCH STTMULATTON NEEDED)
2 HEDIUM
3 LOW THRESHOLD (LIÎÎLE STTMULATTON NEEDED)

Q-6 Intensity of response - the energy content of responses
regardleee of their quality.

1 GENERALLY INTENSE
2 VARTABLE
3 GENERATLY MILD

Q-7 Poeitive or negative mood - a¡nount of pleaeant or
unpleasant, behavior throughout the day.

1 GENERALLY POSITIVE
2 VARIABLE
3 GENERALLY NEGATIVE

Q-8 Dietractibility - the effectiveness of external stimuli
(eounde, toye, people, etc. ) in interfering wit.h ongoing
behavior.

1 EASTLY DISTR.ACTABLE
2 VARIABLE
3 NON-DISTRÀCTÀBLE

Q-9 Persistence and attention epan - duration of maintaining
apecific act,ivities without external obstacles.

1 PERSISTENT
2 VARIABLE
3 NON-PERSISTENT

C How hae the baby's temperament been a problem for you?

D In general, temperament of baby is:

1 ABOUT AVERAGE
2 MORE DTFF]CULT ÎHAN AVER.AGE
3 EASIER THÀN AVERÀGE
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Appendix J: Daily Crying Record of Infant

Inetructions for lufant, Crying Record

Since crying is one of the main ways that babies can communicate at this
açJer we would like t,o know how often and for how long your baby criee
each day. lve would like you to uee the form provided to chart his or
her crying behavior for aeven days. Ideally, we would like you to
complete t,he chart during the week (7 days) immediatery before your
baby's four month birthdate, but if t,hat time is inconvenient, please
try and complete it over any E¡even day period before your baby is four
months old.

The form is like a weekly calendar, with the daye from Monday to sunday
listed on the page. The 24 hours in each day are broken down into one
hour time erote, etarting at 12 a.m. (which is midnight) and ending at
11:00 p.m.. For each hour time slot,, fill in the approximate number of
minutee that your baby wae crying during that hour. That is, you would
be writing down a number from O (no crying during that time period) to
60 (the baby cried for all of that hour period). Please record a number
in each of the time elote for each day. For example, during the houre
that your little one ie eleeping, you would filt in lote of zerol,
indicating that there was no crying during those time periode.

MONDAY TUESDAY

12:00 A.M. 0 9

1:@ 0 0

2: O0 11 o

3:00 13 o

4:00 o 0

5¡O0 0 20

In the above example ueing part of t.he chart, one can eee that the baby
cried for 11 minut,ee between 2 and 3 a.m., and 13 minutee between 3 and
4 a.m. on Monday night. During Tuesday night, the baby cried for a
tot,ar of 9 minutes between midnight and 1 a.m., and cried for a total of
20 minut,ee between 5 and 6 a.m..

Ae a reminder to chart your baby'e crying behavior, it may help to keep
the form in the area where you change diapers. Then, every time you
change a diaper, you can update the form.

If you have any queetione about completing this form, pleaee call Lee1ey
Graff at 474-9338, and I will get back to you aE E¡oon as I can. Thank
you for t,aking the time to record thie important information.



12 a.m.

1:00

2: O0

MONDAY

3:00

4:00

5:00

lUESDAY

6¡OO

7:00

8¡00

9:00

WEDNESDAY

10:00

11¡00

12 noon

1:00

2:00

ÎHURSDAY

3: OO

4:00

5: OO

FRIDAY

6:00

7 :00

8:00

9:00

SÀlURDAY

10:00

1L:00

SUNDAÏ


